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ABSTRACT of THESIS
The bulk of this thesis consists of coimTientaxies on Pindar 
Pythian 11 and Nemean 2. As a prologue there is a general 
introduction to Pindar analysing some Pindaric problems, and an 
analysis of some features of the Pindaric scholia (the ancient 
commentaries on Pindar).
The INTRODUCTION shows now Pindar tailored the mythical 
parts of his victory odes to suit the occasion, and how the 
odes do not nicely conform to a general pattern.
The second part, TITLES and INSCRIPTIONES in the PINDARIC 
SCHOLIA and the OCCASION of PYTHIAN ELEVEN, shows that the dates 
and titles given by the scholia for Pindar’s odes are an unrel­
iable amalgam of bits of information and guesses (often infer­
ences from the odes themselves).
The COMMENTARY on PYTHIAN ELEVEN tackles the problem posed 
by Pindar apparently spatchcocking an irrelevant mythical story 
about Agamemnon into the ode. It is suggested (l) tne victor’s 
conquest at the Games has affinities to Orestes’s conquest over 
his father’s murderers; (2) when Pindar says he went off-course 
in telling the myth he is being disingenuous; representing what 
he thinks would be the attitude to the myth of the victor’s 
family; (3) themes of envy, moderation, success, highlighted 
in the myth are relevant to the victor.
The COMNIENTARY on NEMEAN TWO suggests tnis short ode (like 
other snort ones) was designed to preface the komos (victory 
sing-song and celebrations) held for tne victor. The ode’s
compressed thought and obscure allusions are unravelled: Orion
z
following the Pleiades symbolises how the victor may hope to gain 
a big win at Olympia after his recent little successes; Hector’s 
submission to Aias is analogous to the submissions gained by the 
victor over his opponents. Puns and etymologising are shown to 
be a feature of tne poem.
TABLE OF CONTENTS
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The text of Pindar on wnich this thesis is based is 
taken from the Teubner edition of B.Snell - H.Maehler, Pindari 
Carmina cum Fragmentis (Leipzig I960).
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INTRODUCTION
1. The Classification of Pindar's Odes
§1 In the Fifth and Fourth Centuries B.C. Pindar was
2
famous and held in honour all over the Greek world . Herodotus,




all q ote him , and he led the Hellenistic canon of nine lyric
poets
^2 His output was first (as far as we can tell) classified by 
Aristophanes of Byzantium^; the epinicians were contained in 
the last four of the total of 17 books. Even in antiquity, 
however, it was recognised that some poems among the epinicians 
had been mis-classified: Inscriptio N.9 (referring to Nemeans
9, 10, 11) eK.i;T^) '^ï puK&Ti g icI Sio
c^Gpo/TQ,/^- c f .  U s e r . a. pJ.W O j^  q (][%uuqc, 6 ) (p ^ /
io i{T > |/ 'rs ^u T » ]/ G ic  'r c v c  i^i)ccc?c c u V f c U c t » i  o<J |G p o /  V 6 v iK v | | ( - e K
The implication of these scholia is that in the First Century 
B.C. Didymus recognised that Nemeans 9-11 were not epinicians 
for Nemean victories and had separated them from the other 
Nemeans.
Another piece of evidence for problems in antiquity 
concerning the classification of Pindar's poems is P.Oxy.2451 
A, scraps (probably from a Life of Pindar) forming parts of 
an ancient commentary on Isthmians and also (P.Oxy. 2451 B 
fr. 17) on an oc^o cjopito/ c . T L e  èc^ocj;o0 ic<
were an Athenian festival^. It is a reasonable conjecture that 
Pindar's formed an appendix to his Isthmians as
Nemeans 9-11 did to the other Nemeans^.
§4- There was a similar problem of classification over 
some of Pindar's Partheneia, whether to classify some of them 
as a third book of Partheneia or as a separate appendix^. What
distinguished these TtpOtvërioc we do not know;
8a scrap of an ancient dispute about them survives in P.Oxy.2438 .
§5- These problems in antiquity over the classification 
of Pindar's poetry should remind us of two things: firstly,
the poems which in modern editions are grouped together as 
epinicians are in many respects a motley collection; secondly, 
the clear-cut distinctions between genres suggested by classi­
fiers' labels are an anacKnonism^. It is easy to think that 
because we have four books designated 'epinicians', therefore 
they are all the same sort of poem; this has led some modern 
American scholars to try to explain them by reference to a 
generalised formal model^^. But these claims have not be sub­
stantiated by their authors. (See further below).
2. Recent Pindaric Scholarship
§i The idea that for all of Pindar's odes there is a 
single general theory that explains them (such as the modern 
American scholars claim to have discovered) can be traced back 
to the 19th Century work of Boeckh and Dissen^^ and the notion 
that all the odes can be explained by reference to an underlying 
central thought or Grundgedanke. The theory led Hermann^^ 
to reject as irrelevant padding anything not in accord with 
the hypothetical underlying thought and is a similar sort of 
theory to the theory of Bundy^^ that all parts of all the odes 
have a single aim, namely to praise the winner, with parts 
that do not appear to praise the winner functioning as foils 
to offset those that do.
The Grundgedanke theory was developed, in another
direction, also followed by modern scholarship, by the theory
of F. Mezger^^ that in each ode there are key repeated words
which express the essential thought of the poem (cf. D. C.
17Young recently : "Mezger's theory of the recurrent word
is basically correct (though not in the form in which he gave
it) and, I believe, is the greatest single aid for an understan­
ding of a Pindaric ode"^^). The commentaries of Fennell^^ and 
2 0Bury are also strongly influenced by this theory.
§3 In a counter-reaction to this trend, the heterogeneity
of the odes was strongly emphasised towards the turn of the
21century by Drachmann who stressed the diversity of the odes' 
ingredients. This counter-reaction was influenced by a growing 
interest in trying to establish the diverse historical circum­
stances surrounding each ode's composition. The main proponent
2 2of this risky historicising approach was Wilamowitz . A
result of this counter-reaction was a tendency to see the one
part of the poem most obviously not based in documentable history,
23namely the myth, as an irrelevant digression . Modern discus­
sions of Pythian 11 have largely centred around this view of 
its myth, on the assumption that when Pindar says (P.11 38-40) 
he went off course in telling the myth he is admitting to having 
made a mistake in telling it (a debatable assumption: see my
commentary ad loc.).
Between these two approaches came the theory of sub­
jective and objective unity advocated by Schadewaldt^^,
though first suggested 98 years earlier by Boeckh, according 
to which each ode had two competing aims, on the one hand to 
praise the winner and on the other to express -the poet's own
personal views. It was Schadewaldt, too, who first drew attention
2 5to the conventions of epinician poetry as a genre . Schadewaldt's 
work is important for the understanding of Pythian 11: Pindar's 
apparent apology for haing told the myth has to be recognised 
as a conventional rhetorical device on the one hand enabling
the poet to change themes, on the other highlighting how there 
is more to Pindar's odes than just personal praise of the winner; 
the victor may have wanted Pindar to aim at nothing but victor- 
praise, but Pindar had other ideas.
§5" The importance of understanding the conventions of
the genre has recently been underlined by Bundy^^; as mentioned,
he insists that praise of the winner was the poet's overriding
aim. Some of the dangers inherent in his approach have been
well pointed out by Professor Lloyd-Jones in his 1982 lecture
2 7on Pindar to the British Academy . Three further dangers should 
be noticed: firstly, one must be cautious before speaking of
the conventions of the epinician genre; apart from Pindar and 
Bacchylides, other representatives of the genre scarcely exist, 
and Pindar's technique in constructing his epinicians is diffe­
rent enough from Bacchylides ' to make it possible that if 
more survived of the epinicians of Ibycus and Simonides our 
views about what should count as a convention of the genre 
(as opposed to a trait of Pindaric style) would be very diffe­
rent. Secondly, praise is a nebulous concept; different types 
should be distinguished (e.g. (a) personal commendation, (b)
citation of mythical exemples clearly parallel to the victor's 
situation, (c) mention oj heroes etc, with no such parallel) 
and kept separate from what is clearly not praise (e.g. citation 
of a mythical exemplum^not to praise but to point out the dangers 
of, say, or .Thirdly, as mentioned, praise of
the winner is not Pindar's sole aim: the only way Bundy can
substantiate his claim that "there is no passage in Pindar 
and Bakkhulides that is not in its primary intent enkomiastic 
that is, designed to enhance the glory of a particular 
p a t r o n " , i s  by misunderstanding what prise is and widening /(Z'l 
its meaning so as to include any statement said of someone.
His view derives from his unsubstantiated assumption that Pindar 
is always writing in his epinicians as a laudator of the victor; 
this assumption is surely disproved by such passages as the 
last triad of Pythian One (advisory), the tenor of lines 9o —
n  S“ of Pythian Three (consolatory), or the last triad
of Pythian Four (persuading Arcesilaus to change his decision)
which are addressed to the victor but not (on any normal use
2 9of the word 'praise') in praise of him
§6 To maintain his thesis that Pindar is always praising 
the victor Bundy is forced into the position that much of Pindar 
is 'foil', that is on topics chosen not per se but to lead
up to and highlight the real goal, namely praise and glorification 
of the victor^^. But this approach can lead to serious misin­
terpretation, as when Nisetich applies it to the jtory of 
Agamemnon spatchcocked into Pythian II: "The thing to do would
be to find something of special value in the victor's way of 
life. Pindar does this by telling us not only what Thrasydaios
of Thebes is, but also what he is not: he is not exposed to
the kinds of peril that plagued the great house of At reus,
subject of the myth told in the second triad of Pythian 11^^. 
On the contrary, it seems to me that the myth in Pythian II 
is not designed to praise per contrariam but, rather, to show
that Thrasydaios as a victor is indeed exposed to the kinds 
of peril that faced the conqueror Agamemnon: note how line 29,
(c)^ Gri Te yif oA ^cc 0 Ü while applying
to characters in the myth is also relevant to the victor's
32success.
^ 7 Post-Bundy American scholarship, which has concentrated 
on finding a formal structure that un^rlies all Pindar's odes^^, (AC-
has tended to ignore how there is more variation among the 
odes than the variation in position of their parts. This tendency 
is exemplified by the naive conclusion of Hamilton, that, "The 
parts of a Pindaric ode do occur in definite positions. Therefore 
the form of a particular ode can now be studied with reference 
to a general m o d e l A c c o r d i n g  to Hamilton, "the shortest 
odes form a group... They are followed by three odes of inter­
mediate length and then by the rest of the odes, which break 
into no further groups.... The degree of uniformity in length 
and content among the short odes is so great that it is likely
that the group was an accepted type : in other words the pc-Çt
wrote either long or short o d e s " . ^ 5  The crucial factor, he
says, is the presence of. absence of myth. / f*
§5» This is a misleading analysis. There is a range of 
length. The fact that no ode survives between 142 and 182 words 
long, or between 237 words long and 282, is uninteresting. 
It does not warrant grouping together as short the odes of 
less than 142 words or as long those of more than 282: (1)
Not all of Pindar's epinicia survive y (2) Vhy not group together 
the odes between 282 and 500 words long, since there is no 
ode bridging the 500-555 word gap? (3) It is not true that 
the crucial factor is the presence or absence of myth: Olympian 
4, for example, classified as short by Hamilton, tells the 
story of Erginos winning an athletics victory in old age; (4) 
arguably a better unit of measurement is the number of triads 
per ode: it shows that 3-5 triads is the regular length, and
stops you overlooking the fact that seven odes are not triadic 
at all but monostrophic^^.
3. The Heterogeneity of the Odes
§1 Though the victory for which an ode was written
is often a dominant part of the ode, often it is not. Sometimes,
as with N.ll, R3, P4, the occasion that caused the poem does
37not seem to have been a victory at all - though in N.ll
and P3 Games are mentioned. Pindar himself only once refers
f  ^  /  > r ^
to 'epinicians' ( GiT i /1K f ü i c | / oCotba'ic N.4.78); several
=> f
times he calls his poems for victors 6 yicu^iof (P.10.53, 0.2.47;
cf. N.I. 7, N.8.50), but much more frequently he calls them
10
c./ / V 3 8
just VyK.\/ci or . The conclusion to be drawn is that
the relationships between Pindar and the recipient of the ode, 
and between the ode and any victory, were very variable, with 
atypical odes such as N.ll and P.3 standing at one end of a 
sliding scale.
There is also variety of metrical form. Only one
of the 45 epinicians imitates the metrical pattern of any other
- none does, if Isthmians 3 and 4 are parts of the same ode.
Pindar is also intolerant of identical word-division patterns 
in verses of the same metrical pattern, this is exemplified 
by the fith and sixth lines of all epodes, except the last,
of Olympian 6 (fifth; D, caesura, -D, s»xth: D-, caesura, D).
Contrast Bacchylides: in his dactylo-epitrites he allows line
after line to have a word end after the first hemiepes (e.g. 
in the epodes of B.ll. 24-40, 71-82, 113-122); contrast
Stesichorus (e.g. the highly dactylic, monotonous and simple 
rhythm in the Lille Stesichorus, hexametric at times - e.g. 
line 232). Pindar developed the basic dactylo-epitrite rhythm; 
he also combines dactylo-epitrites with other rhythms: Olympian
13 starts aeolic, becomes increasingly dactylic through the 
strophe and antistrophe, and the epode is dactylo-epitritic.
§3 There is great variation, too, in Pindar's mythical 
diversions. In some odes he has delineated the character of 
the mythical hero to harmonise with the character of the Games 
winner; in others, those actions of a mythical person are selected 
which have a special bearing on the winner; sometimes Pindar 
gives someone in the myth an ancestry that is new, and not 
in accord with tradition, in order to insert the mythical figure 
into the victor's family. Or the myth may be chosen because 
of the type of event that had been won; violent stories are 
often for pancratiasts (Vo c TotyF^nc/
11
Pindar did not compose slavishly on the assumption that in 
each ode there had to be a similar relationship between the 
myth and the victor or between the myth and any other part 
of the ode. Like Greek poets before him he was happy to introduce 
Herakles or Aias into his poems on a variety of pretexts, some 
trifling. A single word may make clear a connection between 
myth and victor, but often the myth is developed for its own 
sake and detail is added not to make subtle allusions to the 
victor's way of life but to make the myth a good story to listen 
to^^. The fluidity of Greek myth and the tolerance and delight 
of the Greeks in hearing modified. versions of old stories must 
be weighed against the assumption that "How exactly is this 
relevant to the victor?" is the all-important question.
ÿw- Pindar's myths also cover a range of length, from
the epyllion in Pythian 4 to a couple of words (e.g. 0.10.14).
Some writers distinguish between his myths and mythic examples.
This is misleading. Even in the long myths, including that
in Pythian 4, there may be material pointing out to the recipient
of the ode an example he should follow; while some of the very
short mythic examples, though short in terms of the number
of words they are written in, require the knowledge of a large
body of background mythical material before one can understand
41why they are in the poem. Hamilton attempts to distinguish
the two, but the distinction yields nothing and his argument 
for it is untenable: "there is no apparent difference in content
between Myth and Mythic Example. The critical distinction for 
the audience, we find, is in position: the two types of mythic
example have mutually exclusive positions in the ode. Myth
normally appears only in the central section and Mythic Example 
normally appears in either of the other two s e c t i o n s " . B u t  
later he adds: "Only 6 of the 2 5 Mythic Examples occur in the
Myth section, and only 12 of the 39 Myths do not . This 
is bad evidence for a critical distinction. Pindar is more 
subtle and variable with his mythical narrative and characters 
than Hamilton allows.
12
fs" The heterogeneity of the odes also appears from the
varying styles in which they are written. The grand architecture
of the some odes' first lines, with a rambling structure
supported by relative pronouns or temporal conductions (as in
Pythians 11 and 4) contrasts with the staccato beginning of e.g.
Olympians 1 and 11 and Nemean 6 . Pindar's wide repertoire of
openings is indeed striking. Isthmian 7 begins with a question to
Thebes followed by seven more questions asking what myth or
mythical figures Thebes most wants to hear about. Questions from
Pindar aboun& in the epinicians,but this is one of the only two
44odes with a question in the opening sentence . He did not shirk 
a novel structure to his odes, and it is characteristic of him to 
use a few basic ingredients in a variety of quite different ways.
§C A barrage of unanswered questions is also fired in
Paean 9 asking the sun what his eclipse portends; it, too, was
written Çor Thebans. Eight questions about whom he should sing of
start his most fully-surviving Hymn (Fr. 29), also for Thebans.
Pindar may have thought such slightly audacious, unusual
and unorthodox openings more suitable for a community he knew
4 5well and where he could be more adventurous . Pindar's other 
Theban odes are Isthmians 3, 4 and Pythian 11. Significantly,
both Isthmian 7 and Pythian 11 describe people on the move, the
I . \ f-C \ \ CV 'I
former a victory procession (2 0 - 1 cv/ lyn/Ji l^ i
), the latter a gathering of Theban heroines at the
temple of Ismene; also both start with invocations and have a
host of Theban mythical characters crammed into the beginning. 
Pindar may have thought an initial invocation and a splash of 
myth (rather than a single prolix story) a good and lively way to 
get people moving.
^7 Olympian 2 is the only other ode Pindar begins with a 
question (UlTi/oC QfeCv''^ Ti/ ’ 6 )
which is immediately answered by a) Zeus, b) Herakles, c) Theron; 
this is the epic style^^. Other questions in the epinicians can 
be classified as (l) rhetorical, an emphatic way of saying 'no 
one' or 'x, of course' or 'not at all' (0.1.84, 2.100, 6.7-8;
P.2.78, 7.5-8; 1.1.5, 5.39-42); (2) in dialogue (P.4.97-9, 9.33-5, 
9.44; N.10.76); (3) as a means of transition (0.2.89; P.10.4); 4) 
the enigmatic t/ Sf TiC j W  S CO  T<C; Ckioi cVocp 
(P.8 .9 50 and the questioning of Clytemnestra's motives (P.11.
22-5). Questions emerge as a marked trait of Pindar's style^^.
As with other ingredients in his odes, he uses them in many ways.
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4. The Myths and their Relevance
§1 As mentioned above, there are a variety of ways
in which the myths in Pindar's odes are relevant to the rest
of the poem. Sometimes the relevance is obvious, sometimes
it is not, sometimes the myth is clearly relevant to the victor's
situation, but sometimes the relevance is more general: any
myth about an Aiakid is relevant to an Aiginetan victor because
Aiakos was Aigina's son; any myth connected with Delphi, like
the myth of Orestes in Pythian 11, is relevant to a Pythian
victor; any myth about Herakles, founder of the Nemean Games,
is relevant to a Nemean victor; Poseidon, in whose honour
the Isthmian Games were held, is relevant to any Isthmian
victor. In addition, myths about Heracles and the Aiakids
are relevant to any victory since they illustrate the physical
strength and dependence on the gods that is necessary for 
49any victory
§2. Pindar's flair for allusion and concentration on 
just a few details when telling a myth means that regularly 
he does not spell out all the ways in which it is relevant; 
he prefers to leave the connections unobtrusive. In the first 
triad of Olympian Two, for instance, he prays to Zeus that 
Theron's family and descendants should continue to rule Akragas, 
adding that what has been done cannot be undone and it is 
futile to cry over spilt milk. In the background is the hos­
tility between Hieron and Theron after Hieron became envious 
of the success and power of his brother Polyzelos. There was 
little chance of detente because Hieron drove Polyzelos out 
of Sicily, annoyed that he had married Theron's daughter; 
she had been the wife of Hieron's rival, the tyrant Gelon. 
Theron, concerned for his daughter, and his son Thrasydaios 
were about to attack Hieron when Simonides intervened^^. So, 
inter-family hostility lies behind these words of Pindar, 
and later come mythical examples of inter-family hostility: 
first Oedipus and Laios are alluded to, then Eteocles and 
Polynices.
14
§3 Pythian One substitutes for a myth a description 
of the monster Typhon, while in the final epode Phalaris who 
roasted people is mentioned. Phalaris is an example of the 
sort of tyrant Hieron should not be^^, while Typhon illustrates 
the type of fate suffered by Hieron's enemies.
^i^In Pythian Three, Hieron suffering from a gallstone 
in the bladder is asked to remember what Kadmos and Peleus 
had to suffer (Sch. P3, 153b feioc ^  CcÇecA/M.rCc RA^^^c
)  ?. /  7f -"rr \ T 7/ \ 'A ' r  \  (- X ‘ v /
OUK e y t V t T t  O o’T?r lly|ACn O o T  ^  VoCCi/
j).
The story of the Argonauts in Pythian Four is likewise 
tailored for the occasion: it reinforces Pindar's effort to
persuade Arkesilaos to reinstate Damophilos, who has fled 
to Thebes, and to realise he has made a wrong decision in 
banishing him from his homeland. The quarrel between Jason 
and his second cousin Pelias takes up the greater part of 
the mythical narrative in the ode and is dramatised in the 
4th-7th triads. Why? Because Jason's claim to be allowed to 
live in his homeland is analogous to Damophilos's. Pindar 
highlights the repatriation issue when (156f) Pelias orders 
Jason to bring back not just the Golden Fleece but also Phrixos 
himself to his homeland (Sch. P4 281a l^ ioc St* ecri Hi, 0
T T ,C b o ^ p c c  T C u  i ï î r p C o ’c  T > | /  Y o v  ( ^ p ' j  7^1  U c c / (
ÉrK T l j \  A'o(L . IT O / / A A j /  €in oCUTûV
T o  emphasise the analogy between Damophilos 
and Jason, Pindar gives them both similar characteristics: 
both have been careful speakers not wishing to offend anyone 
(compare 104-6 and 283); both have been torn away from their 
homes unnaturally, Jason by being smuggled out at night while 
still a baby (lllf.), Damophilos like a hewn oak (263f.); 
both are now dependent on others more powerful than themselves, 
Jason on Pelias and Aietes, Damophilos on Arkesilasos. But 
analogies are not Xerox copies, and it is a mistake to search 
for parallels in every word
15
5G One trick Pindar uses is to invent or unearth a 
role or lineage for a mythical character that relates him
to the victor or the victor's homeland. At 0.9.58 he suggests 
that Protogeneia is the daughter of Opous, king of Elis.
The usual story was different, as the scholiasts noticed (though 
one cannot always be sure that Pindar had no authority for 
his versions just because Didymus could not find it): ScL.O 9.96c
Sè O T f 't /^ p c c  . 1 ^ / y<xp 7T p ,07 ty& /6 -/V / ook O rcav 'ru c  ( j u o /
o'! W D  A w k J w /cc 1^ ÏÏ^ffuc 53_ reason for the change
is that Epharmostos, for whom Olympian 9 was written, comes 
from the district of Locris called Opous. Pindar is not as
precise as the scholiasts suggest; he does not name Protogeneia
> . /  e, \
as the daughter of Opous, but says merely (57f.) OAo/^ 'xr\oc oCVegutc/
o ^ \ ^ \ 's  ^ / c / I ( . , / I / J) / r ^
Ç ^TTo yc<c 1 14èr?^ V" Ohrcts/Tcc ^773.[(.  ^ ^ i^A oc /Maciv/uA
The identificiation of this anonymous girl with Protogeneia
is eased by Opous earlier being called the city of Protogeneia
cXcTti41-2) and by the girl's son being named Opous
after her father (63-4). Since it was this second Opous who,
according to Pindar, gave his name to the city, Protogeneia 
becomes the city's quasi-mother, and since it was with Zeus 
that she produced Opous junior, Pindar has strengthened the 
city's pedigree. Had he stuck to the story that Protogeneia 
was the daughter of Deukalion and Pyrrha, Epharmostos would
have had to tolerate hearing that his city's population derived 
from stones. But Pindar, as is his wont, does give glimpses 
of the accepted story. He attempts to accommodate the two 
versions by saving the stone men were Epharmostos's earlier
ancestors, the descendants of Zeus and Protogeneia his later
ones (53f. kti/o/ ^
ir^oyc /G i o c p ) ( V ^ v /^ , .  ey^v/G p ic i i r ^ i /
Pindar is subtle: the story of Deukalion and Pyrrha
and their brood of stone men is merely alluded to; Protogeneia
is referred to but not called their daughter; the city of 
Opous is said to be descended from Protogeneia, who'by implicat­
ion is the girl Zeus makes love to; and Opous junior is born 
to give the victor a divine ancestry that can still cope with 
a tradition that said his ancestors were stones^^.
16
$7 Similar subtleties occur in Olympian 8 in which Pindar 
slips into the myth Aiakos, former king of Aigina where the
victor lives: the wall round Troy was not built solely by
Poseidon and Apollo, as usually reported, butyAiakos too; 
the mortal part built by him would be destructible and the
way into the city (31f.). In this way Pindar can say that
the whole Aiakid line helped destroy Troy: </tp)<xyxcc «ywcÿ; Ttckic,
X^ rçoc iwi : this last phrase
refers to 1) Telamon's saok of Troy (v.N.4.25b), 2) the assault
on it - subject of the Iliad - by Aias and Achilles, 3) Neop- 
tolemos's final destruction of the city. Andromache's words
to Hector (Il.6.431f.) may have given Pindar his cue: Avo/ cf^cc/
I '^oL^ o^croc ècn
^  ^ _^___  / r\ ) C >/' I ^
T^l)(cc./ T^'C yc/|) T>|1 y e itrC V T b z Cm <X
kAutc/ I It 3 1 - But
the inclusion of Aiakos in the destruction because of his
bad workmanship is, according to Didymus, a Pindaric invention 
(Sch.0.8.41a).
Pindar's manufacture of myths is not always aimed
at the victor. In Olympian 9 (29-3 6 ) he says that round Pylos
Herakles fought Poseidon, Apollo and Hades. To make the event 
an even greater triumph for Herakles, Pindar invents a story 
that he took on all the gods at once (31-3). Didymus spotted 
the move: Sch. 0.9.44a lS>iu)c kcA/ TOuTt(c c 'TTv/^pcc
T^ic T^ /c-f TTcAtyAvjc«<r • ÇtScc&u} yoCj> oLvrvo;^
c I TTèr^ i T^/ v/Trt) "11^ X 0/ CUCTV|l4k^  T^ i/ ^
TV^ / 6/ A  ^ cu ^  |L . 3 ^ ^
 ^ >\ ?  /  n , / - r '  c .— - - y r
LV TTtX^i ev/ \/GkVGrCC| |6t<Aihv7 &ii^  o o i /  0 11
V . /  V  ^ r r-^
T'orrCfC Nii o(6x-'ru)T^  61c 6 /^o(
ToO |VL6(^C/vJC K| WC “JXlC ff^ c<
1 \ ' ^
6 TK\\/6 i/.
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It is Herakles who is usually said to have fought Apollo at
Pytho when he stole the Pythia's tripod (v. Sch.0.9.48; the
subject is frequent on black-figure vases), and Hades when
57hauling up Kerberos .
§1 Pindar's idiosyncratic use of myth recurs in Isthmian
8 . In praise of the victor's homeland he says the Aiginetans
T gyei/ci/rc nrn/cTc/ Tt U  Z 6 ) and
that Zeus and Poseidon remembered these qualities when,
quarelling for the hand of Thetis, they took the advice of
Themis and left Thetis for Peleus. Why is Poseidon mentioned?^^
The answer is probably simple: Kleandros had won an Isthmian
victory, and the Isthmos was where Poseidon lived; the two
are never far apart in the Isthmian odes (of . 1 .1.32f.; 1.2.12-14;
1.4.37-41; I.6 .5-7; 1.7.37-39). Compare the introduction of
Poseidon into the Pelops story in Olympian 1: Pindar extols
Poseidon as ^ tTtTioc because he wants a horsey story for a
59victor who won with horses, not for any more profound reason.
Some myths relate to the type of victory commemorated.
Isthmian 8 was for a victor in the boys' pankration. Its violence
was notorious. Only slightly less violent was the boxing, 
in which Nikokles, Kleandros's cousin, had won (1.8.61-5).
Philostratos, the 3rd-Century A.D. philosopher, puts the two
sports into perspective; cmccoc &cTir ev VvJ/ieLf *Tn>OTtT'«uvira.»
/ . \  / / / ^  C  f  \ ^ \ J ^  \
TR v t v O /  y d  T fa .y 1^ o< .T (0 / I ' ^ iT T I  C V y k g lL t e ^ C /  ^  o tT tA o J c  oTrtfAoCc
(Peri. Gymn. ch.11); 6 yj -rcurcie (physically weak
men) TQ.v/Tio/ j M v  T W /  uOyiCci —  yt y«<jJ tr ïv'Sç'iX
OU ^t^cxiCi —  St Y iL i (ib.ch.29); r v  Vfc
1(^77  ^ 6--rpt,V7j T>Jc^  ^/fo((coTV0>cC yu^ uv/u.cTU‘^ l
>/ I ' g Q
(ib.ch.58). No surprise, therefore, that Pindar 
brings Achilles into the poem at his most bloodthirsty and 
violent, sprinkling the Mysian plain with the blood of Telephos 
and slashing the sinews of Troy with his spear^^ ( 49f ) ; and 
when Pindar says of Nikokles ti/iktkCe ^  i r c r ^  ktTVcc o^'cfuidZi




^11 Nemean 3 similarly links myth and contest. Written
7
for a pankratiast, it emphasises the traits of the event, y/ 
(sc. vk ) TzAot w!yo^ s// Cu'ic A^iLTrkAci^e/(
w  THr^iC&tV'eT ^ 0i-A<zA&tlL 'ïï^y\<^U.TWO 
CToVw>\ St irAuCya/ V-CC Uy»V|^0 / tv <^<GvTrtSru?t
t o ik^ -AAvv/ v ^\3-l9^. Later, when Achilles'
upbringing is described (43f.), Pindar highlights his violence, 
power and speed even though he is only hunting: the point
is that both Achilles and Aristokleides excelled because they 
had innate strength. More obvious is the connection between 
myth and event in Pythian 12: Midas's victory in the aulos
contest leads Pindar to recount how Athene, with Perseus's 
help, invented the instrument. It is an early ode (490 B.C.
when Pindar was 27-8) and the obviousness of the myth's relevance 
contrasts with the greater complexity and sophistication with
which he handles myth in later odes.^^
Myth and victor are matched in .Isthmian 4. With
unusual attention to the victor's physique, Pindar says that 
Melissos was a small man and so was Herakles; both were also 
stronghearted, wrestlers and from Thebes (67-73). Archilochus's 
favourite type of soldier shared Melissos's physique (Fr.ll4W). 
Pindar regularly stresses Herakles' great strength, but not 
his smallness; here he is depicting him as a heroic Melissos. 
This emphasises his constant thesis, that Games victors display
super-human qualities and for a moment share heroes' characteris­
tics .
§13 Timasarchos, a wrestler, received Nemean 4. In it 
a single image gains significance because it is linked with 
the victor's event. After saying, as he often does, that he 
must stick to the point and ward off his envious detractors, 
Pindar goes on: » rrt ^ Christ) e)(Cn
'rrtVTl^G /A.GCCC/, oLi/TlTÇriV G t t» pct> A > ^  I c
(36-7). The deep sea holds him round the middle like a
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wrestler^^. Later he says that everyone likes to praise great
■?  ^ 'achievements which they have witnessed, continuing c,c/ kt
CT^ÉnjJc», T^t/cw/( (klT^ cXKcTDc 6"/
Xoyui (93-4), meaning that anyone praising Mslesias,
the trainer of Timasarchos, would have to plumb the depths
of his linguistic ability in his search for the high praise 
Melesias deserves. Pindar has expressed this in wrestling 
terminology: is a technical term (sometimes 6^^!/
for doing a cross-buttock throw; TrXtkJ maintains the 
picture^^ and 1/ probably means 'to hoist an opponent
up by his legs. Pindar concludes with the hypothetical
eulcgising spectator saying what he thinks 14.
edovL 1 V t I’-CTC iC 6rtÇt^>0C (  1+ J hnts
95-6); in wrestling terminology denotes the person
who sits at the side waiting to take on the winner of the
fight in progress. Pindar's epinicians are permeated by athletics 
practice; sometimes the imagery is not related to the event 
the winner won in (e.g. N6.6-7, a running inethaphor in a poem
for a wrestler; N.5.19-20, long-jumping for a pankratiast),
but sometimes the vocabulary and imagery have been selected 
to match the event. Here, as elsewhere, Pindar does not adhere
slavishly to one method.
§ ly- Isthmian 6 opens by saying that the house of Lamp on 
has already won a victory at Nemea (Pytheas's celebrated in 
N.5) and that Isthmian victory is the family's second; there 
follows a wish that in the future a libation can be offered 
to Olympian Zeus to celebrate an Olympic victory in the family. 
The theme is resumed in the myth. In it Pindar shows that
prayers to Zeus do not go unanswered: one of the main items
in the myth (41f.), Herakles' prayer to Zeus that Telamon 
may have a son followed by Zeus's eagle revealing that the
prayer has been granted, is an oblique way of saying that
Phylakidas's Olympic hopes may likewise be granted. There
were other stories about Herakles and Telamon which Pindar 
could have told (cf .N4.25f. ) ; his choice of one, in which
a prayer to Zeus by someone victorious at Nemea in his first
contest (Herakles had slain the Nemean lion, the first of
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his - 1.48) is granted, has special relevance.
Myth and victory are again connected in Nemean 10, 
written for Theaios who had won the wrestling at Argos. A 
victory at Argos was insignificant compared to one at Olympia, 
Nemea, Pythia or Isthmia, so unable to say how supreme Theaios's 
victory was Pindar extols the magnificence of Argos. Hence 
the unusual opening to the ode, a plethora of mythical references 
linked to Argos to conceal the pettiness of the victory.
5. Does an O d e 's Style and Content depend
on the Occasion of its Performance?
§] It seems likely that different odes were composed
for different types of performance. Some seem to have been 
performed during the komos to the victor's house (e.g. 08,
1.8 and the short odes 0.4, 0.11, 0.14 and N.2^^). Pythians
2 and 3, on the other hand, resemble literary letters and 
the occasion of their performance could scarcely have been 
a komos, while Nemean 11 which honours Aristagoras's assumption 
of the prytany at Tenedos seems to have accompanied festivities 
held when he first took up office^^.
• § 2. The hypothesis that an ode's style depended on the 
occasion and way it was performed explains some aspects of 
Isthmian 8 . The performance of the ode seems to have begun 
simultaneously with a victory procession to the home of the 
victor Kleandros, with one of the group running ahead to tell
Kleandros and his friends to get ready; "One of you, lads,
run to Kleandros and his mates, and by the splendid porch
• 9
of his father Telesarchos get the komos going, the fame-brining
prize for his efforts" (1-4). The ode ends with the impression
that the procession of singers has reached Kleandros's house
and that one of them is stepping forward to garland him with
his prize (66-7). This doublet of instructions gives the
beginning and end of the poem an informal and colloquial flavour.
The first instruction, for a messenger to go to someone's
home telling him to prepare to celebrate, recurs in the myth
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when Themis tells messengers to go to Chiron's with news of
the coming marriage of his countryman Peleus (v. 1-4 and 44"
6, both instructions starting and ending at the same place
in the triad). The colloquial^^ character of Themis' speech
maintains the initial stimmung, and she continues in a down-
-to-earth manner of speech in what she says about Peleus:
44-5 Xcc\ Nrv^ An/c/ ]^Çu)V ^ GeW.cc
(i/Trt means here, and at 0.6.35, 'lying below' not 'by' or
72'through' as Slater suggests s.v. ). The occasion for which 
the ode seems to have been written has influenced its content.
§1 Olympian 4 was also written for a komos; the in­
gredients of an epinician komos probably included aulos music 
(cf. Theog. 1065), other noise (cf. Theog. 1045-6), drink
and a procession (cf.E.Cycl. 445-6, Aristot. Fr. 558). When 
in Olympian 4 Pindar appeals to Zeus (8-9
eicocn TDi/Vt lOyLto/ ), the deictic Tot/W shows
the words were written to accompany, or give the appearance 
of accompanying, the komos itself.
It But Pindar's references to komoi have to be treated
with care. In Olympian 6 he expresses the hope that Hieron
in Sicily will receive Hagesias's komos after its journey 
from Stymphalis in Arcadia (98f. cv/ %  (A o c
f\ynLU o U k & v  kirc
. / / / ) 7 VI \ / / c
6 vy^/lc(0 Aeirrc/r
I occ * In the context of this poem, written for someone with
both Arkadian and Sicilian connections, the expression of
this hope has been interpreted to mean that Olympian 6 was 
performed twice - once in Arkadia and then in S i c i l y . B u t  
though a 'receive the komos' motif is common in Pindar^^, 
in this ode there are two important differences: no deictic
pronoun accompanies the occu/ences of k O i n  the poem (18,98) 
and Hieron is not addressed. The hope that Hieron will receive 
the komos is perhaps a hope that he will put its members up 
for the night and look after them while they are in Sicily; 
it does not suggest that Olympian 6 was written to be performed 
by the komos or immediately preface the komos. Rather, it
looks as if Olympian 6 was performed in Stymphalis before
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the journey to Sicily and only the komos performed in Sicily 
(note the prayer to Poseidon at the end of the poem, 103-5; 
this would have been very relevant if spoken in Stymphalis 
and if after the performance of Olympia 6 the komos was about 
to cross the sea to Sicily). The komos comes from Stymphalis 
because Hagesias's ancestors were thought to have lived there 
(77-8). Thebes, in Pindar's view, was related to Stymphalis 
(84-5), and Aineas and his chorus went from Thebes to Sicily
with the poem (90-2). The komos has connections with all three 
places; by mentioning its journey Pindar uses it to help unite 
the topography of the poem.
Cc?rt^ |>cLrc!Lblk tUq o|l
C(\L/cc - w /eckT/cüZ/ ^  Air ; Pindar uses the komos
to link the venue of the Games where the victor had won (Sikyon) 
with his home-town (Aitna). As in Olympian 6 , no deictic pronoun 
is attached to the word 'kcJyutcc (50), and through the first
three lines ( - - - . tc  ^ )
suggest the ode was performed at Aitna, I doubt if it was 
performed as part of a komos; the instructions contained in
it (especially line 50 Gy VA Yt p c -
I I 76 '
) suggest it prefaced the komos. But contrast Pythian
5: the evidence here suggests -the komos did perform the ode
and while taking part in the worship of Karneian Apollo: note 
(a) the deictic pronoun (2 2 ); (b) mention of the festival
of Karneian Apollo and the Plateia Skyrote along which the
procession travelled to Apollo's shrine (Sch.P.5.124c); (c)
emphasis given to the effect of the singing of the ode (98f.).
§7 Olympian 8 highlights another problem about the
komos. At lines 9-10 Pindar calls on the sacred grove at Pisa
to receive it, \\ icocc g V  A  LAccc
CTGcÇo(/o( lo/j/wpia/) S’, but
later he implies that Aigina, where the recipient of the ode 
came from, was where it was performed ; T V S ' W  T ^
eL\\.e^ V^ g( LTvcwlt
k-iouV... ( 25-7 ) . The problem arises because it has been
thought that the address to Pisa, in which it is asked to
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receive this komos, implies the komos is at Pisa, while 7%/S
/ / 77implies it is on Aigina. This leads Nisetich
to say: "In the opening triad, Pindar prays to the sacred
grove of Zeus at Olympia, asking it to welcome the band of 
singers who come bringing the crown won by the boy victor, 
Alkimedon. The ode thus seems to have been written for per­
formance at Olympia after the victory;" and FarnellZ^ "The
manifold signs of haste discernible in this ode may be explained 
by the fact that it was to be sung at Olympia immediately
after the games, which would necessarily hurry the composition ;" 
id.(ib.62): "As regards Ta(i/k (which has misled Wilamowitz)
there is no Greek law forbidding people to call a land or
city / unless at that moment they are on it. Now they
are obviously at Olympia, but as the singers may be presumed 
to be Aeginetan friends of the victor, and in the previous 
line Aegina had been the theme, they can be allowed to speak 
of it as "this land", "this land of our hearts". Wilamowitz 
refuses to play down , and says that
just as at every Delion throughout Greece one would have greeted 
Delos, so there was a local Olympieion on Aigina where Olympian 
8 was performed and where the real Olympia could be greeted.
§§* But Pindaric practice suggests the correct inter­
pretation is different: means the ode was
performed by the komos on Aigina; this is compatible with 
the grove at Pisa being asked to welcome it, and it is unneces­
sary to postulate a local Olympieion. First, it is Pindar's
8 0
practice to use the deictic pronoun to mean "this here". "This 
sea-girt land here" could not have been spoken at Olympia. 
Secondly, Olympian 8 is not the only epinician in which the 
presiding deity or place where the victory was won is addressed 
immediately prior to a mention of people in the place where 
the ode was performed (whether the komos or the inhabitants): 
cf. 0.13.24f. L/TT3.-T 6x1^0
ytVo.o
(the Corinthians)
0OÇ0/, -It fey rre^ ilo/ ÉftThwt
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As Zeus at Olympia in Elis can in Olympian 13 be invoked to 
welcome the komos performing at Corinth, so the komos performing
in Aigina in Olympian 8 is welcomed by an invocation to Pisa;
likewise, in Olympian 2 Zeus is called upon at his home in 
Olympia to care for the Akragantines (12-15), though the poem 
’ was performed at Akragas outw Si ^ Te *TP.T^ oiot2 yu/S
e\cr\ TD/ lTcTyuo(73 5-6) . It is also Pindaric practice
to address a deity at the victor's home-town and ask it to
 ^ (sc. Akragas)... i/\o<ct— ■
, I T v & J / C C  ; ^
TrCTV^ i' /A/A’oiiot, (A'A^ C^iyvoATt Y ... GTSiKCCiT V O / , lOCtCoC
Ycv'St Both practices are possible because both the
scene of victory and the victor's home-town shared in the
victory. In Olympians 8 and 13 Pisa and Zeus at Olympia were 
some distance from Aigina and Corinth where the komoi were 
performing, but could still be asked to welcome the komoi
who were performing partly in their honour; in Olympian 4 
Zeus on Aitna is asked to receive "this komos" in Kamarina
(0.4.8-12). Kamarina is about 150 kilometres from Aitna, Aigina
81about 100 from Olympia.
§4 Reference to "this komos" is one way Pindar has
of tying down his poems in time and space. He has other ways 
which also use the deictic pronoun. He applies it not only 
to the komos, but also to the victor (e.g.1 .1.34); to the
place where the poem was performed (e.g.N.6.45-6); to the
poem itself (e.g. 1.2.44-5); to the audience (e.g. 0.6.101-2).
It is significant that apart from ^ ^^2, at 0.2.58®^ no
other sort of thing is ever qualified by the deictic pronoun. 
Though he mentions o(oAo/ and <|x)^ '^yyex frequently, he never 
says 'this aulos', 'this phorminx';' he might have added the 
deictic pronoun at 0.1.17-18 ^AA2 A o k r r c  4 ^
XoyA ; its absence supports the idea
that the phrase is not to be interpreted literally. Probably, 
also, the address Xçucêoc at the start of Pythian
1 no more implies the presence of a golden phorminx than the 
presence of the Graces is required at the start of Olympian
14 or Theia in Isthmian 5 or Olympia in Olympian 8 .
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^(0 On the other hand, the presence of the deictic pronoun 
in Nemean 4, written for Timasarchos, suggests that a victor's 
father might have been able to play an ode before its official 
performance: S 6 r? irt) c Coc
ITDKCiAcv  ^ KG; y 3 iW
13-16 ) . This
means, "If your father was now still alive, he would often 
by now have got his kithara and have sung again and again 
an epin\c<an, devoted to this very song you now hear." The 
aorist refers to a hypothetical past^^ act; hence
the sentence appears to mean not merely that a father might 
recite a Pindaric ode for himself but, more significantly, 
that Timasarchos ' s father, if he had been alive, would prior 
to the performance of Nemean 4, have devoted himself to its 
/<rt.fcAoc and have sung.^^ The implication is that the victor's 
father was in a privileged position and could play for himself 
Pindar's epinician before others could.
§l( What happened to the epinicians after their first
performance we do not know. In Rhodes a copy of Olympian 7
8 7was kept; it was inscribed in gold. But Diagoras who received
Olympian 7, was no ordinary Olympic victor: the Rhodians also
8 8
claimed he was a son of Hermes and his daughter cited his
feats as a reason why the HellanoJlikai should allow her to
89break the rule preventing women from seeing the Olympic Games.
It is dangerous to generalise from Olympian 7 as H. Fraenkel
does: "The victor's native city, on whom, according to Greek
notions, a great deal of glory was reflected, might place
a copy of the ode in it archives. From such manuscripts the
9 0poem could be reawakened into life at any time. " What archives 
containing poems were there in Pindar's day?^^ Official 
documents, e.g. lists of citizens, might have been housed 
iA a building - but poems? We do not know (apart from the excep­
tional case of Olympian 7) how Pindar’s epinicians and other
encomia survived till the 3rd Century B.C. Doubtless the families
9 2for whom he wrote kept copies - but how would these have 
been collected from all over Greece? The collection of his 
poems which Alexandria received is more likely to have been 
Pindar's own collection kept originally, presumably, in his 
own house at Thebes.
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Another problem connected with the performance of 
the odes comes from Pindar appearing to say both that he went 
to where they were performed and that they were sent there.
This has led commentators to say that sometimes his talk about 
his travelling to the victor's homeland for the performance 
is merely a metaphor. So Wilamowitz on Olympian 7 "Ihm (sc.
Pindar) mag dies Missverhkltnis kaum zum Bewusstsein gekommen 
sein, da er die Insel nicht kannte; er schickt sein Lied [ V-S' Koc)
Gycj )(wTt/j MctLoi/ 'rr(:^h-wr]
13 CV/
..^po^cv' wird niemand auf eine Reise Pindars nach Rhodes àeuten,
der den Gebrauch von K«c73|!l<iv/t(/verfolgt - aber bei der Auffuhrung
mag doch mancher Anstoss genommen haben, denrysie soil auf
9 3Rhodes stattfinden. " But TT^TiB/can mean 'to convey' as well 
as 'to send via another'. Light is thrown on Olympian 7 by
Pythian 2: uVui/ &Tro
(3-4) and 'rz;^  r^ TS. GyOii/iccoCt/ J^Acc UTTt^ '7rcA(oct
(67-8); compare Nemean 3: GyO TDi 'tt&a Tt^ o
CÜ/ y^A.^icT( (76-7), which follows
a reference to Aigina as v'occev' (68), meaning
9 4the ode was performed on Aigina. Hence there is no reason
to doubt that Pindar did go to Rhodes to perform Olympian
7;^^ he did get a b o u t . S o m e t i m e s ,  though, he did only send
his poem, cf. P.3.73-9 én (ACR^oc OUpoCv/oi)
. \ / / I ^ f ^  I V
Çiûcr^ i T^Ao( V y   ^ 6 ^ n<-c- Ke
Trtw'n)/ G'rrcruJo^ c&sLi . it is a
mistake to suppose he wrote this passage solely as another
9 7near-and-far motif; it would be very inappropriate as such 
a motif if in fact he had come to Hieron in Syracuse. The
passage is best interpreted both literally and as having thematic 
relevance to the ode as a whole. It is an example of how events 
surrounding composition of the poem have influenced the content. 
There are other examples, and if we knew more about Pindar's 
life still more would probably surface: Nemean 3 and Olympian
10 were, he says, composed late and behind schedule: 0 .^ 1 0 .3 - 8 y)jiw 
 ^ (/-VTW, yA/trXoc ûcÇènAcO/ o ytG/lAw/
Xçov^ cc (note how he calls  ^ the
time of victory IC^ Ivov/ 102); N3.76-80 GyZù T dSg 'Tci
 ^ f t ) /f /\ a . /  ^ ^ I -, > . ^
TTejmtnù ... 1713^  0 v a iM'oXicci/ ev irvo/in/ oijre
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Pythian 6 gives the impression of having been written for a
procession to Apollo's temple at Delphi: P. 6.3-
A&oi/cc êz V'oticv 7r^oco()('y'<-Gv'c( , TTv/Ô'cVi/^cc . -
But one must tread carefully: 0.10.99-100
W  I "Tt/ \6-pcc
suggests Pindar had seen Hagesidamos win; bu1^ cv" could
98 *■ L V / /
here mean 'realised', 'learnt'; Olympian 4.1-3 J*cpc/i
' I L , - » ' / > > / ' _ !   ^ /
Ac T o^-tto/ y'^ ocp'n/^  {AGtMtoi/
suggests he had witnessed the Games, but had he?^^ The first
strophe and antistrophe of Pythian 11 may suggest that the 
poem was performed during an evening procession to the temple 
at Thebes of Apollo Ismenios, but thereafter no more is heard
of goings-on at the temple and the invocation to Semele and
Ino to gather at the temple could be just a dramatic and imagina­
tive way to start the poem.
§13 The idea that Pindar was inspired to write while 
sitting at home is implausible; so is the idea that what he 
wrote was influenced neither by preceding events nor by the
occasion of the performance. But a topos can be conventional
- already used elsewhere by the poet or others - and still 
be grounded in reality: the content of day-to-day life has
some recurring events too.
6. CONCLUSIONS
The victor may have wanted to be praised by Pindar throughout 
rhe ode; Pindar has other ideas. His epinicians are a varied 
collection; to speak of the standard form of his odes can 
mislead. Of course Pindar does make parts of the ode relevant 
to the victor, but he does so in many different ways; this 
applies particularly to the myths in them: older versions
are regularly altered to suit where the victor came from, 
or what event he won in, or a special characteristic of his; 
or the match maybe on a more general basis, Pindar's descriptions
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of both myth and victory highlighting shared themes such as
success, envy, the vicissitudes of fortune. The odes are written
in a variety of styles, the occasion for which the ode was
written often influencing the style; special features charac­
terise odes written to accompany a komos or victory procession. 
The performance of the ode is regularly tied down by the deictic 
pronoun applied to the poem itself, komoi, or a particular 
locality. But one must bear in mind that the occasion may 
have lain not in the Greek world, but only in Pindar's 
imagination; some of the odes, moreoever, do not appear to 
have been written for any particular performance or venue, 
real or imagined, or in honour of a particular victory. The 
Alexandrians classified them all as epinicians, but this should 
not be allowed to obscure their variety, particularly the 
variety of ways in which they relate to victory.
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f i k
strophe with T^T^i 1/ in line 68 (cf. P.8 .2 jixtyicTctTJl(
n^coCkCTrtAit ; P If. 2 A/^Çÿ’ko/ ^ 7  D.'7.’zc' “TAxlît'Ayucw»
77 I Aocttc Aeyx^j I y 0 . 6 - 7 7  A  / o ix ^ ^ 9  A y w  ) .
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7^/ <Çç*oCc\/ ou Tw* ocurw, & j)iDy^ i . 0 TG yxp Acyei
TT^ rc.t^  DU cuyi^ -xToip(6^ 73»i Aixkcc' oTG W  Afc/e» TGTç/rca , w A .
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as if «<-A/l ITpLOTCiL o( p%G7^( IÙ ot-AicF'Gr ^ 3.1 Kgu«
V . ' < V ' ' ^  /  V \  '  r \
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O n t rc /  G t  ^ A o y o i  U'rrThT^i G G o A u /
( Sc . 0 c Ç G ^ /c c  ) .
57. By reading ttuVoji at 11. 5.397, Didymus follows Aristarchos 
(v.Sch.T.II.5.397).
58 Cf. Sch. 1.8.57b SG Tî?u AuiTxTt 1§i3.^oVnJc
o (I i/S*Lpcc Ksn ((üCe^SiJvV d^ v^ Cv/ (<./ 701/ Vx
)\ y / / I / n r ' — G •
J^ TV|rtcir Tn/< K«<i7V|iucAoofc^ ce/ o .
59. See A. Kohnken, CPN.S.14, 1974, 200-2.
60. Cf. M.I. Finley and H.W. Pleket,The Olympic Games (London 
1976) 39f.
61. 'T^ oVocc T/occ (1.8.51-2); t h e r e  a r e  t w o  i m a g e s
h e r e ;  i n  ( l ) V » ^ c  i s  m e t a p h o r i c a l ,  a n d  t h e  i m a g e  i s  o f  
A c h i l l e s  k i l l i n g  t h e  T r o j a n  s i n e w s  o r  l e a d e r s ,  i . e .  M e m n o n ,  
H e c t o r  e t c . ;  i n  (2) n/xc i s  l i t e r a l l y  s i n e w s  a n d  t h e  i m a g e  
i s  o f  A c h i l l e s  s l a s h i n g  T r o j a n  h a m s t r i n g s .  Cf. 11.17.522
-Jyvyji T/^ Cpc/ [jc. ^oc'cj and see M.S. Silk,
Interaction in Poetic Imagery (Cambridge 1974) 106.
62. CÇ K.72. 199 S Bacch. 13.
118-20 GrZr 6/ TTtSicOi yiXi/c ('r'
ScÇv'
63. Line 23 ttcAAx /
is particularly naive, contrasting with the more allusive 
pun on the name lamos at 0.6.47.
64. See LSJ s.v. j/^ &acc lo; cf. Ar.Nub 1047 Cx?Poc /c/p c
pV-fet-C/ (X UKTO/-
65. Cf. Theoc.24.111-2, Theoph.Ch.27, Pollux 3.155; see E.N.
Gardiner, Greek Athletic Sports and Festivals (London 1910) 
393f.
66. Cf.Ar.Vesp.644 W  C6 n^vrci^c irAcKt/i/cXîrtcÇev)^)/ TT^Ao^c
67. See E.N. Gardiner, JHS 25, 190S, 27-8; the verb is used of
wrestlers to mean 'wrenched' or 'gripped' in the fight in
the Iliad between Aias and Odysseus, 11.23.715
68. Cf. Sch. N. 10. 35 G vx-Ti Çt G-ic 73lJVsi "T73^ pGicy5éyên Ft/• 0T7 c vyw/
tk ^ / C C\  ^?—  / . ) 2  , ^ / / I ) 1 1 3 ^
O/ G/ilUX o ÎZGXtCC , 75. tr , OOit Q-rriCi^ ucc Ouh
69. According to Mullen, op.cit. (in note 36) 24, when Pindar 
speaks of 'this komos' he is not referring to a real komos 
but speaking metaphorically of the ode: "Thus the ode calls 
itself a komos here and now .... And, more emphatically, it
36
uses language suggesting that it is itself only a prelude to 
the real komos which will take place once its last words are 
finished". This view is implausible: since komoi included
singing, and since Pindar's odes were sung, it is more 
plausible to suggest that those odes which mention 'this 
komos ' were designed to be sung as part of the komos and 
that 'this komos' refers to a real komos taking place.
70. This is the implication of lines 1-9.
71. Cf. E. Thummer, Die Isthmischen Gedichte (Heidelberg 1969)
ii.127: "Keine andere Isthmischen Ode beginnt so schmucklos
u n d  s a c h l i | c h " ;  S c h .  1 . 8.83  ( a d  38  T 5  G y tc / )  t o j t c  
Y w i K-ot T3. ^  FX.T3. TV|/ 0 ^ 0 /  TO ^
Gctt" Tcurc . St Xtyui ' Gyu TT»jAÉn-■. . LSTyvGyictX»»'.
72 For the corrupt last sentence (1.8.70) I suggest y<xp ouk
ï^ï£rt0c/ üTTt) K/pLLü/ S/yxocctv/ : 'for, la­
bouring he has conquered by means of his hands some pretty 
experienced young opposition. So/ptxcti/ suggests the sentence 
is about beating opponents; (cf. Fr. 35 o/u. urm
is not otiose seeing the conqueror is a pancratiast; 
picks up kotjw.ocTu>/ in line 1: Pindar likes ring composition, 
to frame a whole ode, cf. N.2.3,2 5 «k^ Xoxr^ -f ^  ;
N.1.1; 72 ^  CGp./c/j p. I- Ij 97 ^
73. The syntax of this passage is not self-evident, but I think 
the best interpretation is (1) to understand (from
line 9) as the subject of (2) to take as
dependent on o)(^ euv/ ('Psaumis's chariots) and (3) to 
take oyeo/ as dependent on l^vopk-cc and denoting its
cause/origin ('for the komos is coming, the komos caused by 
the chariot of Psaumis'). For this interpretation of the 
genitive cf. 1.7.20-2 Girtirtv/ ^
% -‘rr luTno/'T ujicoTTcSw/ gth Contra Bowra
(Pindar 414), the sentence does not imply that the victor 
drives to the shrine of Apollo. 7^ÿ.icc must be the 
genitive of 'zjrxg^ ic (0.5.3 TG and 0.5.23
are decisive). interpreted as a genitive
37
plural cannot mean 'on a chariot'; the Greek for that is 
gV  o / . W. Oldfather in C.R.24, 1910, 82-3 interprets
as an intransitive present participle, citing
Xen.Hipp.4.1;
1 /  ye 13^ (1 Sre? Tt?V ‘ lTTÏÏôvp)fCl/
/ ' "s cj   V c./ f j __  ^ ^
OrnOc (X-/ocTTa.uci^i Tw/ ittttto/ 79-c  ^ %  Touc
ÎTTTre&cc TC V , ^er^icv^ oyovi/Ta , Oi/
TTG^C TOpcC/73^,
"The passage," he says, "must be translated"; 'The hipparch 
must be careful to relieve both horse and man, now riding, 
now walking'. But this translation is wrong; c)(odu7k is 
causative (as at Ar.Ran.23) not intransitive. The contest 
shows this: Xenophon is describing how the hipparch must
instruct his cavalrymen - the hipparch must get them to 
dismount every so often; he is not describing how the 
hipparch himself should ride. An alternative, suggested by 
M.L. West, is to interpret o/evo/ as nominative (cf. Tv/Ato,'/o.pewi,/ 
eit X bLe -tw/ending elsewhere always denotes 'place where', 
(i.e. yct^ eui/ means 'pig-sty', TajÇtJi' means 'burial- ground) 
and nowhere is it a mere alternative to the -cc ending.
74. So e.g. Gildersleeve, Pindar's Olympian and Pythian Odes 
171; Mullen, Choreia: Pindar and Dance 26,77.
75. See Mullen op.cit. 25-6.
C  f   i
76. Cf.N.4.11 where Pindar calls his ode TT^ C
probably meaning 'a song sung before the komos'. (cf. 
Sch. N. 4.14a 'rrçoK-vjy/tve/ o5/ Ta. tr^ o r^d
Sch.N.4.17». Grt T^c T T u r i o / ( O x )
77. Pindar's Victory Songs 117.
78. The Works of Pindar, Commentary 59.
79. Pindaros 403. ^
80. See Slater s.v.: 0.2.58-9 1». % e-K t^ iVg ûioc Ap/Jti cxAiT^ cX 
provides the only unusual usage, but there is still a
deictic force in “7a.(W.* the phrase means 'here on earth 
among us living'. Note the preceding phrase pn ytU-ix
iZjr/fZ "nxivcxc G'T&^ CcX./'/ ^
whatever the more profound meaning of the passage, 
and fc/ Ta.i<^  ZJicc cxp^ ocf refer to the same place; cf. 
Wilamowitz, Pindaros 248 n.l, " 6/ TTiW Û loc
Herrschaft 01.13,61) ist die Oberwelt (man bedenke 
das deiktische Pronomen) im Gegensatz zu
81. Professor Herwig Maehler writes: "in 01.13 (performed at
Corinth), Zeus can be asked to welcome a ( eyiuj^io/
Ts^v), whereas in 01.8, if it was sung on Aegina, 
TTiccxc _ , - ^ AccC cannot (unless you accept Thummer ' s 'poetic 
fiction'", that the poet imagines that he and the chorus are 
going to Olympia . - "der Dichter sich selbst und den Zuhorer 
nur in der poetischen Fiktion nach Olympia versetzt", E. 
Thummer, Pindar: die Isthmischen Gedichte 1.32 n.ll). But I 
am not sure about this; the grove at Pisa can surely (even 
without Thummer's theory) welcome the komos on Aegina in the 
sense of 'be favourable towards it', as one might say that 
London would welcome an American initiative in Iran; here 
Pisa welcomes the komos because the komos is through its 
activity glorifying Pisa. is regularly used to
mean 'welcome' in a non-physical sense (v.LSJ s.v.I.6.2 
II.Ij cf. Hdt.1.63 (/Gjcj cr^etrcc ... cÇAc Gg W tCÊZi t »
îA TcV oivO/c/ ; for places being^ able to
&^Xec6sc\ cf.N.4.11-12 s'
GrVcc probably referring to Aigina; approving of Pindar's 
ode ) .
82. See note 80 above.
83. The implications of the use by poets of the deictic pronoun 
can be important: lines 98-9 of Page's PMG text of Alkman's 
Partheneion read ciX/ ^ ^
o X G ; if is accepted, it becomes
the only deictic pronoun in the poem and, therefore, the
only word to tie the poem down to a particular per^rmance; 
but on page 99 of his edition of the poem (Aleman: The
Partheneion^ Oxford 1951) Page describes tlG^ as a possible
39
but not perfect supplement, and it isn't printed in the text. 
Better than Page's PMG supplement, therefore, is M. Puelma's 
oc (Mus .Hel. 34, 1977, 46f): Hagesichora sings like a 
group of ten (a proverbial comparison, cf. 11.2.489 ).
G. Giangrande (Mus. Phil. Lond. 2,1976, 156f.) prefers to
tic, , but he produces no parallel for post- positive ot«x 
in this sense; I do not agree with his remark in note 25 
(loc.cit.157) that, 'the meaning remains the same, regard­
less of the many possible supplementations.' Hipponax 
Fr.78.14(W) presents a similar problem: reading with West 
^  ^  O U ' - o /  1 I I T U f  kijUc^iUJi ~ T 0 / / 5 > ^  0 i / o (  ( f ) C i v / [ c
one must envisage, according to West's interpretation (M.L. 
West, Studies in Greek Elegy and Iambus (Berlin and New York 
1974) 143) the speaker pointing to the tip of his penis
while describing what happened to someone else.
84. An aorist in the apodosis does not always refer to past time / 
(see e.g. W. Goodwin, Sy^ax of the Moods and Tenses of the 
Greek Verb (London 1889), section 414), but here
must because its subject, the winner's father,is dead.
85. Contra J.B. Bury (Pindar, Nemean Odes 69), could not, 
either here or in any Greek author, mean TDiZiiSe
86. For cf. 11.6.77-8 Trc/cc uyyvf ir<x. (
. / •>/
Archil.84 (W) 6 y  K , 'rro&voi
Pi .Parth. 2.36-7 oCuG^<jc G ouTt w)/
Ds^ Agccii/ Xçvj' yM: A«/k=7/ ir^ oc(pcf>o/;
these passages suggest does not have a technical or
specialised meaning.
87. Sch. 0 . 7. init. pyw/ 
(FGrH515F18) £/ Twi t v j c A 6^ i/3-i#Lc i # X^vccTc y c</
88. Sch.0.7inscr.a .
89. Sch.ij.
90. H. Fraenkel, Early Greek Poetry and Philosophy (Oxford 1975) 
430.
LtO
91. Cf. E. Posner, Archives in the Ancient World (Harvard 1972)
91f.
92. J. Irigoin, Histoire du Texte de Pindare (Paris 1952) 8-9
supposes such copies kept in family archives were the 
Alexandrians' ultimate source for their texts, but he gives /
no convincing evidence to support his supposition. f V
93. Wilamowitz, Pindaros 363.
94. See W. Mullen, Choreia: Pindar and Dance 29-30.
95. Following M. Lefkowitz, HSCP 67, 1963, 177-253 (esp.
195-210), I think / (0.7.13) implies that
Pindar himself not just the chorus, went to Rhodes:
is a programmatic statement by the poet himself saying he 
has done his duty by turning up at the victor's homeland 
-cf.0.14.18, 1.5.21.
96. Cf. 0.13.96-7, 0.14. 17-18, P.8. 58-9, N.4 73-5, N.6 57-57b.
97. So D.C. Young, Mnemosyne Supp. 9, 1968, 46f.
98. Cf. P. 2.54-6; v. LSJ S.V. Ac.
99. Cf. Sch.0.4.3e ^  iuTi 'ro’Ù ? cf. Pi.
Parth. 2.39-41.
100. Cf. G. Murray, Ancient Greek Literature 114: "It does not
really matter what he writes about ...." "Poems like Lycidas 
and Olympian 13 are independent of the facts that gave rise 
to them"; C.M. Bowra, Ancient Greek Literature (Oxford 1933) 
28: "whatever his subject or occasion, Pindar did not much
alter his manner".
TITLES and INSCRIPTIQKES in the PINDARIC SCHOLIA 
and the OCCASION of PYTHIAN ELEVEN
Neither the date nor the nature of the victory coiniiiemorated by 
Pythian 11 is made clear by the scholia. They give tiiree statements;
1) Title : (E,G).
2) Inscr.a; îft.y^pctT'nxi ^
K.c'î Ay^ Si<xu\o/ î| CTot5>io/(B,D,E,G,Q; after 
( B adds Yw' Ir^ okeiy/vfvwi ).
5) Inscr.b: i^Ucoc ' w y
1 0^1^  T%3, \/ii^ u./ri T>)/ r^r69ui)oi
S \ku \vO ( . OUIC e^c > )^  YOU 'hir^ okoo ^cJ/l
^ r / .
T^ i<'^ ouCi%iou(D,E,G,Q, for the first sentence; B,
D,E,G,Q for the second) .
The problems: (a) Statement 2) appears to say that P.11 comm­
emorates Thrasydaios ’s victory as a boy in the 28th Pythian Games,, i.e.
474; this conflicts with statement 5) which appears to say...§ioiUui) p.// 
was occasioned by Thrasydaios's victory at the $$rd Pythian Games, i.e.
454.
(b) Both statements 2) and 5) are uncertain 
whether he won the stadion or the diaulos in 454.
(c) There is doubt, expressed in the difference 
between l) and the first part of 5) , whether the stadion victory 
was in the boys* or the men's competition.
§ i The way out of these problems lies in understanding the compos­
ition of such introductory statements by the scholiasts. They are an 
amalgam of pieces of information. This is true both of what are known
M-l
as the 'titles' to the odes and of the inscriptiones. The inform­
ation contained in the titles is of variable quality; in the title 
to 0.5 the word is present because a theory proposed by Sch.
0.3.1a has been accepted. But even that scholiast says that this 
theory is merely what some say is the reason why Pindar addresses 
the Dioscuri in 0.3; Aristarchus, says the scholiast, iriad a differ­
ent solution not involving (*rouc Geoi/c >ourooc ex
). See further H. Fraenkel, Hermes 89(1961)
394-7.
Another example of contamination of a title by inferences made 
in the inscriptiones affects 0.8. The title in ms.A reads
Ti^ /Vxicr^ i Ncî* TrAXodcrvji , l^ / ’tfeLyf^octiexcy^i Ayi/-
\ , t  ^ f
vjtKic viKk^ c<u/,.. inscriptio a, however, says only that Pindar
Alkimedon's brother, Timosthenes, and trainer Melesias who was 
a pankratiast. The title in A ignores the fact that though Pindar 
mentions Melesias and Timosthenes he did not write 0.8 to commemorate 
their victories. Inscriptio b adds significantly Jf»j7T>ya W  
\ i f Twi 6/1 TDvTWf TOvc 'tçêtc 6/&K.kyt(x.C6- . What has happened
is that a possible answer to this question - namely that Pindar comm­
emorates the victories of all three - has beerj^ put by the composer of 
the title in A into the form of a title. Likewise, the words /ity//j'nx‘c 
are there because they represent another possible answer 
(given in inscriptio b) to why Pindar honours all three - namely all 
three came from the same state.
A third example; the title to Olympian 11 reads "Fv <Xvr«/ 'TOK^c 
J. Irigoin (Histoire du Texte de Pindare 101) asserts that it is one 
of the three titles which "remontent certainement" to the first edit­
ion of the epinicians. More likely this title is an inference from 
Sch.0.10,lb 0 er 'rrüÀlei; yç<X(^ Én/ yvV
o\(yu)^ i^ Oc( *?|c I Si cü/  Y^K)! j T(
4-^
7T.<-A-(.vo/ T r ^ o c ^ c  n  tt .
The word "Tû^oc, derives from 0.10.9; a more probable relationship 
between the two poems is that 0.11 was composed first soon after the 
victory, and 0.10 later when Pindar had fulfilled his Sicilian commit­
ments in 476.
A final example: the three titles to 0.4 say the poem commemor­
ates Psaumis's victory a) (a ), b) ^Trrrofc (C,Q), c) Vmroic ... Tfc^ 'rrrrvJi
(B,D,E,Q). ''nrTroicis not the usual description of a victory in the char­
iot race; what has happened is that the composers of b) and c) have 
used Pindar's word (14 «u/k) , feTOyto/linru/).
This process has also occurred in the title (Méiya (TTttocc
) to Pythian 7 (1-4 <inro»cr
I^ocAgcGsi-i )• The words O k u j^ io x and lc0y^ ‘<< derive from lines 13-15 
’ oCyoUn W  ^  -tTGU'TG  ^ y^ioc S GKtr^felTijC /\ioc ^0\u^WiCc, So
too, with the two titles to 0.5, which read a) nOr T^r»|(/k|( Mu
l^cc) (A,C), b) Th cxJtw, i irn jV 'ji (b,D,E,q).
The three-fold division in a) comes from line 7 (j^iouoii, Tt
pynrjttwi Tt(cf. Sch.0.5.15s- ... jui<7U(yiTruKtVtyo&-n ; the title to Pyth­
ian 1 AtTUUtu)» K| llTuG'X. (D,E,0) depends
in part on a scholion similarly: the double designation AiTWwi v|
£  presupposes the immediately following story, î^ /*o9fc/
luçKicoouZu ten, r iji/ ^  iu ^ it^ r /o c c c iw*
iî^ acv^ yoetYCfc, U utoV i^ tÎ V/IM/
otv/e^ y^^ e-/ (D,E,F,G,Q); inscriptio b briefly repeats the story).
The titles to the olympians and the Pythians sometimes depend on 
the transmitted order of the poems ; the order of the epinicians does 
not vary in the manuscripts (contrast the manuscripts of Theocritus; 
see Dover's edition xvii), and probably goes back to Callimachus (see 
R.Pfeiffer, History of Classical Scholarship i,130, 183-4; F.Nisetich, 
Pindar's Victory Songs 15f.).
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pytriian 2*s title in D,E, and G denotes Hieron hy rut uCrCt . But
F h a s ( k ^ c & / r v  ; and in the titles to Pyth­
ian 3 while D,E,G and Q have tw( owrJi , F has ^ u^ m ic o u c iio t.
F is not truer to a hypothetical original title, but adds what D,E,G 
leave out - and vice versa (cf, Dractnriann, Praefatio vi; "F usque ad 
sch P.Ill,91 cum E ita facit, ut utrumque ex eodem exeraplari descriptum 
esse appareat; inde a proximo scholio, P.111.96, ad familiam DGQ 
transit eamque ad finem usque sequitur"). Hence a title like F's to 
Pythian 2, though fuller than the one reading 'tw< auTwy, is not thereby 
more reliable; the wording of the one may presuppose the other; they 
may both be conjectured from the text; they may be inferences from a 
scholion.
CONCLUSION; the titles may be derived from the inscriptiones or 
tne scholia or the poems themselves.
it * * *
s^- The inscriptiones regularly contain more information than the 
titles on the date and the occasion of the epinicians; but how do 
they relate to the titles, and does their extra information derive 
from an independent source? Take the entries for Ü.10: the title
reads Ay"|CkS»yuo) Aok^w, i (a bCDEQ,, TnxiS/om.A,
TTÔI&Ï 'TTuk'Pji om.LE); inscriptio a reads : OyTot
(a ) . To give tiiis extra information the 
compiler of the inscriptio might be thought to have had access to a
source unavailable to the title-compiler; but probably a source comm­
on to both title-compiler and inscriptio-compiler read e.g. .
Ao TTA&I 7n/fc.T>jf G4n|/ Ft) Ol'jbrixi.t .
Because the title lacks a date, it does not follow that its compiler 
lacked access to one. Some of the titles do contain dates; cf. l)
on 0.13: the title in DEFKQ, is _L6/o<Ç3/-n
l y  00' . though C s  title is only
; 2) on 0.12; the title in EDEFQ, is
*^ F ç y o T tjlÊ n  S o X ij^ o ^ (y A ji  T T u & 'k  | ( < (  lc ^ i< K   ^ y o ï  0 /\ (^ T i7 o t^
whereas in A and C the title is only B ^ ^ o x k k ^ jyMr^ xi^ Ot l^ i (c^uu
Tt/ôioc ; 3) for 0.14 both the title in GDEQ and inscriptio a are
nearly identical ; Ac^ oir'j(^ i 0 i lpA.Go^<xycou V \Y y tu / t i  
0^ ioAvyA-TipiSoC (title), AcoTi)(u>/ triS»'
T^ / o?' t)Au^ Tri«*Gx cTA^ io/ (inscr.a). Many of the Isthmians and
Nemeans have no titles. What emerges is the variation in the titles 
and inscriptiones to individual odea. This is probably fortuitous; 
possibly it is in part due to variation in the ancient commentaries 
of e.g. Didymus and Aristarchus to which our scholiasts had access.
But some variations are due to carelessness, Inscriptio b (DEGQ) 
to Pythian 11 begins MAAwc ciaSvtn ; yet E and G
had given the title as 9 " ^ iRkS) CR&ie? . It is
possible that E and G had two different sources, one saying Thrasy­
daios won as a boy, the other not specifying whether as a boy or a 
man, and that the variation between title and inscriptio preserves this 
distinction. But carelessness seems more likely; cf. the relation of 
title to inscriptio prefacing the scholia to e.g. 0.10, title 
AolL^ i -il3.tV, ttvVtvii (ABCDEQ), inscr. a AyijC&o^ y^ ouTc
fn .)  e ^ ^ i* y o c T y ^ / (A). The ommission from
inscriptio a of Tr<xvS / does not mean its compiler thought Agesidamos 
won as a man.
f? Apart from the confused titles to 0.8 (v. supra), the only time 
an Olympian or Pythian title conflicts with an inscriptio is on 
Pythian 7 - a special case, however, the conflict arising not from con­
fusion but because the inscriptio is refuting the title (the title 
Mfe.yx.Ab’ AGi|/<XuOi '^wiroic “^OAi/yiLtrio^ shows that its compiler thought the 
ode honoured an Olympic victory; inscr.a denies this ... 6cn ^  o&roc 
£>u^  o - R l / e U i M ^ ( c J c ^  ). This suggests that when inter-
preting the title and inscriptiones to an ode one should try and make 
them compatible. Bowra's interpretation of Pythian 11 (Pindar App.l) 
not only ignores the title but conflicts with it. He opts for the 
poem's commemorating the second of the two occasions reférred to in 
inscriptio a; but this is said to be when Thrasydaios won as a man. 
According to the title he won as a boy.
Sometimes an inscriptio puts into the form of a title what is 
merely an additional piece of information, e.g. inscr.b to P.9:
l y  oTA«T»ji , Tvji A C C & i o /,
This could be interpreted as 'Written in honour of tne victories of 
Telesikrates of Gyrene in the hoplite race in the 28th Pythiad and
'. But inscr.a t w i  "Pj/
tv>iVvj/ 'tfOQlKcW €>v/‘lMjC-G j^ y/rOi TVj/ \
in the stadion in the 30th
shows that b is a degraded version of a and should be interpreted, 
'Written in honour of the victories of Telesikrates of Gyrene in the 
hoplite race in the 28th Pythiad; he also won the stadion in the 30th, 
by the way»,
This habit has an important bearing on Pythian 11, Inscr.b is
best interpreted 'Written in honour of the aforesaid (viz. Thrasydaios
the Theban stadion runner), who, by the way, also won later in the 33^ <i
Pythian Games in the diaulos; this poem is not in honour of the diau-
■)
los victoiy , but the earlier stadion victory. On this interpret­
ation inscr.b is nearly compatible with inscr.a (though a wavers bet­
ween a stadion and a diaulos victory in 454, whereas b is sure it is 
a diaulos victory).
^  The inscriptio sometimes gives - as do the titles - information 
deriving from the poem. Inscr.a to P.3 says I TO/ ent/i^ o^/
-pj/
on GÎc T^o i/iW c T o / iV i / i i k ) /  C u v T c r r ^  , 0 / j A ^ t i
;ioncnJJocUuc ïeGiw/ lO • This last piece of informâti
comes from line 73 (where, however, all manuscripts read , and
where could very well refer to a single victory; cf, N.4.17
0.6.26; the plural ikjjLovc probably results from bad memory and assimil­
ation to the plural cTttÇZ/oïc) . Another example is the story told in the 
inscriptio to P.|% ‘îc'ro^ ouu cuy*-*^rrvOy<o( Trfcç) T o /
oCüiy TOUT)/ "oCyui/^oytG/oU o(UYOj eX(/U.l4xt9fejCi^C ykoiCcSrVC
Tr^oa<.oA.lt|GbC‘|c TWI ou^DCuitiwoy, ^ / o i c  TO?c T^ OTiu» Cu^cyyoc o6y)iiyCoC( . . .
This story comes from lines 20-5 of the ode, and is an attempt to 
establish an historical basis for Pindar's mention of the mouthpiece 
and reeds that make up an aulos and of the strange noise, made by Eury- 
ala which he says the instrument imi^tates. Compare the story told by 
Sch.N.5.la on N.5.If. ( ouic «c/içioUTomxoc. ... ); pindar, on telling
the victor's family that an epinician by him will cost 3,000 drachma, 
is told you could buy a bronze statue for that; later the family gave 
in and gave Pindar the money, and he wrote Nemean 5*
The inscriptiones to Olympian 6 are also based on Pindar; inscr.a 
begins "lo/ / \ ) y y o i / oT ^u^MUcio/ 0^  St inscr.b AyjCvxy
£t/^ ltcycuof ; wc 6r / i0( , fc/ioi £-TiyAj^ »|AivOi • The
source of the problem is pindar's own ambivalence, especially 0U<k>9t/ 
oiiwSt (99) on which Sch.0.6.167a writes on wucioC/
o There is no evidence for Agesias not having been born in
Stymphalis (cf. 0.6.771’.). Snell's title to the ode I V P P l C O U i l ^ l
AYH/V/MI is misleading.
§10The inscriptiones may, however, draw on outside sources. The
inscriptio to 0.2 reads A / « K j C o t ^ n  r y
St 0 T® <xtto Oi^ H'cSoc This last piece
of information comes from the mention of Oidipous in line 38 (of.
Sch.0.2.70f. which gives an ancestry relating Thebes to Akragas and
Lf7
adds -Ruia.‘icroçâ (so. pindar) I j  t / u o h . L , oa -n^iWa/
Ç/lXdinji/ (Fr.118). For this ancestry and the story of Theban emig- 
ration to Sicily the scholiast draws on Timaeus (v, Snell ad Pi.Frs. 
118,119). Inscriptio b to P.7 gives a lengthy fable about the victor 
Megakles drawn from what Herodotus says of Alkmaion, son of Mega- 
kles (Hdt.6.125).
fn CONCLUSION ; The information in both the titles and the inscrip­
tiones of the scholia may be derived from Pindar; sometimes the format 
of the title has been influenced by information in the inscriptio/-nes; 
this latter information may itself derive merely from the scholia on 
a passage of the poem, which in turn may be guesses answering supposed 
difficulties or be derived from other sources (e.g. Timaeus, Herodotus). 
Differing titles or inscriptiones to a poem may result from the second 
title or inscriptio reproducing from a source common to both titles 
or both inscriptiones only the information which the first omits; 
sometimes the second of two inscriptiones puts into a different form 
information given in the first. There is great variation in the amount, 
form and type of information in the titles and inscriptiones. Some­
times their content depends on the order of the odes, as when two or 
more for the same victor run consecutively. It is unlikely Pindar 
gave his poems titles; if he had, we would not find, as we do, manu­
scripts giving alternative titles ^P.0xy.l604 Fr.i.col.ii for one 
of Pindar's dithyrambs, Fr.70b , and the Lacchjlides papyrus for Bacch­
ylides 's dithyrambs, Frs.15-7), or the method of referring to a poem
by its first line (p.0xy.2506 Fr.26,col.i/PMGl92) .
* X *
§ \ i A  further area where the scholia are unreliable is in their dat­
ing of the Pythians and Olympians (none of the Isthmians or Nemeans 
is dated by them). The two inscriptiones to P.11 say Thrasydaios was 
victorious in 474 and 454. For several reasons both these dates and
tile scliolia*s dates in general must be viewed with more caution, than 
is usually shown; 1) there is not always a means of checking inde—
pendently the dates they give; 2) where the aates they give for the
Olympians can be checked by reference to the Olympic victor list P.Oxy.
1
222 there are several discrepancies (examples; P.0xy.222,col.i.37 
refutes Sch,0.9-17c on the date of Epharraostos's victory; ib,col.i.l6 
refutes inscr.a to 0.10 and confirms inscr.b; ib.col.i.18 refutes the 
inscriptio to 0.2 on the date of 0.2; ib,col.i,14 says a Spartan won 
the boys’ stadion in 476, a Corinthian in 472, refuting the title and 
inscrs.a and b to 0.14); 3) the scholia themselves sometimes give
alternative dates (e.g. inscrs.a and b to 0.10; cf. inscr.a to P.3);
4) sometimes they give no date (cf, inscr.a 0.6 G& y  Troc-nj/
6/iLjce/ ; P.2.inscr. Gi éü ) ; 5) Pindar
himself may not have written the ode to commemorate a particular 
victory (as with P.2, P.3), or there may be a time lag between date of 
victory and date of composition (as with 0.10, N.3? - cf. 77-80 
Ytg ).
J. Irigoin (Histoire du Texte de pindare 48) writes; "Aristo­
phane de Byzance avait certainement en main les listes des vainqueurs 
olympiques et pythiques, deja publiées par Aristote." But the first 
four of the reasons listed above for doubting the scholia's dates make 
one wonder what victory lists they in fact had. It is noticeable that 
when the scholia call into question the date of victoiy or the event 
they do not on a regular basis use victory lists ( •cv'«(yp<c((»<( ) ; they 
only ever refer to o<Vo<y^ X(^ xi (Sch.l.l.llc) and
(inscr.N.8), and both times the are used in a general and
negative way. at Sch.l.l.llc to refute the idea that either Herodotus 
or other Theban athletes had ever won six Isthmain victories ( 'roun<J/ ^
), at inscr.N.8 to
deny that Beinias and his father were both stadion victors on the grounds
LH
that t<o ru > / e y "ToIl /VtyLeo/i . it is
doubtful if they ever refer to Olympian or Pythian victor lists; 
the mere use by them of the word ic y ^ y ^ J ^ e tS S -( has to be treated 
with care: Sch.p.ll,21c says ui)t ^ TIay^ oc yr^oyoi/ou
Ti/oc ve^iv-y^roc '  U .S 'n c y^p (sc. Thrasydaios)
Tfu^ ioc VtiovjC<»cc , but it is likely that here does not
refer to a list of Pythian victors but means 'is described by
Pindar' (cf. inscr.b- 1.5» %t i
ySty^etw-rXi C^pCCl >0/ TTuPtec/ ymj /fcu'iK-^jcev^r , wocrt
o ù c x / 7>|i/ ^).^V ^  (l.9f.); Sch.p.11.22
... 0 '*0 i^^ 'nou'M‘ijc yt=yo»/Jt » probably referr­
ing to P.11.43-7).
J/jThe Olympic victor list P.Oxy.222 also has some anomalies.
Oa one plausible interpretation it, too, expresses doubt over its
attributions of victory to an individual: in col.i.17,36 and 41
at the end of each line is added "o ^ ilic ^ "ô o i^ r<c . H.Diels
/
(Hermes 36,1901,75) interpreted these as o (JYw c)
o(vY^ i) (|)lL'rrc ^ oioYxo^ WLcPe/iC • Other curiosities are the addit­
ion of i^c at the end of one entry (col,i.30: ?), the
reading [7 . ^ /vytrv cuç<<N)Jc.t(?i;*re5'Ç(]7rrot^ (col.i.44, for 468 B.C. when 
Hieron's name should be there according to inscrs.a and b to 0.1), 
and other slighter variations against other sources over names. 
The format of the papyrus (like a results-sheet) has been taken to 
signify its truthfulness; but it is difficult to assess how 
trustworthy it is because there is little witlj which to compare 
its information. Where it and the Pindar scholiasts disagree it is 
not obvious that it must be right. Grenfell and Hunt ad P.Oxy. 
222. col.i.14 say of the statements by the Pindaric scholia that 
Asopichos of Orchomenos won the boys' stadion in 476 or 472,, 'The
papyrus proves that this was not the case'. But there is insuf-
SO
fiaient evidence for such a conclusion.
f/(^ There are several reasons why the scholia and the papyrus 
should contain uncertain information; 1) their information de­
rives ultimately from the first list of Olympic victors produced 
in the Fifth Century by Hippias of Elis (Plut.Num.l/DK86.B3/FGrH 
6.F2), which itself is likely to have contained more gaps, mis-
iK.
takes, discrepancies and the like than is generally assumed (Try 
producing- an accurate results-sheet of even a single race-meeting 
nowadays): Hippias had no firm or reliable evidence to go on
(cf. Plut .Num. 1.6 oLir dv^ rwoc 'n^ o\ 'x i ic r y ), prob­
ably not even any existing continuous list (v.F.Jacoby, Atthis 
58-9); early names were perhaps derived from names inscribed 
by the victor’s family (v. PGrH 4ï6'Tl-9; for their patchiness 
cf. especially Paus.6.1.1 Yi3/ St "^ 0Aiyclrjotu/ oCcï^ /rw/
fcicn/' éc.p^ \co’rtc pa./ tc 'ro/
of St Nt) tTT7 o(/lAoic  ^ O j^ C  c l ) .
No list of victors is likely to have been kept before the Sixth 
Century (F.Jacoby, Atthis 88), though Professor West suggests with 
a question-mark that before Hippias's time a catalogue could have 
been preserved orally by (Hiero)mnemones. 13. 6c tov/c
oXiyiirioyiLc to which Pausanias several times refers (FGrH
416 Fl-5) have a local bias and go back to Hippias’s list (v. F. 
Jacoby FGrH Commentary 111b. p»222) and are themselves unreliable 
(v. FGrH 416 F1,2,5). There is no evidence that Hippias's 
followers (Aristotle, Timaios, Philochoros, Eratosthenes, Stesi- 
kleides, Phlegon, Africanus) had any more material to go on than 
he did (FGrH Commentary 111b. p.225).
2) there may have been doubt at the time of the Games them­
selves over who was the winner of an event. At the 96th Olym—
piad (396 B.C.) there was according to Pausanias (6.3.7) a 
scandal over the stadion; two of the Hellanodikai decided in 
favour of Eupolemos of Elis, a third in favour of Leon of Ambracia, 
The latter appealed to the Olympic Council; it fined the Hellano­
dikai. Eupoleraos evidently still reckoned he had won since he 
put up a victory statue, perhaps i^c. in the papyrus reflects 
this sort of controversy.
3) mere eyesight is not the best judge of close finishes. There 
was no electronic timing or photo-finish equipment. It is hard to 
see how the judges could have settled a close finish, even if 
they were not being biased towards local competitors, especi­
ally if they remained in their seats curing the race (at Olym­
pia their seats are about a third of the way down the stadium,
%
about half-way down at Delphi). Dead heats did happen, when the 
crown was not awarded but dedicated to a god (expressed by the 
phrases \feço/ye/ecfeit ; cf. Hdt.5.22, of Alexander a
Macedonian prince, cy/^ feTnir'rfr Tw/ - v. LSJ s.v. c<;/érit-triirnO ).
¥t * # * *
Returning to the title and inscriptiones to P. 11, I inter­
pret them as follows;
1) For Thrasydaios, a Theban, in the stadion.
2) The poem has been written for Thrasydaios, winner as a 
boy in the 28th Pythiad, and in the 33rd in the diaulos or stad­
ion as a man.
3) Or; for Thrasydaios, a Theban in the stadion; the 
poem was written for the aforesaid who also later won in the 33rd 
Pythiad in the diaulos; but this poem coirime mo rates not tne later 
diaulos victory but the earlier stadion one.
It is not significant that 3) does not say that Thrasy­
daios 's earlier stadion victory was as a boy; the distinction
between men's and boyô' events is regularly omitted by the scholia 
when an inscriptio is written in the light of a title (e.g. on 
P.10, title lYTtTOfAfc? ^ iccuAoSç^ h)»; inscr.
T’^i <?U/rvj( Cr VlOt/).
There are two possible interpretations of the relation­
ships between l), 2) and 3). One is that both 2) and 3) were 
composed by someone acquainted with 1)^ with 3} also written
by someone with his eye on 2) - i.e. the writer of inscr.b under­
stood inscr.a to mean 'Written in honour of Thrasydaios's victory 
as a boy in the 28th pythiad and in honour of his victory in the 
33rd as a man in the stadion or diaulos" and is refuting it say­
ing that tne diaulos victory was later and is not commemorated 
by Pythian 11. Professor West, however, objects: "Why should
someone who had one inscr. compose an additional one? The 
scholia .... have brought together alternative recensions, b is 
better than a,,though one has to use both to get back to the 
original version." Why should someone have composed an add­
itional one? To refute the bits of the first one he disagreed 
with, while keeping the parts he agreed with, so ending up with 
what he reckoned was the correct account; on an independent 
interpretation one takes away the reason why 3) bothers to say 
it is not Thrasydaios's diaulos victory that is being commemorated 
(the writer has already said it was in the stadion) .
The best solution lies mid-way between these two interpre­
tations: the two inscriptiones are alternative in the sense
that b partially contradicts a, but hot in the sense of their 
having independent origins: it looks as if an ancestorial
scholion contained b in a form in which all of it was rebutt- 
ing a, .but that its purpose was lost in a later recension and
accretions common to a added to it (cf. on 1.5: inscr.c .^A/lcoc •
c ... mscr. t ir^oi4Lîa.ciA6v^oi/re-c
&/iot on i^/u)/ yé^ o^<Tr73.i
One pseudo-problem found in the inscriptiones can be dis­
missed. Bowra (Pindar 4 0 2 )  says, "It is surely impossible that 
a man who won either a cT^io/ or a S^Aoc when he was a boy 
should win either event later when he was heading towards 40 
years of age," (similarly Parnell, Commentary 2 2 1 ,  and Burton, 
Pindar's Pythian Odes 6 0 ) .  But we do.not know the age limits 
for the two classes, boys and men, at Olympia and Pythia; at 
Nemea and Isthmia there were y^evetoi also; your beard grows 
in your third hebdomad of life, according to Solon ( 2 7 . 5 ) :  so
at Olympia and Pythia you may have had to run as a man when 14  
or over (albeit with scant chance of success for a few years), 
which would make it very feasible for Thrasydaios to have won 
as a boy aged 1 2 ,  and later aged 3 2  as a man. Damiskos ( Riui 6-Z.lc) of 
Messene was 1 2  when he won the boys' sprint at Olympia in 3 6 8  B.C. 
Aristotle ( P o l . 1 3 3 9 ^ )  says that only two or three winners in the 
boys' events at Olympia went on to win in the men's, but J.H.
Krause (Hellenica vol.2, 645n*3) lists eight.
A different objection to believing Thrasydaios won twice, 
in 4 7 4  and 4 5 4 ,  is Sch.P.11.21c, cit. supr.; but interpreted, 
as it is above, "...For Thrasydaios is described by Pindar in P.11 
as having won at Pythia only once," not as "For in the Pythian 
register he is accredited with only one Pythian victory" the 
objection disappears (an extra reason for preferring the former 
interpretation, since it would be strange if Sch.p.ll.21c had 
access to a register saying Thrasydaios won only once, while the 
composers of the inscriptiones knew of one in which he won twice).
§\7 Pythian 11 itself is a source for information on what
event Thrasydaios won, but it is not as informative as Pindar often 
is and must be treated with special care. When the poem is for 
a boy's victory Pindar sometimes makes this clear, e.g. 0.8.68-9,
P.10.8-9, N.6.11-13, 1.6,6-7; or he may highlight the victor's 
youthfulness (0.10.99f., I.8.68f.), In P.11 Pindar neither ro.^5
that Thrasydaios won in a boys' event nor emphasises his youth 
or beauty. To guess his age from Pindar's mention of his father,
arguing that he must be more than a tri?c because his father's vic­
tories were (46), is rash; and it is rash to suggest that
he must have won as a boy because the myth is about the con­
quering act of a youthful Orestes - though the myth may have been
suggested by a son renewing his fatrier's honour.
The event Thrasydaios won was the stauion; lines 49-50 
make this clear, rt C T ^ ^ io /
see notes on 46-9 and 49» Pindar attributes the victory to both 
Thrasydaios and his father (49 ) • One can
see how this fusion has developed by looking at 0.13•24-56 esp. 
35f.: having said Xenophon won the Olympic pentathlon and stad­
ion, two Isthmian victories and a Nemean one, Pindar continues 
TiZt^ Oc &fe-CCc(Ao<^  feTT çeér9çO<Ci/ (OyloC TTD^/ ,
' T T \ / M  'r  é](t} ryv/ ; suddenly not Xenophon but
his father has become the subject. In lines 41-2 the victories
0
of Xenophon's grandfather Ptoi^oros are alluded to; the whole 
family is bundled into 43-4 Ocx»c T 6/ ^
^  yo^ Ttic i /  X i^ t /T v c  , When the victor's father or grandfather 
had also won Pindar regarded the victor's success as especially 
dependent on his house and family (cf. 0.8.70-1, P.10.Ilf., 
at N.8.l6f. Pindar gives to Deinias's victory the accolade of a 
Lydian headband which is Ûfeiv'ioc cizSw/
%yf<Y^cf. p. 1.58-9 Hoaot ^ uAoSryjiAt
ss
TTiPtO f tc f ^ 00|c otA/iorçi&i/ViMjJoç/o( TiSj^ C. He
often lumps together the victories of several members of one 
household (0.13.97f., P.7.13f., N.2.17f., N .4 .7 3 f.), and he is 
not worried about numerical exactitude when listing victories 
(cf. N.2.23, 0.13«112-3). These practices seem less suprising 
when one considers he believed a victorious father passed on 
his natural athletic ability to his son, and since the victor­
ious youngster would have been proclaimed by the herald 'son of x'. 
To say the father entered the event with his son and won it 
with him (p.11.49-50) is an extension of these examples and a 
unique conceit; it is less natural, but an analogous extension, 
to say the son was also victorious when his father won (the 
sense of P.ll .46-7) •
fjg Bowra, Pindar 405, thinks Pythian 11 must commemorate Thras­
ydaios 's second victory, in 454 if the inscriptiones are right, 
because (l) the present victory is said (13-14) to be the third 
in the family; (2) lines 46-8 represent only the first stage in 
the triple process, needing Thrasydaios*s earlier victory to 
make up three in all. But line 46 T P J^ i
is best referred to a first chariot victory by Thrasydaios•s 
father, the plural following on from (45) .^nd caused
by Pindar's practice of fusing victories within the same family; 
and 47-8 f y^^ oVvO/ 'rreLcÇocTvO/ 6cj(o/ W /  C u / % t t o k
best ascribed to a second and subsequent victory, at Olympia 
and probably in the horse race (see on 46-8), the third victory 
being Thrasydaios's in the stadion which occasioned Pythian 11 
(see on 46-9) •
§ 1^ CONCLUSIONS: the text of Pythian 11, the introductory scho­
lia (inscriptiones) and title to the poem, and other scholia to
it,all make it most likely that the poem commemorates Thrasy-
S'b
daios's win as a boy in the stadion in 474 B.C. The inscriptio­
nes and titles in the Pindaric scholia are generally an amalgam 
of bits of information; some of what they say may not derive from any
independent authority but from the ode itself or from a guess 
made in a scholion on another part of the poem. There are often 
several inscriptiones and titles to each ode; some are degraded 
versions of others having suffered alterations in the course of 
transmission; but occasionally it seems that two inscriptiones 
to an ode are different not because one is a corrupted version 
of the other but because it was originally refuting the other: 
inscriptio b to p.11 seems to be refuting part of inscriptio a,- 
Lists of Olympic and Pythian victors with dates were avail­
able to the Pindaric scholiasts but only limited use is made of 
them; one must be sceptical about the accuracy and complete­
ness of the lists they used; despite using the lists the schol­
iasts sometimes give more than one possible date to Olympic and 
Pythian victories commemorated by Pindar, and even when they are 
unanimous over a victory's date one must still be sceptical be­
cause for the most part there is no means of checking their dates 
independently; where there is, comparing what they say with 
P.Oxy,222, the papyrus and the scholia several times conflict.
One cannot^generalise and say one or the other must be right: 
it is likely that uncertainty surrounded results at the time of 
the event, and Hippi&s's own list, on which the Pindar scholiasts 
ultimately depend for the Olympians, is likely to have been some­
times conjectural and incomplete due to lack of evidence avail­
able to him.
S'?
ANCIENT GREEK ATHLETES (pl^ ibes 1-3 )
p(<vlel A running man. (On an East Greek amphora found at Fikellura, 
Rhodes; British Museum Reg. ho. 64.lO-7.i56).
pleine^  Boxers and wrestlers. (On a black-figure amphora c. 550- 
525 B.C.; BM Catalogue of Vases B 295)*
pfdp^ j' Four athletes: a long-jumper, a discus-thrower and two
javelin-throwers. (On a Panathenaic amphora c. 525 B.C.;
BM Catalogue of Vases B 154}*
All three postcards are published by the British Museum.
A ^  't xi
Pla.be
P k U  z

COMMENTARY on PYTHIAN ELEVEN
If. ' The whole of the first triad forms one sentence; it has a 
complicated and balanced structure: cf. the openings to 0.7, 0.8,
P.2, 1.2; contrast the staccato openings to P.6, p.10, N.4, N.6; 
Pindar is unpredictable. The sentence appears to end with 6wKo/ 
(6) but is immediately resumed by a second address andiV©»^  which 
picks up Kok-o/ .
What the daughters of Kadmos are to sing of is not mentioned 
until several lines after they have been addressed, (9f.)î this 
contrasts with the epic manner where the first word regularly indi­
cates the singer's subject and prefaces the address, e.g. II.1.1 
, Od. 1.1 , Hes.Theog.l
An address withoutw followed by a phrase or more in apposit­
ion is Pindar's favourite way of beginning his epinicians (12 
examples). Opening addresses of all sorts (22 times in the 43/
44 epinicians) get the ode off to a vigourous start that demands 
attention. Of the 22, an address to a divinity or quasi-divin­
ity, e.g.Hvy^t , , starts 19; the victor is addressed
in the opening sentence either once or never (depending on 
whether 1.4 is a continuation of 1.3). In this ode mention of 
the victor is delayed (13) to provide a later link with Pylades, 
Orestes and thence the myth. One must be cautious, therefore, 
before saying that Pindar's first objective in his epinicians 
was always to praise the winner.
Why is the opening address without w followed (7) hy an 
address witho? Comparison with Pindar's other opening addresses
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shows that whenever he gives in the opening address the parentage
of the addressee, except in P.8 this is done without 3 (i.e. TT<7
rather than Z TTrf7 Zyot ). On this
criterion, since P.11 opens with an address naming the father of
Ino and Semele, one would not expectu ; Pindar wants stress to
fall on the parent rather than on the addressed child. So here
extra stress falls on Kadmos, stressed anyway since is first
word, because the important thing is the heroines' Theban origin.
^t P.8.1-2 , AiiCciC ^ y'tyiCTDTroAi Hesychia, on
this criterion, is stressed rather than her mother ûncrf,; Hesychia
is further stressed by the weighty adjectives applied to her ((|)4o^ -
^^0/ , ’ jH:y<crbTrt>lj ) a-nd by being subject of the opening strophe
and antistroph^.
The in the second address is resumptive, cf. P.12.init.;
T ?
wi «<V(t after both an address without w and a gap; also 0.8.1...9. 
But contrast 0.5.1...4, 0.4.1...6 (second address without 6); Pin- 
dar's style is unpredictable. The idea of A. Kambylis (Anrede- 
formen bei Pindar, ap. Festschrift for K.Vourveris 185f.) that ô 
at the end of one of Pindar's long addresses is intensifying, add­
ing extra oomph, is refuted by K-G.11,para.557.4: an address
without *3 is generally used to express emotion, anger, displeas­
ure or a threat; one with is - more a reminder to the addressed
‘h
that he is in the audience.
1. jcoÇiA/ : a stock phrase; it recurs at 0.2.23; cf.
II.3.807 koy^ OiK Ib.302(PMG) » E.Bacch.
2-3
1-2. ... %  Af0H>9e^c ' Snell;
but w h y a n d  not oiyjNTK (sic mss.; cf. Inscr.a yn W
Jtyuii'nt ivrî -reî 3  üy<;i?Tlc[-i?|? WhyVii (mss.) and not Vo' ?
Any discussion must distinguish syntax from morphology^
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' '^ N .ic h  K a m b y l i s  ( l o c . c i t . i 36—8 )  f a i l s  t o  d o j  w h e t h e r  o n e  f a v o u r s  
i y u i z r i  ( r e j e c t e d  b y  K a m b y l i s  l o c . c i t . i 38f . n . 3 )  o r  J y j i 2 r « c ^  1
s y n t a c t i c a l l y  i s  v o c a t i v e  b u t  m o r p h o l o g i c a l l y  i t  i s  n o m -  '
i n a t i v e  n o t w i t h s t a n d i n g .  |
T h e  o n l y  r e a s o n  f o r  r e a d i n g  iyouri i s  t h a t  t h e  e p i t h e t  i s  t h e n  j
m o r p h o l o g i c a l l y  a n d  s y n t a c t i c a l l y  p a r a l l e l  t o  I n o ' s  e p i t h e t  
w h i c h  i s  g u a r a n t e e d  b y  t h e  m e t r e .  But i s  t h i s  p a r a l l e l i s m  a  
s u f f i c i e n t  r e a s o n  f o r  r e a d i n g  ?
Sch.P.11.Inscr.a says 'to too u) {,-Ti /J t)c
k/, (11.3.277) Woc ' & ù (o d .l7 .415)
Sol c()Aoc. o^yuio?r(c DO/ vvTf 'roD covbi(C6. But neither Homeric example 
is relevant; HtXiOC is justified as the second of two addresses 
(see below), or by attraction to the case of oc (cf. 11.6.394-5
H&tiiAv'oc^ 0 0 ...). As for «^ lAoc ,
(jilAt would give a different menaing (see H.L.West, Glotta 44,
1966-7, 139-44: generally means 'please' and is less emotion­
al; ÇfXoc is a set phrase).
There are two defences of y^uiecnc . l) Names in - fc are 
prone more than other name-forrnations to the nominative form in an 
address where syntactically they function as a vocative (cf. P. 
Maas, Eh.M.68,1913,362-3/Kl.Schr.80f.); note that Zenodotus read 
9feTic at 11.6.385 T i W  9feric Toh/uTrt-zrAoc , and Aristophanes po^ TTicat
11.15.49 ^  /ky ^  c<J y  , j^iowTic 'Trvrv'io< Pindar has
the nominative form at 0.6.22 Z cjjivnc, ^6^ 0/; of. 0.6.104
■ttAoW — "biSci, )(^ococAo(fc<JCTOio hrucic ; in other authors; S.
Aj.173 3 ijctTic, Ar.Eq.8i3/Eur.Telephos 121 Austin wimA/C
E.Eel.1399 S i^ "/oc TToc.c , Mel.Adesp.957 ouTt c tyo
But contrast 0.5*23 "^>^1 , 1.1*1 y^ uoATfi > P*2.58 TrçuTo^ vi 
Paean'6%2 KAuro^vn Tfj&o?. The nouns in these examples are usu­
ally regarded as nominative forms used as vocatives, but they could 
be variant vocative forms as Awe and be (the latter Hom-
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eric, the former the prevalent Sophoclean form). 2) iyi;ic?r(
would leave both hiatus and a short open vowel at period-end
(hiatus at the end of the opening period elsewhere only in 0.4, 
0.10, 0.12; for his aversion to a short open vowel at period-
end V. M.L.West, Greek Metre 61).
Conclusion; the form of ^ L y j u n j - c  is significant; else­
where in Pindar both.— ic and -i occur as a vocative ending, but 
only here does the metre allow either to stand. For a) the 
metrical reasons, b) because all manuscripts and the scholia read 
> c) because it seems that (/yuixrtc , since it is an -ic 
word, could be used by Pinaar as a vocative, for these reasons it 
is best to read xyuioor, c.
Why and not l^ot ? Everywhere else in Pindar feminine
/ -,
nouns ending -u) in the nominative form end -or in the vocative;
Ü.14.21 AycTi , Fr.94c /loirm , Paean 6.2lTvpo). So too in Bacchy-
diles; B.3*3 , 12,2 écGuvt ; cf. 11.21.498
Since is guaranteed by the metre one would expect f/J? .
Sometimes Greek appears to have followed the Indo-European 
rule that only the first of two adaressees.is put in the vocative 
(v. West ad Hes.Theog.964 ki/ Imvroc).
The rule would account for Cd.3.276-7 — )h À io c  CbJ  ; Hym.
Hom.29.i3 bço/oo , cJ'rt > peg lOlSb
Akyecic {sut it is not the explan­
ation for 0 .10.3-3 where Snell reads 5 Hole ,
k^otee-roV’ . Here is not a nominative form
used as a vocative, because Snell's comma alter Tjioc should be 
removed; «(Aik—  A(cc is not an address, and the best interpretation 
is, "Come, 0 Muse, may you and Alatheia daughter of Zeus ward off." 
For the nominative and imperative cf. Ar.Ach.155 oî ir% ÇthÇ




rule in Greek. Contrast Pi.0.14.13f. 'iroT// '/AyAkVk V
F^ S^ o^cüK< - —  D^A(k Tt l^kci^A-rre 5 jÂesch]p.V.90f. ’5Z %Toc
\ , / N. -^  / -V f—I ! \ "t t C^
|c,^( l%)(UTr're^ ( irvO(/( ...'TP^ y)g'R:y«^ ; 11.8.185 cu ïïc è ^ ^ y e ,
Kki A(btO\/, A«ynre Té Si6; 11.6.77 Aii/6U  T6 1%) & 7CÇ. Examples
such as S.Phil.530f. w j^ iAvvro/  ^ i^cvoc S oi.vi|0 are differ­
ent: the nominative tends to be used in exclamations. In the
examples containing the phenomenon the vocative form is metrically 
intractable; in p.11.2 it would not be, and Pindar does not else­
where follow the rule.
Conclusion: the manuscripts and scholia read li/u) , but this
is probably because the word was at an early stage assimilated 
to the apparent case of ^ ey^ tAk and i y o i ^ r i c  , though both 
and <ky<J(«cT(Care syntactically vocatives. Pindaric usage elsewhere 
(vocative form in -ôî of words ending -w in nominative always 
used in addresses), the -o ending not being necessitated by the 
metre, and Pindar's nowhere else following the Indo-European 
rule all support reading I/o? . Pindar might have written 1 1^01 
in any case, since the nominative was originally-u)i ; KB J.453f., 
L.Threatte, The Grammar of Attic Inscriptions 358; P.Derveni 
xviii.ll (cit. ap. M.L.West, The Orphic I]ymns 81).
In highlighting the divine status of Ino and Semele, Pindar 
follows epic: Hes.Theog.942, fr.70.2-5?; Od.5.333; cf. pi.
0.2.25; Aleman mentioned ino's metamorphosis, PMG 50(b).
Evidence for a cult of Ino at Thebes is scant. Plut.Mor.
228E probably refers to her, since she was often known simply as 
( v .  P - ¥  S . V . ) :  TdTc G è  Cu^ O^v\exjojMryoic *7^»/' Trç^' T|C
m) Tou iTvy&duc , iroioU(/r?\f -nj', cove^0\)\qoW
(sc. Lycurgus) l9to/ K|ydUi/y3\i , 6-t (kv&pwrro/,
wc Q^ coi. Lycurgus's point is that a threnos for the 
dead is unsuitable for an immortal goddess. The saying suggests
G3
she was regarded at Thebes both as a god and as the mortal who had
jumped into the sea to her death (v. E.Med.1284-5)•
Semele was remembered at Thebes in Euripides's day by an
spot where she had been struck by lightning; E.Bacch.6 - 1 1 ,  Paus. 
9.12.5. She was worshipped at Athens; Pi.fr.75*19; but there 
is no firm evidence for cult practice performed for her at Thebes 
in Pindar's day (cf. Dodds ad. E.Bacch.6 - 1 2 ) .  The word 'cult' 
should not be used indiscriminately; it means active devotion 
of people to g o d s  and heroes, and you cannot infer that from a 
few ruins said to be a god's or hero's house (modem Thebans 
call some ruins next to the modern museum at the north end of 
the town 'The House of Kadmos') or from the existence of an 
area.
It has been thought that references to an anodos by Semele
after her release from Hades by Dionysus (D.S.4.25, Plut.566a,
Apollod.3.5.5, Paus.2.31.2, lophon ap. Sch.Ar.Ran.330/TrGF22P3)
imply a cult of her at Thebes - so H.Jeamnaire, Dionysos 343f.,
Roscher 667 s.v.Semele. But stories told by guides of the origin
of holes in the ground, or by a tragedian of the reason for Hades'
love of myrtle, do not require for their invention a basis in 
S'
regular ritual .
1 ,  ' c i t i z e n ' ,  o f . V / u i ^  ,  - k i ' c i t y f :  I I . 5 . 6 4 2  ' l A . o u
oo'Ck: ^ , 11.20.254 L  i
P i . 0 . 9 * 34-5  A w y (c ito » /T v v ‘ c i t y  o f  the dead' i . e .  Hades,
i d . F r . 194 . 4-5  T& M i /  B a c c h . 3.16  j^oci
, id.11.57-8 kcru Xurvdctc, iyu/kc
id. 14b. 15 uyoitA?c; S.O.C.714-5
k T t c x c  k y o io a c  ' i n  t h i s  s t a t e  o f  C o l o n u s » ;  c f .  S t e p h . B y z . s / v :  -rcnvz 
ev T> |i T T o A h  TRj^cvTv^/ ,  a n d  s e e  M a e h l e r  o n  B . 9 . 5 2 ,
t r a n s l a t i n g  ' S t a d t ' .  P i n d a r ' s  a n d  B a c c h y l i d e s ’ s  u s a g e  i s  a l s o  
p a r a l l e l e d  b y  t h e  e n d k o f  t h e .  O d y s s e y  f o r m u l a  *b u c e ro  r  ^ e A i o c  c k - iouO / t o t s
tu T e o c , k y k u f .  7R C X  ,  O d . 2 . 588 ,  3 * 487 , 497 ,  11 . 12 ,  15 . 185 , 296 , 471 .
(km Asvpok/ : Pindar follows Homer in giving both names;
Od.5.334-5 YOi/ Aevi^ oi^ , rj^
^^ OT0C ouS r^G ccx/j \/0(/Ç 5Aoc 1/ Tr^yGcc» &ZÜ/ ^  ny/'^ c '
The epithet may denote the white foam of the sea where she lived; 
many of the names of Hesiod's Nereids are suggested by the sea 
(Theog.240f.).
Semele and Ino, both girls who became immortal, each have two 
names. Leucothea alludes to ino's immortality, and it was as 
Leucothea that she was honoured as a god at Megara (paus.1.44.8) 
and at the Isthmos (Paus.2.1.3, 2.2.4). Her change of name came 
after her deranged jump into the sea off Corone, Messenia (paus. 
4.34.4; cf. Diod.Sic.5.55*7: Halia changed her name to, Leuco­
thea after jumping into the sea). Semele was renamed Thyone after 
Dionysus brought her up from Hades to Olympus (Apollod.3.53, 
Diod.Sic.4.25). Pindar calls her Thyone at P.3.99 as a reminder 
that though she died after Zeus made love to her she later 
became a goudess (emphasised by her epithet there -
seven times used of immortals in Pindar and Bacchylides, once of 
a mortal, lole at Bacch.l6.27).
: by saying she lives with the Nereids,
Pindar means she is an immortal divinity; more specifically, the 
phrase Aevik,Gtlt -.. alludes to the story that Ino jumped
into the sea after going mad. For the background to the story ; 
see W.Burkert, Homo Ne cans (Berlin 1 9 7 2 )  1 9 9 ^ . ;  snd Page ad E.Med.
1 2 8 4 .  •
/ ■ /3. ckgiCTvyovtv Sch. ; but the first part of the
compound qualifies the second part, and 'having the best off­
spring' suits Alkmene better than Herakles; cl. Paean 21.4,12,
6r
? f 6
20,28 kçicTcirocK 'having the best husband' (of Hera).
4-6. “nvp M e X Qo < o^ % pindar here describes 
the temple of Apollo Ismenios at Thebes. He alludes to its 
origin in oV ati^cg A^iic (4) which hints at the story of
Apollo's rape of Melia and the resulting birth of Ismenos/-ios; 
part of the story in Pa.9.41f. Xe)(e7/ |Co^  ^ \y e \c
’Sticfc-XViW HfeXu CAo^ TTv9i[é .
Sources are confused about Ismenos/-ios; a) was he Media's 
brother, or her son? b) Was his name Ismenos or Ismenios? Sch. 
pi.P. 11.5 Ça i^ eXtx Ic^voo V ito AvoXAvOvtc ikA
y&vvvj^Cc/.C(< ; this is supported by Tzetz.ad Lyc.1211
O Sfc ^Tvj'^Açoc u^oc M s A c /c I  T»jC |k<y
 ^lc^v|Vou 9.10.5 AtroXioûVi ^  TuiÇaic y6V6(B%.(
Xtyovei 1^ 1 Ic^ko/ (Bekker, Ic^ vio'^  codd.). H.¥.Stoll
(ap. Roscher s.v. Melia) says Ismenos was Media's brother, Ismen­
ios her son (though s.v. Ismenios loc.cit. Stoll equates Ismenos 
and. Ismenios), but he gives no evidence for the distinction. The 
best explanation is that Media the fountain nymph originally, so 
the story went, had as a brother the river Ismenos; then, after 
the founding of the temple of Apollo Ismenios, the story grew 
(to give some background and greater prestige to worship of 
Apollo Ismenios) that Ismenios was Media's son by Apollo. Ismen­
os might have been changed to Ismenios because Apollo was called 
Apollo Ismenios; the change from brother to son enables Apollo 
to be brought into the genealçgy. Gods prefer to rape virgins 
(Alcmene is an exception), so it is unlikely that the story with 
Ismenios as Media's son arose prior to the founding of the temple 
or to Apollo's rape of her.
The shrine of Apollo Ismenios stood on the Ismenian hill
near one of the gates of Thebes; his prophecies were delivered 
after looking at signs in the flesh of burnt offerings (PGrH528F75,
philochorus, who was ^ vtic and itçocvMîYrac at Athens in 306b ,C,).
The oracular seat in the temple belonged to Teneros, Media's 
other son by Apollo who inherited Apollo's prophetic powers: 
paus.9.10.6; Sch.Pi.p.11.5; Pi.pa^J.12-18) 9.$8f?
4-5. ypvLW/ I c  ^k%vTQ/ : Croesus was
responsible for the wealth of gold at the temple, Hdt.1.52- (of 
Croesus) «hjTOo '-p^ "rt T y
?/(v ( t " ' S c . /  . > \ f \
CoC(Cüo tA l(^v" CjAjOHÜC  ^ Y'oLi IhALet»/
\ c ' \   ^  ^  ^ / . / • y I
"TO ^ucro/ TK||u A oyj(*jie i e o / (^voitoc y i^oc& v/' T3l 6 r i
ÙC &jU_G 1^1/ G/ \cjAy^\0\) /W^ UcOkoc ;
id.1.92 6/ ^  y2i> &V|gyc< TVilct êoioùYtû/TÇIYHJOC ^^vct<7c (sc. a dedic­
ation by Croesus).
o<Svjto/ denotes the shrine generally, not its innermost part 
(so LSJ s.v. 11. ), as at Hdt.7.140-1 i c  t v
(sc. * 1 1 0 / Deorr^ oW.ir?)... 00 toi xm-yLt/ &ktt2j o(^tdO 
(sc. Xtyowc/). Pindar imagines the heroines entering tl^ outer 
hall of the sanctuary of the Ismenion. At Delphi, at least, only 
the pythia was allowed in the innermost shrine.
0^&cro/ as an adjective elsewhere only at Strabo. 14.1.44 (of a 
shrine of Pluto).
The phrase 'enter the sacred treasury of golden tripods' fuses 
three separable ideas; 'enter the shrine', 'enter the shrine's 
treasury', 'visit the rich supply of golden tripods.'
In a phrase containing two nouns each qualified by an adject­
ive, Pindar regularly sets each noun next to and after its own 
adjective, e.g. P.1.5-6 Kc/) 'To/ kiy^ ocisî./ (Ai&vbcoO
TTh^ oC ; 0.1.11 PeyiKTG^ o/ OC CMmrok <9/ Woywjku)/ £(KAvX/k(;
P. 11.49-50 y o j^ -v w  i r in  CT^ /Tfoc/.
Less common is thin sandwich interlacing, when one adjective plus 
its noun surrounds the other pair, e.g. 0.9*97 oifcT eSi^v’ov'
(ÿkjjAkM/ ; 0.13.23 ^  S VénoV ooAi«<tc ;
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0 *1 4 .2 2 —4 VAgck—  KuSij&wk kA(PAwJk TTYtçotc» ) (^T*Lvk» v a r ia t io n  i s
e .g .  P .9 *6 -7  1^ 6 "TG )(^UC€WI ‘TR-^ Qa 'Cc/  «ky^oTA ^/ fwhere
one o f  th e  nouns p recedes  i t s  a d je c t iv e ;  th e  a -b -A -B  in t e r la c in g  
o f  P . 1 1 .4  i s  r a r e ,  b u t  p a r a l l e l  i s  P . 1 .1 -2  m T rA oK k^/ cvvSikov 
M o'Ok/ k r t k / c /  ; f u l l - b lo w n  t h i c k  sandw ich  in t e r la c in g ,  a -B -A -b , 
o c c u rs  a t  N .1 .-7  ^oXAoic ](^^vc6o(C .
6 . : ' t r u t h f u l ' ,  c f .  N .1 .6 1  o ^ D o ^ k /r i/  l é f g G c ,
P .3 *2 7 -9  \/(kou ^ciXfcOc /^oi/o2 / i y / t l ^ / tt'A j /
. . . ' i j f l i / ^ \ r ^ û d ^ o ù r r r & Z >  ; 0 .8 .1  OvXiycJrik-âtcTroi/Üod&Afkc ; H es.Theog.
233 s  (/• ckX^|6^(k .
yAjo6vTtu?\/ : Teneros and h is  s u c c e s s o rs , o f .  P i . f r . 5 Id  [T O /
Tv^i/érÇO'^I] /kOTToXn/ ^ / r i l 4  S)kTT&OIC(/ % jJ U O ^ \i-U , 0 .8 .  I f .  OoX(^Yr/i
. . .  i/iw yA-ot/nev <M ^d i . e . s u c c e s s iv e  members o f  th e  la m id a e , f r . l 92
iûéJlcjj’oV  / ^ T 6 r  C o r .6 5 4 ( P M G ) c o l , i i i . 3 2 f . ( th e
s u c c e s s io n  o f  o c c u p ie rs  o f  A p o llo  P to io s ) .  I n  c o n t r a s t ,  T ro p h -
o n iu s  a t  Lebadea (p a u s .9 .3 7 *4 )  and Am phiaraeus a t  OrQpus (p a u s .
1 . 34) w ere each th e  o r i g i n a l  and s o le  o c c u p ie rs  o f  t h e i r  o r a c u la r  .
s e a ts  ( i . e .  w i th o u t  p re d e c e s s o rs  o r  s u c c e s s o rs ) .
^ A o /  : i n t e r p r e t  l i t e r a l l y ,  n o t as 's e a t '  i n  th e  sense
's o u r c e ',  ' o r i g i n ' .  9toKoc(or o r  E p ic  Qoiokoc ) i s  a lw ays  used
to  mean 's e a t '  i n  th e  sense 'c h a i r '  o r  'a  s i t t i n g '  (as  i n  af
s i t t i n g  o f  P a r l ia m e n t ) .  The j ^ v T ic  s a t  down when d e l iv e r in g  h is  
p h ro p h e c ie s ; S .A n t .9 9 9 -1 0 0 0  gc. TiaAohcv' ^ w / '
o f  T e ir e s ia s  a t  Thebes; j l l jp .V .8 3 1  Da.K:oc ü ic c o f  Dodona. A t 
D e lp h i th e  P y th ia  s a t  on th e  l i d  o f  th e  bow l t h a t  be long ed  t o  th e  
t r ip o d ;  E . Io n  91 Aaaei 9 ^  yv /^  Tp(Tro^(k ^kAc^'C .
c f .  p a u s .9 .1 2 .3  iïh > ^ i/c tfc i(s c . th e
Thebans) Tt)^ ^  6^6(7T/k -
TJure/ 9È k ù  &  (Ço\o(ccooc(i^<^i^€^ijrc,c, The m a rr ia g e  o f
b?
Harmonia and Kadmos is a favourite theme of Pindar's: P.3.91,
fr.29.6, Dith.2.27f.
koc/ yu/: a- combination Pindar is fond of (8 times), often
emphasising a demonstrative, e.g. 0.3*54 Kk/Vu/Ic W'itt'/, P*4*42 
6/ , or a person or place, e.g. P.9*71 kwv eV ,
N.6.8 t u f Here it emphasises ev&oc : just as on past
occasions Apollo has called the heroines to assemble at the Ismen­
ion, so they should assemble there now too. For this cletic 
use in hymns of. Sappho 1.23 o^( Ko/T/c/, S.O.T.I69 V u \4 ^
Î tbe scholia give two interpretations, Sch.12c
j  I _ _ ' ^ 9  f \ ) / v A /
S ï :  C T ^ k T û /  f e lT é  “ Ta c  é r(( T X C  î
t , — y C Y  / A  \ V _f,
Sch.l2d 6Tr«/tyL0V' 'ro/ cuv/û^k iZa C/*] , To Gm Tou oU;7o/
Kk( 7^ 6 kuT*)C err,/y(^c - i.e. 'watching over' or 'native'. LSJ s.v. eTTu^cyicoc 
say 'visiting the land'. None of these interpretations is convinc­
ing; none gives any point to the adjective. Better to interpret
'spread over X-ibtnctj - - Girt/cyko/then cont­
er /
rasts with O jx Q ()e ^ < ^ , and the latter is proleptic; 'he summons
the army of heroines who are spread over the district to come
together into a gathering'. feiriVé^OiAki(middle) regularly means
'I am spread over, rage over', of fire and disease.
/
occupies the same place in the antistrophe as 
A4jÇ/|’iSu»/did in the strophe and rhymes with it; cf, P. 11.11 G7r73t-nvAofC( 
0»Jf.k(c^ 27 yXJcw.(c ; p.8.2 W jwtytcroToX, ^  22
oiroAlc ; also ,2 0 ~ T \x x ro \e jM 3 v *T^ oCYroAyiuvf ; 0.6.77
*^ 98%y*jCil( ; 0.8.46 (v.l. )^ 68 TSrT^ kxcj^  (on this example
V. Introduction p. ); Bacch.1.115 (end of epode) oyvi/luP/
161 (end of epode) o'-/^ Çu>tfw/ ; id.5*3 IocT&t^ o(KJ\/'^ 98
(both at end of 3rd colon of antistrophe); id.
5.122 S/r«fçu)»'y'157 ÇckV<l^ w^/; id .6 .60  K:0kT6v |^ /'^14
Some of the recurrences in Bacchylides are insignificant, e.g.
B.17.7 (3rd colon of 1st strophe) '*^ 73 (3rd colon of 2nd
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s crophe ) kAoTZvZ.
8" CT^ Ypi/î often used by Pindar to denote merely a large
number, e.g. P.10.8 ût^A-xtoi 1*1*11 i
'Army of heroines' would be a bolder expression than Pindar's, 
though he does like bold juxtapositions, cf, 0.6,46
0.6.43 u s i i /^ c c , 0*9.11-12 i^g, ylv/v/ 77/Gwi^ S o l c r o /
£• P e / A i / : 9(^1/ here means both the goddess, who in
some accounts was an occupier of the Delphic oracle before Apollo 
(see below), and the idea of justice which Delphi stood for and 
which is emphasised here by the obvious connection between 
and o ^ & o ^ ilu / ' ( c f ,  Hes.Theog.85-6 j6*G(v^(c< ;
3.15*54-5 IPewy, otyvkc (/^ cAovDo/ 'ttiv'o'îrc OeyKiroC' .
In Greek literature the aistinction between abstract and person­
ification is often hazy; look at the pictures of ^  11*9*504-12,
SiL| Hes.Op.220-1, Solon 36W 4-6, and 9ùja.(c pi.0*8.21-2 (ccOTti^ oC 
A IOC ^G/ioo (kcKerrskf |9^ ic); the ideas are first personified,
then not. See W.J.Verdenius on N.11.8 JWic/Aioc 
in Illinois Classical Studies vol.7*1, 1982, 19-20; his examples 
show that personal deity and abstract idea are often fused.
Personification is rejected by Wilamowitz (pindaros 260):
"das Beiwort zeigt, dass die Gottin nicht gemeint ist." But 
though does not in classical Greek qualify the name of an
C- f
Olympian or higher god, who are i^ oi come what may, it is used 
to qualify a part of an Olympian god, e.g. the head - because not 
only gods have heads - or something which belongs to or derives 
from the god; it is also used of quasi-divine beings whose
names can also mean e.g. a place: Od.15*39 *^ /^X*]said
 ^  ^ \ ( . D ^
by Hera to Zeus; Hes.Theog.57 AGyoc ériokviAp^ ki/Uu/sc. Zeus,
id.Op.597,805 5.gtvJ/; Pi.fr.195 )(^ vco)(ino/'
(cf. Sch.P.4.25b to t JI troAejc»
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Uû ÇrG )(^ uco^ »TU)/Sj'c ); Hes.Theog.21 yeUjc ^9^ik/no/
including lesser gods, and divinities like nymphsNote how Sioc 
is applied by Homer to Scamander (11.12.21) but not to the higher 
male gods; Themis, like Scamander, could be mentioned (e.g. at 
Pi.1.9.5) without a god being meant; the addition of 
adds that is also a divinity - Pindar's more usual way of
doing this is to say something is related to Zeus, e.g. 0.10.4 
/\ioc ; P.8.1 , Aii^c 0.12.1
70.7 Zvy/ot ; N . 7. l IR) ; 0.8.21-2,
N.11.8 cit. sup.^ ^
Themis the goddess; at first a goddess of orderliness (od.
2,68, 11.20.4: a herald; I1.15.87f., cf. Horn.Hym.Apol.124:
a waitress). From being an attendant on Zeus and summoner to his 
councils, she developed a closer association with him (Hes.Theog.
901, pi.fr.30, Hom.Hym.23.2; his wife; E.Med.208-9: his daughter).
Her connection with Zeus's justice enabled Aeschylus to spatch­
cock her into Lelpnic mythology (A.Eum.1-4); since the 7th Cent­
ury the oracle had been concerned with regulating problems
especially about purifyication and blood-guilt (v. H.Lloyd-Jones, 
Greece and Rome 23, 1976, 62-3). Worship of her before the 4th 
Century is not attested (v. J.Harrison, Themis 380f.).
9-10. T ir K-Z Pytho
is here the place, yJk means the cosmic earth (cf. P.6.3
N.7.33-4 O f ^ ^ A o / Pa.6.17.120) and
the law and order associated with the Delphic oracle (v. 
supra n.9 fin.; cf. Pi.fr.l92 û d ^ ù )
P.9.42 'TOv^  DV î Hes;ych. s.v. StMiocb .j
K / D'ki ) '
Themis, Ge and Pytho are elsewhere recorded as occupiers
of the Delphic oracle before Apollo. This fact may have 
influenced Pindar to juxtapose the three here, though it is not
relevant to the present context (which is not concerned with the ' 7;
pre-Apolline history of the oracle). The main evidence for the three 
asjprophetic occupiers of Delphi is given below; it is probably derived 
from a local Delphic logos. Some scholars have inferred that there was 
a cult of Earth and Themis at Delphi in Pindar's day; I do not think 
the evidence supports this (which is not to say there was not such a cult).
as a prophetess: Hypoth.a Pythiorura I r  3/
TTçoorvj Ni/J êrJ(ç>t|C^ u)iÇv|ce/^  (one of a collection of fanci-
t  ^ / y ^
ful stories about early Delphi); Sch.N.9.125b Cc T t itu
/l'rroAj.Ujyoc y) Kot) (a bad
attempt to explain the word (9G^ (TrA.tKlcvicat h.9*52); Orph.H.79»2f.
jâ^ oroTc ^^ /rrjio/
Péoîcf... t| iv) ^0(j|îo/ oti/oiitT?' 0^yiicTvcOU<!c (etymologising) . More
important are Pi.0.13.8» 1.8.31, fr.30.1 (in all of which Themis
is fev/jSooioc ), and at 1.8.31f. she speaks (elsewhere in
/ • \  /
Pindar only at P.4.71 of the Pelias received 173.^ <^HrCO/
Ojw-<Çoïiû/ e v ^ n ^ ^ o io  jA o c re ^ o o ),
Python as a prophet (accepted by J.Fontenrose, Python 373): 
Hyg.fab.140-1 Python Terrae filius draco ingens; hie ante Apoll- 
inem ex oraculo in monte Parnasso responsa dare solitus erat;
Gros.Hist.6.15.14 Pythone...totius vaticationis auctore et princ­
ipe; Sch.Lyc.Alex.200 (which muddles Python with the prophetic 
snake of I1.2.308f.). The pre-Apolline Delphic dragon first 
appears at Hym.Hom.Apol.3OO; Pindar himself probably described 
how the oracle changed hands : fr.55 TTiv^ u^ oc
~ [fu 9 < ^ c to/ /^ îTpAÀu)/oij Sio t^ oTo/ Vj ; so
too Simonides 573PMG. Ephorus (FGrH70F31b) is the first defin­
itely to name the dragon 'Python'.
Prophetic Earth: v. West ad Hes.Theog.463; as an owner of
Delphi she appears first perhaps - cf.pi.ir.55 cit.supr. - in 
Aeschylus (Eura.lf., note line 4 wc Xoyoc Tic). Her role in the story 
presumably arose after Delphi was reckoned to be the centre of 
the earth.
7 1
Parnell (ad p.11.9), Roscher (s.v. Themis v.583) and Slater
(s.v. ) think Pindar alludes to a cult of Ge-Themis at
Delphi. But the only evidence for such a cult is wafer-thin:
the words on a seat in the theatre at Athens
2 ^
{ J ^  11. 5130 from the Imperial period), andpjp.v.209f. %
/^ '^ îv|Ç’ Toi-Î/. *Trt>AAu3/ o v c jju d r^ t/ , n> ^w-t-A/lok
‘Tî^ tüTt&écYT/fce/ which perhaps alludes to the succession 
story (v. infra) but is irrelevant to a possible cult of Ge-Themis. 
Other references to a cult of Ge-Themis ap. Roscher v.383 derive 
from either[A^P.Y.209f. orjA^P.V.1091-3 (worthless as evidence 
for such a cult).
Conclusion: the history of the Delphic oracle before Apollo
succeeded to it, how it passed between Ge, Themis and Pytho, 
seems to be based on imaginative story-telling rather than cult. 
There is no evidence for a cult of Ge-Themis in Pindar's day. In 
pausanias's day Themis had a shrine at Thebes (Paus.9.25.4) and 
in other parts of Greece (v, J.Harrison, Themis 48O-I). Nothing 
suggests a cult of her at Delphi. The succession Earth, Themis 
(A.Eum.lf., E.I.T.12391.) was perhaps suggested by Hesiod’s genea­
logy (Theog.135) where Themis is one of Gaia’s very diverse child­
ren; the passage may also account for the presence of Themis,
N fZ-
with Rheia, at the birth of Apollo (Hym.Hom.Apol.93~4; cf.124-5).
6^00^(ky/ : a, pointed adjective to apply to , point­
ing to the oracle's function of deciding blood-guilt problems 
and purification matters (v. supra on line 9 init.), significant 
in view of the myth that follows. Elsewhere Pindar describes the 
navel more mundanely : P.6.4 viio/' » N.?.33^y»^ » P&.^ .lYcKii^ &kT!/ ,
Pa.6.120 , P.8.59 .
10. syJ7c ofA.^\ov: there was, in the Fourth Century at least,
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a shrine to Ge at Delphi, v« Bull.Corr.Hel.26,1902,64—5: accounts
of tne archon Aristonyinos (mid-Fourth Century) mention repair-work 
tlêç' ID/ and 6/W; CkeAen y Q i  yroTt (r)o -7%  XTx Tepol/ .
C V '/ : the expression could mean either at the
beginning of evening or at the end of it. The three best dis­
cussions of the temporal use of Îkçoc (gow ad Theoc.11.37, Jebb 
ad S.Aj.285; Lobeck ad S,Aj.285) all mistakenly allow in
temporal expressions to mean 'at the height of, 'in the middle 
of. But the misleading idea that e.g. could mean vj
\ZukrCC is an invention of Lobeck inferred from the common,, but 
separable, expression “t o ( e . g .  to o<-Kyu»<ioraTO/-TT>o )(tykU)V(7C
Ath.3.98.6, Arr.An.4.7.1).
7/
LSJ (s.v. eU^^cII.), saying usually denotes completeness,
> f  /
translate S.AJ. 285 vutcrcc 'dead of night' comparing Theoc.ll.
35 and Hipp.Aph.3.I8. But the Theocritus passage does not obvious­
ly mean this (v. Gow ad.loc.) nor does S.Aj.285 aic^ccc 
tcTrçrÇûi (v. Lobeck ad loc.); at Hipp.Aph.
3.18 Tit TD^ ToD  ^ 01 I T ^ ^ C
Kg( m Tovno/ %)iy}^hr\/Q\ T^ ici/ </^ (cT2 KeCc Upo^n^cecf
iJAicTi' T c Z i è  &4 et.c -w D  j ^ V T n / o c  c^i ) / e ç o > n ^
the context, tx7v S^eoc juxtaposed with and opposed to
plain P^eoc , suggests means 'at the beginning of summer. '
It is unlikely that ^ i^ oc = 'top', 'edge', 'surface' would also
mean 'middle' (v. Barrett ad ÏÏ.Hipp.253).
'At the beginning of evening' is what the words mean here. 
Singing was often done at evening when the working day was over; 
cf. Pi.P.3.19, 78-9; Theoc.24.77. (cf. Jkço- in compounds mean­
ing 'at the beginning of; Hes.Op.567 ocjcçoi<-V6<Çoi.ioc ', c^ . ok/ço^ vj^ OC 
'at nightfall^. On Gow and Scholfield ad Nic.Th.25»
Gow ad Theoc.24.77, and Gow and page. Garland of Philip I.I867, 
all follow the explanation of Sch^*lic,Th.25 T^/
2 \ j?/ a /
c9io/ 'TTïrç» ÊCtît^/ « But 'at the beginning of evening'-is
more likely in view of the sense gives elsewhere to com­
pounds denoting time.
12. : it is commonly believed that here implies
that in Pindar's time the athletics as well as the horse races 
took place not at Delphi but in the Crisaean plain below, and 
that not until the late Fifth Century or early Fourth were the 
athletics transferred to a new stadium built at Delphi above the 
precinct of Apollo. The evidence for this view is very thin; see 
on line 49
J /
Pindar uses both /-o^ ioC (also met ,grat. 1.2,18) and
Bacchylides only the latter form (11,20, 14B7, 4.14cj.);
^  /
Byra.Hom.Apol.269 et alib, (sic M, mss.cet. ignorant of
the vow^el quantity). The distinction is purely dialectal in 
Pindar, and should probably always be so regarded (so Et.Mag. s.v.
; cf. Paus.10.37.5: Krisa merely the older name).
is not only Attic ( c f . Wilamowitz, Pindaros 71,468.), but it will
have been the local Delphic form too (see C.D.Buck, The Greek 
Dialects 69?- for the different forms cf. Gk^ coc. ^ - the
meaning 'over-confidence' for is an Attic refinement,).
Some geographers hypothesize two separate towns (leocrines 
ap. Et.Mag. loc.cit., Strabo 9*3.3, Ptol.Geog.3.14.4); this is 
probably based merely on the existence of both forms of the name : 
note how Strabo reckons Kirrha the older town, pausanias thinks 
Krisa the older name, which suggests that the two-town hypo­
thesis is a guess. Frazer (ad Paus.10.37.5) distinguishes the 
two topographically, but his only criterion is his own convenience; 
'although it is really continuous, the plain may conveniently be 
regarded as divided into two parts... the southern is the Girrhaen 
plain...the northern is the Crisaean plain proper'(p.458-9)•
7S-
The two names were interchangeable in the Fourth Century; Dem.
de Cor,277 and Aeschin.in Ctes.107;Cirrhaean plain; Isoc.0r.14.
B
31: Crisaean.
13-14. G.kVdcg/ tcTi// &7n .
an involuted phrase meaning 'adding a third crown'.
-  6"n-(Xu-n|/ , and ' throwing on' = 'adding'. e/iw» rules
out a physical act at Thebes. = 'I add' is regularly
followed by a dative or prepositional phrase, but one can be under-
/ / / I / ^
stood from &crw/Tc/rçcojot/^ cf. Pl.Crat.409b rrv o  o i\(n
(the moon) TRÇf/tO/’ (sc. the sun) v e o / ê x r t^ J i / le i - 'keeps 
on adding new light'. Slater (s.v. Girt^xHu) says erri^/Wuhere 
means ' crowrrf^ vu. with Ti '. But there is no evidence it can be used 
like /that with two accusatives; in the sense 'put something round 
someone' it takes a dative of the person, e.g. Od.14^20 ^
y X d W c A V ' o6utGi,
GjhVolCG/ : 'brought to mind'. in the active has
elsewhere a personal accusative = 'remind s.o. of s.t.'; the 
sense required here, 'cause s.o, else to think of is found with 
ltd? ( v .  LSJ s.v. 1.2). Thrasydaios's victory brought to 
the spectators' minds his father's hearth because he would have 
been announced by the herald as 'son of x'; cf. Hes.Theog.438 
Tbitvc* Çt iwStic oTîi^Çri (sc, o YtkAo/ ); Pi.0.5.8 oV 
(sc. /ikoGcoCc ) .
Pindar likes tmesis; with ; P.2.9-10 6Tri ... (ten words) 
“T I^ C /  V-CCjA^d ; 0 . 8 . 3 2  ^ iXL i  6Tn CTt-cl^ o(.(kC»/TÉV^oC( ;
0 . 2 . 3 6 - 7  CO/ GTT? "T' W \j^  o iyef ;ÿ. P . 5 . 9 3  Trçoy/i/oi^
&Tn ^VU)/ - either tmesis of or 6-rn is
a preposition governing . He uses tmesis with all prepos­
itions except fct and É/'(slater, s.v, 6/, cites 0.7*44 and 0.10.74 
as examples, but in both places 6/ ^  means 'and therewithal ),
usually to throw emphasis onto an important word; cf. 0.13*59
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01 oLrw îîayUWfctçyo/Ttc , 0.7.75 yt/7// % d c c jke /e i . Here
/ '
trie device stresses T^irov'.
The hyperbaton of throws still more emphasis onto T^ (TD(/
CTïA^ i/r/o/ . Displacement of words in the opening sentence of an 
ode is common, to lengthen the sentence and give it grandeur; 0.6 
init. X^VLGoCc--., 0.7.fait. other stress­
ful examples of hyperbaton; 0.9.85, 0.10.30 ), P.I.44,
P.9.89-89a, N.2.23-4.
15. D^cuS*ioL ; the name may recur at pi.Thren. 11.l=fr. 128b.
15-16. irûXu^oL : Delphi was in Phocis whose king used to
to be Strophios, father of Pylades. Pylades’s paternal grand­
father was Krisos, homonymous with the place Krisa, and his
great-grandfather Phokos (Asius ap. Pau8.2.29*4). According to 
Agathon (TrGF39Fl?) Pylades instituted the religious amphictyony 
at Delphi to purge the pollutioiEL caused by Clytemnestra. 1
16. YikCb/here represents the imperfect indicative which is 
the regular tense of '/ikoCv' for referring to a past victory, though I 
the aorist Is occasionally used: cf. in the hypo-
theseis to A.Suppl., Sept., Pers., and in the = I.G.
ii(2).2319-23, but note Sim.Epig.Graec.45(Page)6/ik/.jf6/7W<0McT7BTt(l-2) 
... k/.'t (7).
N.11.34 yif
(sc. Peisandros), and below, 31-2 Py/ev «A'Tüc
TVd)/ kAo'i^ il Iy Since in the Fifth Century
Sparta, not Mycenae, was flourishing, Pindar follows Stesichorus 
in placing Agamemnon's palace in Lacedaimon (PMG2l6; Homer puts 
it in Mycenae, Od.3.304). Herodotus (I.68) says Sparta claimed 
to own Orestes's bones. To those who knew Stesichorus's story
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/Igdco/oc might have been a hint at what myth was to follow.
17» : a relative connector often introduces the myth,
e.g. 0.1.25, P.10.51. Çv^ is common after a relative or demon­
strative pronoun which introduces, as here, the person or thing 
just mentioned into a new context; cf. E.Alc.4,[Aÿ.Y.815.
A/*B. 1) Pi^har does not in P.11  have a gnomic passage linking 
victor and myth; contrast e.g. P.10.28-9, 0.4.18. 2) Spartan
Orestes only indirectly, via Pylades, has any connection with 
where Thrasydaios won. 3) Pindar begins the myth at the beginn­
ing of a new triad; the lack of enjambement emphasises the dis­
continuity between what is to follow and what has preceded; 
contrast P.8.39, P.9.5, compare P.12.9.
EXCURSUS on.MYTH in PINDAR; mention of mythical exploits in 
Pindar takes many forms, from 13 triads in p.4 to two words at 0. 
10.15, and is connected with the rest of the ode in a variety of 
ways. The myth may be connected in one respect, e.g. syntactic­
ally, but not in another; the type of connection varies from ode 
to ode. Generalisations smudge these differences and have caused 
them to be neglected: M. B. Lefkowitz, The Yictory Ode I56 '...
the standard format of the victory ode'; E. L. Bundy, Studia 
Pindarica I. Univ.Calif.Publ.Class.Phil.I?, 1962,3 as far as con­
cerns the epinician 'there is no passage in Pindar and Bakkhulides 
that is not in its primary intent encomiastic - that is, designed 
to enhance the glory of a particular patron...It should be evid­
ent that the Epinikion must adhere to those principles that have 
governed enkomia from Homer to Lincoln's Gettysburg address'.
By saying after the Agamemnon myth in P.11 that he inust 
now turn to praise Thrasydaios (44), Pindar emphasises how the 
myth itself was not wholly aimed at praising Thrasydaios.
The heterogeneity of Pindar's mythical stories and mention
7?
of mythical characters is brought out by the following list; it 
categorises mythical references in the Olympians and Pythians;
1. Herakles mentioned because he founded the Olympic Games; 0.2,3, 
3.11, 6.68; cf. 0.10.24f.
2. Ganymede mentioned because of his beauty: 0.1.44, 10,105,
3. Bare mention (no story) of other characters: 0.2.75 Rhada- 
manthos, 2.78 Peleus and Kadmos, 9.112 Aias, 10.15-6 Kyknos 
and Herakles, P.4.291 Titans.
4* Mythical character mentioned, with short story about him; no 
link with victor given: 0.2.81-3 Achilles.
5. Mythical character mentioned, with short story about him; 
link with victor made explicit: p.6.28-42 Antilochos, 8.39-56 
AmphiareuSf 1.50-5 Philoktetes; 0.6.12-22 Adrastos.
6. Mythical character matched with victor; no story: 0.10.19 
Patroklos; P.6.21-3 Achilles.
7. Mythical character matched with someone else; no story: 0.10.
20 Achilles; P.4.289 Atlas,
8. Mythical character illustrates gnome on power of poetry; no 
story: P.1.94 Croesus (cf. ib.96. Phalaris), 3.112 Sarpedon 
and Nestor, 11.59-62 Kastor, Pollux and lolaos.
9. Mythical character illustrates some other gnome, with story: 0.4. 
19f. Erginos, 2.22f. the daughters of Kadmos; ; P.2.21f. 
Ixion, 9.79f. lolaos, 10.31f. Perseus, 3.86f. the daughters
of Kadmos, Achilles.
10. Myth corrects a previous version: 0.1.36f. Pelops, 7.20f. Tla- 
polemos.
11. Mythical character comes from victor's homeland: 0.4.7 Typhos, 
6.36 Aipytos, 7.14 Rhodos, 8.30 Aias, 9.41 Protogeneia, 13.'
52-3 Sisyphos and Medea; P.I.I6 Typhos, 4.6 and 5.55 Battos,
8.99 Aias (cf. P.10.105f., 0.6.24-5).
7 .
Pindar also varies the technical connection between the myth and 
the rest of the ode. Most commonly a relative pronoun is the link;
0.1.25, 2.58,78, 5.15, 4.19, 8.31, 13.63; P.I.I6, 3.5, 4.10,
8*39» 9*5, 10.31, 11.17, 12.6. Sometimes a relative adverb: 0.1.
145, 3*26, 4.4, 9.2. Also via 'they say*: 0.2,28; P.2.21 (cf.
0.1.47). Sometimes there is asyndeton: P.6.28 (starting a new
strophe), 0.7*20 (starting a new triad).
Consideration of these two points alone, Pindar's use of 
myth in the Pytnians and Olympians and how he slots in the myth­
ical characters, shows that he did not stick to one scheme; the 
form of his odes is unpredictable and varies.
The AGAMEMNON MYTH, in PYTHIAN 11 & ELSEWHERE: the Odyssey
frequently mentions Agamemnon's death: Od.1,298-300, 3*193-8,
3.234-5, 3*254f., 3*303f., 4*529f., H.405f. In Books 1 and 3 
Orestes's revenge is an example to be followed by Telemachos; in 
11 Agamemnon contrasts Penelope's devotion with Clytemnestra*s 
infidelity. Pindar was not the first to draw moral conclusions 
from the story.
Aigisthos appears to be the main planner of the deed at Od.
11.409-10, 4.5291., 3.261, perhaps to parallel Penelope's male 
suitors. But Clytemnestra is involved (od.ll.429f.) and is SoAq- 
jA^ jTic (Od.11.422), (od.3.310) and Kv/w)ir,c(od.ll.424).
The death of Cassandra is mentioned by Agamemnon (Od.ll. 
421-2), but not her prophetic powers (cf. Sch.Il.24.699 Ou
oCuHji/ o ir<7i'|TV|C ); they are, however, attested for
the Cypria by Proclus (OCT v. p.103, 1.2) and are probable in 
Stesichorus (SLGl33(3')i.6^. The Tabula Iliaca Capitolina, a 
fragmentary marble relief (c. 1st, Century A.D.) containing scenes 
from the Iliad, Aithiopis, Little Iliad, and Stesichorus's 
Iliou Persis, includes a scene that has been interpreted as Cass-
50 y
andra prophesying as the horse enters Troy (so M.Palucke, De Tabula 
Iliaca Quaestiones Stesichoreae, 1897î reproductions of the 
relief in A.Sadvraska, Les Tables Iliaques). C,Robert (Griech- 
ische Heldensage 997f., 1268n.2) infers she was a prophetess prior 
to Pindar from her being depicted naked on some 6th and 5th Cent­
ury vases, but being naked is not a sufficient condition for 
being prophetic; her nakedness could be a hint at her rape by 
Lokrian Aias. It is, therefore, likely but not certain that
she was portrayed as a prophetess before Pindar; he stresses
/
the prophetic side to her character by putting first word
in the third triad.
Aeschylus spells out in detail Agamemnon's death (esp. Ag.ll25f., 
1584f.), the possible motives of Clytemnestra on which Pindar 
speculates (p,11.22f.) kim Ifrc. ^  Homer
is quiet about Iphigeneia's sacrifice, but may hint at it in II.1. 
71,106f.; the Cypria had it (oCT v. p.104, l.l6), and probably 
Hesiod (fr.25a,b).
THE RELEVANCE OF THE MYTH;
1. The theme of a son renewing his father's honour is common to
i5"
both myth and victor.
2. Pindar has tailored the story to suit Thrasydaios, diverging 
from the Odyssey version (Od.5.307) in which Orestes is sent 
away to Athens and sending him to Phocis instead (perhaps 
already in the Nostoi; cf. OCT Hom.v. p.l09, 1*3); this pro­
vides the topographical connection since Pytho was in phocis. 
Orestes's journey to Strophios, who lives at the foot of Mt. 
Pamassos (56), and triumphant return later is analogous to 
Thrasydaios's journey to Parnassos for the Games and his 
triumphant return, parnassos, here used to indicate Strophios's 
residence, is often mentioned by Pindar as the venue for the
Pythian Games (0.15.106, P.10.8, N.2.19).
5. Also relevant to Thrasydaios is the moralising at lines 28-50
. 7c)(e7 Tt 0 0 yUfctoVc<
0 ^  TTVaO/ oL^vro\f Similar sentiments might have
prefaced the myth as an introductory gnome linking myth and
\b
victor (as at e.g. P.10.19f.). In P.11 Pindar choses to insert 
a moralising link into the middle of the myth; on the one 
hand the lines are relevant to Clytemnestra; the citizens 
of Amyklai gossip maliciously about her relationship with 
Aigisthos and are envious of her prestigious position as wife 
of King Agamemnon. But the lines are couched in general 
enough terms to refer also to the victor's success or olbos; 
he, too, will get his share of spiteful remarks from his 
envious fellow-citizens. Line 50 o St irveO/
means in the context of athletics; he who stays at home and 
does not even try to be successful at the Games remains in­
conspicuous and achieves nothing, a common Pindaric observ­
ation (of. P.4.185-7, Parth.fr.l04c.6f., fr.227).
4, The moralising at 50f. has a similar double function; it irapli-
/
cates Agamemnon's family and household, which was a 
possessingIpXj&oc that attracted envy and which was not above
or acting in despite of the gods. On the other hand the 
lines are relevant to Thrasydaios; his athletic success depend­
ed on the gods, and he should be moderate in his ambitions 
for further success, aspiring to what is feasible and not in 
despite of the gods.
5. Line 54 TfcT^ y^ i means 'I'm at full stretch
after virtues that can be shared in'. The underlying thought
lin the context of P,ll is that the of tyrannies is only
enjoyed by a few. But 'shared virtues' have among their
number Thrasydaios's victory which is shared in by the Theban
9Z
community (at 10-11 above it was a to Thebes; at P.9* 3
the victories of Telesikrates are for the common good, to y
^ L /■
6/ ir6^ 7roi6t^ £i/c?y eoj.
17 * typically succinct style Pindar in one line mentions
four characters in the myth. Arsinoe's action alludes to a 
version of the story in which Clytemnestra was about to kill 
Orestes too.
A^u/OoC: Pindar does not choose a servile name (Aes­
chylus names Orestes's nurse Cilissa at Ch.733, slaves regularly 
being named after their country of origin) but a heroic name as 
Stesichorus had done (laodameia, according to Sch.A.Ch.733).
B.Van Groningen, La Composition Littéraire Archaique Grecque 359, 
considers reading as an adjective = 'sagace*. But -
compounds for - do not occur, and it would be -Vooc not .
; cf. e /- l^ o d J ït (37) at the end of the myth, an 
example of ring composition as at 0.7*20'^ 77*
\C AuT(1()a.w|^ct^c : "This is the only ancient form of the
name...The intrusion of the late form with v ...is entirely due 
to the etymologising fancies of a late period", W.Schulze quoted 
by Fraenkel ad A.Ag.84. Schulze (Kleine Schriften 697-8) points 
out that the form withotivis the form found on early vases; see 
e.g. J.D.Beazley, Paralipomena - Additions to Attic Black-Figure 
Vase Painters and Attic Red-Figure Vase Painters 367. All mss. 
here read the form withv^, but at Pi.N.10.6 the oldest ms, B 
gives D) and M g i v e s a t  A.Ag.84.
]g. UTTO emphasising that Clytemnestra
killed Agamemnon with her own hands. pindar says nothing of 
Aigisthos having a role in the murder (contra Homer).
19-21. The order of the narrative - first, mention of
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Kassandra; then, Agamemnon's journey across Acheron; finally, 
the comment, yui/pk, on Clytemnestra, follows the sequence of
thought expressed by Agamemnon in Hades (Od.11.421-9),
20, : "There can be no doubt that l<v.cc- is the
only genuine form,. .Attic kAT8k/4P/| provides conclusive proof; for 
only kkcc-, not I4((- , could become Attic lCcr(r)-*', Fraenkel ad A.Ag 
1035. KATAAV4P/)is found on a black-figure amphora, a plate, and 
the coins of King Kassander, but possibly both spellings are 
genuine: Ih/c - all mss. at Ag.l035, and compare IVtL^vdCoc  ^ -  d c c o c  
(v. K.-B.1.270).
TbAt(o( yxÀkOt : ‘TThAfoc is used elsewhere by Pindar either
of the sea or as a sign of the whiteness of old age (not the grey­
ness; cf. at Anacreon 395PMG as a synonym for \(:O K oi ). white­
ness is its basic colour sense, hence it can also denote bright- 
ness, even of&cç Hes.Op.477 (see West ad loc.) and 492.
Why Homer calls iron 'nt)A»oc is uncertain (ancient guesses ap. 
Sch.Il.9.366), but perhaps because of iron's brightness or white­
ness when heated, cf. (kc&u)/ciSv^ o^c e.g. 11.4.485*
J(<4wrecurs at Pi.P.3*48; Slater (s.v. )
suggests the phrase means an iron implement (cf. Sch.P.3*83a 
Tvoi ), presumably an inference from the Homeric
TTbjlcJi C(^^f (Od.23*3,81, 24.168 etc.); but there it is CiS\|çuh 
not ( , that means iron. More likely, TTbAfwr both here
and at P.3.48 means 'with a bright and shining (because newly 
sharpened) bronze implement'. It is typical of Pindar to give a 
application to a Homeric epithet: cf. P.9*9
Homer the epithet is used only of Thetis; P.4*98 T tc i/BçuJmoK
c e irrWc y c c T ^ j glossed wrongly by Sch.p.4*172,
174b as -Tij&ku: ; rather, 'hoary' i.e. old and beyond the age when 
she should have been child-bearing - contrary to the regular Homeric
new 
- in
meaning of TToAtoc 'old and venerable’ when used of people or their 
hair, e.g. 11.22.77; cf. Pi.0.4.26, 0.6.15.
20-1. : equals IXydj^yiVo/oc a fav­
ourite trope of Pindar, cf. 0.2.13 to7 W / c  » 0.10.15 K vW ê(cc
» 0.10.26-7 ~ ï ïo c e r S J d io / - ~ . i^ T ^ i/b / f p.6 .32 iVexro^etOi/^ol^jLy^, P.8.
19-20 -ne/o/^ kirtO/ o W  » N.7.55 14(^00^ (doL. in. this instance
Pindar may have had in mind 0.3.264 'roAA Z^lyoyt^ /c'/et|/^ Ao]j'q/ ^cci/
21. èuCKioV: 'along the shadowy, sunless shore', cf.
Tirg. A.6.268-9 ibant obscuri sola sub nocte per urabram/perque
domos Ditis vacuas et inania regna. But shadowy ghosts fit well
into a shady landscape, and pindar may have in mind their presence 
>/
too, i.e. gucioo/is chosen to mean also 'where there are lots of
/
shades of the dead', cf. Qd.10.495 Tût Se CkiXf (^ccoucii/ ' the others, 
in contrast to Teirisias, flit about as shadows'; A.Sept.976 OioiTrOc/ 
Cki/ ; S.Aj.1257 0(- (sc. Aias) oui^^r ’ CKiocc.
TTopeJ ; so V and F, followed by e.g. Schroeder and Snell;
( ) . /  ^
iTD^toc B and Y (and E originally, before change to iTD^o ),
f 'I
Schroeder in support of "TTO^ w notes the paraphrase of Sch.p.11.
25c ; but this is not significant since Sch.p.11.34 para­
phrases the i m p e r f e c t  TS.ç/yo/' (25) by the aorist
After UTTcTt in a temporal clause referring to the past, 
pindar uses both imperfect (0.9*98) snd aorist (P.3*9l) indic­
ative. Here the imperfect is preferable ; l) after (17),
both tenses thereby viewing the action as going on for some time,
2) the imperfect gives tne background against which the act 
is performed.
22f. By giving these alternative explanations pindar asks 
'Which version of the story are we to believe?" Before Pindar
<?S'
the legend about Iphigeneia was fluid : in the Iliad (9.145) Aga­
memnon says he has three daughters Kec'ï 1  (fidi/c^ccoC
and Iphigeneia's sacrifice is not explicitly mentioned (see end 
of excursus on tne Agamemnon nyth after note on 1.17); the author 
of the Cypria said he had two daughters, Iphigeneia and Iphi- 
anassa (fr.l5 Allen) and that Iphigeneia was the one sacrificed 
(OCT V. p.104); Hesiod said Iphiraede was the girl sacrificed (fr. 
23.17) and that Iphianassa was a daughter of Proitos and Sthene- 
boia (fr.129.24); he identified Iphimede with Artemis 
(fr.23a.26). Stesichorus calls Iphigeneia Hecate (PMG 215), and 
her father is Theseus (PMG I9I). It is likely that Iphigeneia 
started life as a goddess; she was linked in cult with Artemis 
(v, Lloyd-Jones, JHS 103,1983,95).
Speculation about motives is a ciriaracteristic of Euripidean 
choruses; E.Tro.l78f., I.T.399f., Ion681f., Med.l49f.,357f., And, 
126f., Hipp.Ulf.
23. eWicei/ : Schroeder’s (Lyr.Gr.Prol.ii.para.62,
p.32) (V.unlik&y to be. Coi-r€ct Î
T h o u g h  t h e  p o s i t i o n  ( 2 n d  o f  a  g l y c o n i c )  i s  t h e o r e t i c a l l y  a n c e p s  ,  
i t  i s  s h o r t  i n  e v e r y  o t h e r  s t r o p h e .
; .'with heavy hands', cf. U ïïV
(18); her anger was heavy-handed because she wielded the axe 
that killed Agamemnon.
X o A o / :  \ o ) ( o /  ( V )  m a y  d e r i v e  f r o m  m e m o r y  o f  O d . 4 . 5 2 9 - 5 1
AÎy.uSïc ScA.V I«7?g;^/l6iwc.
Â ^ 'cxcoc^  à c é  Aoyo/. At 0.7.30-1 pindar introduces )(oAoc to  ^
exculpate Tlapolemosi of. 11.18.108 o c t' TtEf
• Aristotle approved of anger in moderation, Nic.Eth.
2.7.10.
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.£4» : applied to women, the verb is regularly
used of them being subdued to a man by force, e.g. II.3.301 S'
o()Aoic( Pindar here envisages Clytemnestra dominated by
Aigisthos. Contrast Aeschylus's view in the Agamèomon, according 
to which Aigisthos is a weak outsider (perhaps a departure from 
earlier versions, v. Q.Taplin, The Stagecraft of Aeschylus 329-30).
\ 1 \ S \
For the verb in this context cf. Qd.3.265-9 o Kj Toi to TTÇt/yte/ 
Itv/avWro Sw.
(sc. by Aigisthos).
\ r \  ^ \ (25f. TP W  Vfaktc gcAoyo(c ; this has been troublesome on the 
grounds that Clytemnestra was no longer a young or newly-wed wife 
when she murdered Agamamnon. But Greek girls married early, cf.
Hes.Op.698 'your wife should be 4 years past
puberty when you marry her' (see West ad loc. for more examples 
of girls marrying young). At the time of her elopement with 
Aigisthos, Clytemnestra was in Pindar's view still a young wife.
The sense is not 'being subject to another man is a sin 
young wives detest', but 'being subject to another man is a most 
detestable sin in the case of young wives '. The detestability lies 
not in the young wives' eyes, but in Pindar's or men's generally. 
This is a common view of adultery; Hes.Op.702-3 ou )/o(p i i
T|C ScKurt Mt^c oSfiJiu/cA'/tio; Sera.7.110
("denoting inattention", Lloyd-Jones addoc.)
_ ot yG(rr/ec )^ y(^ ouc^  Archil. 196a
(in Delectus ex iarabis et elegis Graecis ed. West) 32-4.
2 6 . a hapax; its cognates usually denote impiety;
Ibycus 310 (PîCr) F/ç'</yv^Ao(tw/'î cf. Theogn.204, 810. But at 
Emp.11^.3 refers to bloodshed, T«c oCyUTrVk'^ jcr cÇo/^ t
iflA/yu?<< jA \^\/yn ), and at Theogn.630 the word is non-specific, 
ka l'l y/CoT^C V o o / TToAAk)/ 'b GuyAO/ ê c
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For the word in a sexual context of. A.Ag. 1212
C  h  •) 5/ \
£uct^  Y™ico/’ever since I erred in my relationship with Apollo', 
of Cassandra (for the sexual nature of her offence v. Lloyd- 
Jones ad 1.1202 in his Prentice-Hall translation and commentary).
27-8. i<pcAv-i^ i A y j w c G ( / ( ;  tne adultery att­
racts attention, of. Sem.loc.cit., Hes.Op.701. In Homer all 
that is said of the people's reaction to Clytemnestra and Aig­
isthos is (Od.3.305)^|^TTü St Xkoc uTTfltJrwi (sc. Aigisthos).
29. -rt Y(/p : each particle to he taken separately, with the Tt
looking forward to the St , cf. 11,23.276-8 o c c o /  € r ^ t
lirrroi j It y«/p I foceiS</to/S e rro ^  d v 'T v o c j
n%LT^ ( ; AIcm. 1.92-4 -rCgi Tt y/p C’^ po(.<^ opu)i ...-§I)|ci/^ ep>/o<7af ^ j Pi 
6cOa-c S ot-yxcl^ ()Tîr^  G nrtj^ tJ^ ioc—  Str —
S.Ant.1096-7 Tp T y^p StrV/c?/", o^/TicT^Vid G& ...
The sentence relates to what has preceded because being
14
Agamemnon's wife was o/J&oc ; therefore people were always on the 
look-out for something their <p&ovc'c of her could take hold of.
For the oA^cc of kings and the envy it was liable to arouse cf. 
0.2.95f. of Theron; P.1.81f.% Bacch.3.188-90 of Hieron; A.Ag.
8g2-5 TÏAUÇ01C yip i c i n  Cuyye/ec vcSe, to/ euTv)('oui/r^ c<veu
spoken by Agamamnon on his return; S.Aj.l54f. esp.
157 TTÇOC T O /  e j (o i /9 ' '  o  ^ B o V o c  e - ^ i .
jAkioVbk is best interpreted as * ic e d e<xurvO/ ; the greater 
the 0X^0c the more it arouses. Hence the next sentence:
someone without any o \^ o c remains unnoticed.
50. o y°y<*]/U TTi/^/: not 'one of low spirit' (LSJ), if des­
pondency is meant, recurs in a metaphorical sense at A.P.
7.472.4 (Leonidas) T.i oco/ hcc/
U )  cT.y^ Çc e ! r \  'humbler'" Gow and Page ad.loc.,
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but 'more insignificant' is preferable; similarly here o ypj/Ukj/lk 
TîVexi'/' means 'an insignificant member of society' in contrast to 
the man who has c k ^ c and is a prominent and affluent member of soc­
iety.
is commoner in classical Greek, but metaphorically 
only at Thera. Orat. 9.126a cf. Philo ii.i7.i5
(Wendland) , ii.9.15 'JoLlreidd y j p  TdiurS i ye-
Ko('i Xu/ . But this later moral nuance is absent from
Pindar's other words: 0.9.11^12-TTTîrÇoe/ro^ ' S'Tèi yXvKv/
c ic T o d  ouTot )(oyM(Té-TEw/A o y o / ('uninspired'), P.6.56-7 ^ o u c t  iT o ^ d  
0/j y^jAd-iiteTec o êrtjoc 0 0 k ('ineffective', Nestor's
timely shout saved Antilochus's life; of. yCuBct), N.9*6-7
"TérTtrXér<yA/Ér/ô/ 6cXo/ ciy^ i (where it will remain insig­
nificant),
f
The plrirase is striking because W 6uO transitively is usually 
used of fierce raging: Pi.P.10.44 TTVew/ ^E^Rh.525
E.And.l89 TTvw/rtc ^ eyiXt/; cf. Horner's Weic/rtc 11.3*8 al. ;
A.Ag.219 <Çfe/oc weTXi/Succe^ ij’'r^(jinx/c< ; Bacch. 10.22 <kv07r/e<i)u)/
^eXXo</ of a race-winner out of breath.
g(ju/ro/ can denote either a loud or a soft
noise, often the sound of sedition e.g. A.Ag.l030, Eum.978. It 
is usually wrongly translated here: 'murmer, grumble' LSJ s.v.;
'whispers' Bowra, Penguin translation; 'muttereth' Parnell. This 
destroys the point, which is that if you are an insignificant citi­
zen, however hard you clamour you are inconspicuous. Translate 
'roars unnoticed', cf. ç^ojkoc of the loud and frightened neighing 
of horses A.Sept.476, of the roar of flames 11.14.496.
For the idea of. Pi.Parth.fr.104c.6f. Tip-cci ^  ^ ^ o T O i u /
9'eTn J jO c/oc k/Srç» 0 eyw/ &tto ciyd ( i ^ K ^ r d t
{y e \f fc (d u i suggests the blackness of death: he who achieves nothing
is as good as dead); Euenus in Theogn.669f.î S.Aj.170-1.
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Lines 29-30 are also relevant to the victor's success: see
para.3 of The Relevance of the Myth (at end of notes on 1.1?).
» Epic, cf. Od.i5.52 |^Çv/3c A'rptTSo'f Soo^ iKAtiroc 
Sometimes - it depends on trie context - Pindar distinguishes men 
from heroes: 0.2.2 TiL , fr.i33.3f.
6K X/S^ec o c L ^ o / r ' Ic St TO A01ÏT0/ ypoVo/ /y/oi TT^Oc^/^mO/ uA-
éo/r/i (eschatological passages). Contrast e.g. P.2.31-7 
of Ixion (v. M.L.West, He s. Op. Excursus 1,370-3: i j ^ ^ c  like Kûîçoc 
has two senses, religious and secular.
Lines 31f. amplify 17f.
32. y^ q/ioi : Pindar is imprecise because his treatment of
the story is summary; contrast Od.3.304f. S y rrJ e re c ^ ^//cce IroAiJy^ eoio 
/TEtLcc TUit Sr cf e>ySr73TxO( ddicc / *J^^uÙaÎToc^C^a>ic; A.Ag.
4Of. StfU-rov pro c .^
kXuTa.Ic : of. PMG216 St (1I.7.
180, 11.46) ^ c l X e i d  lAy«y^(/^/oc, l-PjCiyogoc ,
This relocation is because in the lyricists' day Lacedaimon, not 
Mycenae, was flourisning.
pindar sometimes interchanges Amyklai and Sparta: N.11.33-4
TO w X ii-i dijA. d rro  StU-Çi^c  ^ c o d , Q , 1 2  Of T
S-iR^ Rf/1kAc7irv[iaSc/( • But here, when he says Amyklai he probably
means it, of. Paus.3.19*6 f\^Ui<-XoL( • -  i t ^ o /
idx',’iyrfA^o<’ o>
T y  TTç/iyi^i; (fxtV eîi«i. iwi l‘l(/Twji»,jcr^  e c o / e/iaCkt eiw/ i^ i AyU/i&ytidj/ct 
\4oyA, ij^ c^ /o / yA./^y».o<.-
33. y^ LcC/n/ToAecce Kqu/: Cassandra's portrayal as a
prophetess v. The Agamemnon Myth in Pythian 11 and Elsewhere (ap. 
notes on 1.17). Pindar may have reported her Trojan prophecy at 
fr.52i(A)lOf. eykA«^ej}g <9^ j I d i j A O d w / ke/p oAo/ki c w c ^ y i c o i ^ ç , !
T c ù & t toço(f^ r c l j ^ M / e V  Aoyw/... éfeiire .Sckr«J.er);
90
Fraenkel ad A.Ag. 156 (quoting Headlam) like 6
(201) expresses the loud and excited tone of voice which marked 
the spirit and exultation of the ",
Euripides in his Alexandros had a prophetic Cassanara, P.Oxy. 
2457 col.i.25f.; so, too, Ennius in his Alexander (v. Vahlen, 
Alex.fr.8) and Bacchylides (porphyr. ad.Hor.Od.1.15 ille sc. Bacch. 
Gassandram facit vaticinari futura belli Troiani),
%  Apccp has proved troublesome on the grounds that earlier (I9- 
21) Clytemnestra was said to have killed Cassandra, But 
is a wide-ranging verb; it can mean 'kill', but cf. oAliyu/f 'I'm 
done for', not 'I'm killed'. earlier (31) guides us how to
interpret okeC C t here; 'led to her death'. As the next phrase 
shows, pindar means that Agamemnon's sacking of Troy led to Cass­
andra's death.
é-TTfct ; sometimes used by Pindar rather vaguely to link
tjd
events, cf. 0.1.26, 0.2.79; but here it means 'after'.
; Homer recognises Helen as a cause of the 
Trojazi war; 11.19.325 G w cK d piyeSw/jc W^^usays Achilles,
11.3.156-7 oJ dGjAGCiC T r o X ù / ii;(cj{6(/say the
Trojan OAPsj but the Iliad only reports others as saying she was
the cause of the war, v. Kakridis, Homer Revisited 25f.; J.Griffin, 
JHS 97,1977,43. For her causing the war cf. Alc.PIF42, Ibycus
PMG 282, Pi.Paean 6T95f7; Tor the wooing of her v. Hes.fr.204, 
Stes.PMG 190. Pindar's six mentions of her are all very briefly 
made; Bacchylides never names her: she was not a heroine from
whom examples of virtuous behaviour came readily to hand.
= 'because of. Pindar uses<y(^/ c. dat. freely to 
denote various connections, v. LSJ s.v. B.lll, but always the word 
in the dative refers to what is literally, or more usually metaphor­
ically, central. Here Pindar may have in mind 1 1 . 3 * 7 0 ‘FAevé^ f ;
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c f .  i b . 157^^7 y u /n iq  ( s c .  H e l e n ) k \y € ^ - r r ï ( c ) ^ e i / ;  A1c.42(lGS)15-6 oÎ S '
33- 4 .  -rru p w P G /T9C fp u J U )/ p A u c e  Scyoc^j>cri<roc ; T ru^w & e /nK c i s  a n
e m e n d a t i o n  o f  S n e l l  a n d  B e r g k  ( v ,  S c h r o e d e r ,  L y r i c i  G r a e c i  264)  
f o r  iT k p v J0P / r k ) /  o f  t h e  m s s .  I n  f a v o u r  o f  : l )  S c h . P .11. 47^
Tvjc'l|ouc ' T ^ / G don^oodrüd suggests the scholiast
read -&vtw/(though this is not decisive evidence); 2) pindar
likes the picture of people-on fire; P.3.38T. Asclepivs inside
his blazing mother, P.3.102-3 Achilles on his pyre, N.9.23 the
Z1
Seven against Thebes on their pyres.
Tu|>u)9e/rio/'l^ u3to/is not a genitive absolute; ipow/ depends onS^ouc.
34. /ppp^TDc ; at|?^ o7ic and , though used elsewhere by
Pindar in a non-pejorative sense, e.g. P.8.89, 0.3.7, are frequent­
ly used by other authors of Asiatic extravagance, v.LSJ s.v.cxjSpdc ; 
cf. Xenoph.fr. 3 (W). Here wealth is meant, cf. Ibyc.S. 151.11. TTpnyiOio 
lA ,e [y ^ X c jT { j o X ^ i o /  B^Xewkc TTfeÇf---
Tpwvu/ eXvce Çtijuouc is a fusion of two ideas, 'he
destroyed the homes of the Trojans', and 'he bereft the homes of 
their wealth', yielding 'he reft the homes of the Trojans of their 
wealth'. Xvk) z I bereave T» Ti/ec is usually applied to releasing 
people from physical pain, e.g. Hes.Theog.528 c A u c d ro  
—pAJc/îD here in an active sense; Ai/o ■ I destroy, annul, usually 
of non-physical things e.g./tikt^. Pindar may have been thinking 
of II. 16.100 ^ 0 Y
Agamemnon, having sacked Troy, returns home laden with 
wealth - a fitting target for cf&o/cc , v. P.Walcot, Envy and the 
Greeks ch.4.
Q : 'but he, as already intimated'. For o k :
separated from its referent (Orestes, l.l6) v. Slater s.v. o, o, o<- 
B.l.e.
n
55. '^ r p c S (!o d : related to Agamemnon in some accounts, E.I.T.
917-8 Or. T^^ ocÇfOc o 4>u)i^ c Tpo&e (Pylades) l4iji^Pra(Iph. o Ÿ  G c r i y' 
/^\Tçeu)c 9uy/rçoc^ o^oyfei/^c e^Oc ; Asius fr.5 Kinkel UvA/^c , Tt loV
ToD W^<Ç»jc ^ f\ydyGjiJiv'o/oc^
He is usually said to be phocian (A.Ag.879, Ch.679; E.Or.
18, I.T.917), son of Krisos, eponymous founder of Krisa in phocis.
By placing his home at the foot of Mt. parnassos, pindar means 
he lived at Krisa. This way of referring to Krisa is especially 
suitable for a Pythian ode because 'at the foot of Mt. Parnassos* 
also suggests Delphi (cf. e.g. 0.13.106TkS ôrr
giving a topological link between the myth and the victory; see 
The Relevance of the Myth (at end of notes on 1.17) para.2, '
V G d : V6«^ i) keÇkA2(i)mss. The corruption was prob­
ably an attempt to avoid the confusion resulting from the change 
of gender between oSrtr and Ve<A and from the subject of the
sentence (6 Çt) having already come.
is nominative, in apposition too kÉc5c<Â«<^is 
quasi-figurative, a use more common in friendly addresses, cf.
11.23.94 'TiWfr fAo^ I pîÀbjAoüGoCc (Achilles to the soul
of Patroclus), 11.8.281 Simon.543*17
k-jZ-Ao/ Tr^ octoTnj/; S.Ant.lu) î E.Or. 1380
(of Helen's Phrygian servant); Prop.4.11 Te, dulce 
caput, mater Scribonia. For other examples v. Wendel, die G-esprachs- 
anrede im ^rie^chischen Epos und Drama der Blutezeit .
Ke<?.cA/ was so used because the head was reckoned the dear­
est part of one; hence its use not in addresses to mean life;
c'Bacch.5.91 (v. Maehler ad loc.; to his examples add 11.18.114
ne (patroclus) ki)(eno, 11.11.55
TToUkc ' ^ o ' U j - 6eid" ; cf. Hor.Od.1.24.2 tarn 
capitis. Compare "f3k 'the essentials', and see Westcan
ad Hes.Op.106-7•
56-7. ypQi/ttoi eu/ : a precis of seven lines of the Odyssey,
Od.3.5041. S hrt)Ad)(fkcoto  ^ Kret^c )^ rpe/S»j/,
94 \ d o c  UTT^  oLuTW/' j Twi 9t 0^  oy&oTsinoI koc(co/ y j\o 9 ^  ^ îo c ^ O ^ ê c n jc / 
T^jr k V  )Co(U V t k W e  'u^T^oSjodv^d I  /),y,c9o/ W^Ti/, o
tcAuro/ 6kT7‘| ^ Tt)< o Tr/ kTtn^c Sod/v T^ cfo/
yc»|rçoc C T vy & ^ i^ c cAi/oolki^ c /^ ,y(c9c(O.
37. Orestes's murder of Clytemnestra is dully ("not as dully
as Pindar!" - ML¥) told by Hesiod (fr.23a.26-30 Aok^oi/ 9 i /  j j i e y d -  
Lpoici K:u«(]ÿw)ir(c j y e W c S ^ U7roSy».|Dle?c ' 'p \y d i|^ tJ A y ]o d \\ Sf[o/
o c  icoc) i i r ^ r W c / T o  yfj^ 'r^ dlolyj^ dl K r 4 ? / e  S è
pf]/ uTreçv|i^ dç^  v^ v^ Àé-l rX^ Aictoi.
G^n-fc V  At^ icQt)(/£ / cpcvfTc : 'put him in a murder situation' i.e.
murdered him, (e/ ) ij^o/oUc is common as an adverbial phrase of 
manner; S.Ant.1003-4 nr /^r/c I d  A^ A/tc,/ xAl^AoVc <(Avk7c, ib.696
1/(}ovu?c T T k v n o r ddd-xTTod, ib.1314 TTOiwi 9t f i t r e k u c o c A  idcl>ovi>c2 T Ç o 'm o c ;
A .Ag.445' TT)/ S' 6/ K/1(a)c 77tco/rc<; cf. Sch.Lyc.Alex.1113. And
since TiOvj^ i is often used in periphrasis for a single verb (v.
LSJ s.v. C.4), (jodSc is best taken together * €(fov6uc6i/,
a variation on 1%^/e/ (37) •
gy (jod^Tf. harks back to (^ d & o o j{K G {/O i^ (l7 )t bringing the myth of 
murders to a close - an example of ring composition; see on 63-4.
^ 'G ?/ •> t.
38-40. A p (38): = 4 or q ; the combination can be either
■ ■ T
affirmative or interrogative, as can.')] simpliciter (which is poss­
ible for Snell's (39) and was read by Bothe). Hence, neither 
the punctuation after to *n^‘^ (39), nor the accent on ^  (39) nor the 
punctuation after éV'zxA i«c/(40) is obviously as Snell prints it, ^
11-
There is no certain example of affirmative in Pindar 
(p.4.57 is disputed); prima facie it would be unlikely here 
since affirmative is virtually confined to Homer, v. Denn- 
iston, The Greek Particles 284, s.v. iii.(l); the only certain 
exception seems to be S.Aj.955 in a passage with other Epic 
language (cf. TbAurAxc 956).
The. most plausible interpretation, (s WidL vj
interrogative...assertative, meaning; "Have I wandered off 
course (sc, unnecessarily, for which I am to blame)? No, what 
happened was that a wind (over which I had no control) blew 
me off course as it might a skiff (sc, and I can't be blamed 
for that any more than it would be the skiff's fault')". Pindar 
imagines a possible objection to his myth, but because he does 
not accept it he poses it not as a statement of fact but as a 
question so he can then answer it» '^j---€:/'^At.<i/is the answer in the 
form of a description of what in fact happened. The order 'quest­
ion.. .answer ' prevents one being left in the lurch, gives a 
clear answer to the question, and thus fits in with Pindar's usual
practice of replying, to his questions, of. (also in reply to 
questions about digressing) p.10.4 t /kc?y.mtvo AJAu ..
N.5.26f. J TWA Tot Awwi ce ..
0.2.89f. Vod CKornoi y (answer, 1.95:
Theron).
Alternatively^ ^  - 'or...?', alternative ways
of going astray are suggested. Line 41 then recalls the Muse to 
her duty, as at N.3.28, and the anticipated criticisms of irrelevance
begin to be countered.
EXCURSUS: Questions in Pindar's epinicians fall into four cate­
gories;- l) Rhetorical, expecting answer 'no one', 'none', 'not at 
all','nothing': 0.1.82-4, 0.2.99-100» 0.6,4-7» P.2.78,
P.7.5-8, 1.1.5.
IS-
2) To introduce a story, modelled on Epic: 0.10.60-3,
P.4.70, 1.5.59-42.
3) "What's the rignt subject to sing of?"; 0.2,2,89, P.10.4, 
P.11.38f., N.3.26-7, I.7.If.
4) Questions in speeches; P.9.55f., P.4.97, N.10.76-7,
The only question in the epinicians where it is not clear
what the expected answer is comes at P.8.93-n'kT,(j Tit (cf. 
fr.l40d (seel. Schroeder)r/l^eoc).
The above categorisation shows that questions in the epinic­
ians are largely devices to enable Pindar to move on to another 
theme, or for emphasis (the rhetorical ones). He does not use 
questions to joke with tne reader,(cf. Alcm.1.50,55-6; Sappho 
115) or as personal enquiries, cf. Sappho 1.19, ead.129.
Questions in tne surviving epinicians of Bacchylides and 
Simonides are like Pindar's; Sim.506 rhetorical; B,5.86-9 cf. Pi.P. 
4.97, P.9.55f.; B.9«53f. V. Maehler ad loc.comparing Pi.I.6.19-25: 
"Denselben Gedanken, den Pindar als doppelte Verneinung forrat, hat 
B. zur rhetorischen Frage gewendet, einem von den Chorlyrikem 
nicht selten benutzten Stilmittel".
I / V
38. w <f/Ao< : Thrasydaios and his father, the ones who
would have been peeved at Pindar going off course and not prais­
ing them, cf. P.1.92f. ^  , u) addressed
to Hieron, the recipient of the ode; N.3.76f. l'Ace iyu)
also to the recipient, Aristokleides, and as at P.11.38 preceding 
a hope from Pindar that the Muse will do her job»(N.3»83)•
B. Verbs in -kvj show forms in - a o  in 
various dialects; should be retained as one of several
examples of the reverse, a genuine dialect form in -2u) from a 
verb normally in —éû), cf. E.Or.1458, B.17*18, Pi.Pa.20.13 ï
%
C), P.9.95'rrtTrot/^ é^/ü/ ( ^ t j j U / o / Schroeder),
0.6,53ytye/^)«c^evb/ (->l/<£^ o/Ahrens), 0.15.67, ^ . 1 0 , 7 6 ^ /o c c e  (-^[Ce 
Schroeder). $\i/cACe/ is found on papyrus, at B.17.18 and Pi.Pa. 
20.15, and forms in -«/W from normally -cO verbs are also found 
occasionally in inscriptions, v.&  Schwyzer, Griechische Grammatik 
i.l85n.2.
In Pindar and Bacchylides the -«/vO form is confined to the 
aorist and perfect (contrast B.17.107 , Pi.0.5.20 <<^W/)
but is not mandatory (cf. P.4.71 C^fc/; compound adjectives, too, 
display both forms; B.5#2 , Pi.P.4.257^ ^d^^wi ; but
Pi.I.5.6 à\cü&t/'c/rovc).
Whether etc. should be termed hyperdoric (so e.g. H.
Maehler, die Lieder des Bakchylides i.lO; Snell, ed. Bacch. XIX) 
depends on it being proven that the only genuine forms known to 
Pindar were in - w . K. Strunk, Glotta 4-% ,1964«165-9 admits as a 
hyperdoric form in only (})ii«t(c)- (Theocritean) on the grounds 
that there is no form (^1 A<K analogous to .
The verb expresses a quick, darting motion and implies change 
of direction; hence, it is regularly applied to eyes; ?Anac.568, 
11.17.680, Hym.Hom.Merc.45» Pi.Pa.20.15, B.17.17. "Did 1 go 
into a-epin, losing my bearings" is what Pindar means,
0 .Forssman , Untersuchungen Zur Sprache Pindars 59» thinks 
SwéruO meaning basically ’rotate' is unconnected in meaning with 
% w \^ = 'thresh' corn (e.g. Hes.Op.598); but Greek com was 
threshed by the feet of circling oxen (v. West ad Hes. loc.cit.).
Ajueuclropov" TpioGo/ : -Trofouc'rpJoW Hermann, but P.
Maas, Die neuen Responsionsfreiheiten bei Bakchylides und Pindar 1, 
Jahresberichte . des Philologischen Vereins zu Berlin 1915» 289f., 
compares B. 5 » 189 o<TTu^c<Yi&/o/» 11*114 lirrrcT|)o^ o/
IToAi/ » Pi.P.5.6 yu i< A j> i^o c Pck/lo^ TTioi/ » P.4.184
*ïïb6^ / evSoitti/ , See also Snell's editions of Bacchylides (Prae- 
fatio xxi) and of Pindar (Ad Prosodiam 1, p.l74); 8 examples of 
Pindar lengthening final -0/ before a vowel (for this pheno­
menon in general v, M.L.West, Greek Metre l6).
The plural would refer to several different sets of crossroads; 
T]P(o^c and are not in Classical Greek interchangeable as
are English crossroad/-roads. Hekate inhabits TjO/oSof because her 
shrine existed at many sets of crossroads. Contra LSJ (s.v.Tp/ofcc 
Moschus 1.2 ocTic 6/1 r f ' o ^ i a  6«Se/ Icti/,
and Epig.Graec.841 (Kaibel) are not examples of pi. pro sg.; the 
former concerns any of several crossroads where Eros might have 
been wandering ; in the latter, the other plurals (TrnXouc^  Scykctcc ) 
show that a statue of the Hero was erected by Claudian's workmen 
at various crossroads ( to/Tr^ o "rtvA/ic ff^ «^oC, 'to/ ^/
Tt/ kÀe(/e/ V<^tTvo 9^m/ éj>tc9e\/eipcl S^ o(C(
The only possible example of pi. pro sg. is l.G.iii.1418.2 i K i & t r ' i T o r ^  
6/ r^ toStxc- coV co t a snippet of verse prefacing a Roman
prose inscription.
The singular, read by the scholiasts (Sch.P.11.58a,c,d) and 
Eustathius (proem, para.21=Drachmann iii.295)..gives better sense:
Pindar only once took the wrong road, by embarking on the myth.
This is analogous to taking the wrong road at a crossroad, less 
analogous to repeatedly taking wrong roads at crossroad after 
crossroad as the plural would imply.
Another metaphorical Tj^ io^ c turns up at Anon.ap.Theogn.9HÇ» 
e v  Tpio^ »^ ' G' ‘ Sy eici ro r r ^ o c S ^  ... >j JwoTtprrvvoc.
: 'where one has to change direction'. For
a discussion of —lio^oc compounds v. o.Becker, Hermes Einzelschriften 
4,1957,25f., esp.50f. Here the underlying idea is the journey of 
song (of. 0.6.22f., 1.4.58 etc.). For the compound cf. fr.24
13
T/ 6tt*^ , wechselt die Worte findet neue 
dafur", Becker loc.cit.72n.6l),
39* 0p6</idXevDo/.' the context, contrasting the o. K, with a
crossroad, a change of direction and going off-course, suggests 
' ' w  means here both straight and right.
For opPoc of roads of. Theogn.945-6 oSo/
; Ar.Av. 1 For the idea that the
straight road is tde right road cf. 0.7-45-7 r>  K-<<)
XJ.9àq. /fe<Poc, 1^ )^ TcKjJeAkfcl <j>j3e/tô/; B.ll,
26-7 i^kotc keA6u&o/ 61 Tic tfCjTÇTpo^iîï-/ (o j> 9 ‘<c perhaps a trans­
ferred epithet = oPG//; see Maehler ad loc.).
PAHEKBASIS; Lines 38-40 exemplify one of various devices Pindar 
uses to preserve a balance between different parts of his odes;-
1. 1 must be brief; P.1.81-2, p.4.247i., N.4.35-4, 1.6.58-9.
2. 1 cannot say everything: P.8.’29f., N.4.71-2, N.10.19, 1. 
1.60f., 1.6.56 (of. 0.2.99-100).
5. I shall recount only rj< ke<ÇuA.fu : P.3.80, P.4.116-7.
4. Silence on some matters may be best; N.5.18, 1.1.64, cf. 
fr.180.2.
5.S I must stop: P.10.51, N.5«l6, N.8.I9.
P.11.38-40 is similar to 0.13.93-4 6 ^  6u<9u/ (/koi/TW/
\ V 5 /
CKorrti/Oil ...because 1 must sing of the Oligaithidai; of.
0.2.89, P.1.42-4, N.6.26-7 ('1 must sing of Theron/Hieron/the Bass-
> r  ' 5 ''
idai'). Going off-course could incur censure, cf. 0.8.54f.
i4érA*^c/oC ^  kv&oc /\i&J/Tgo(J^ &i (j>9oi/oc,
These passages help Pindar resolve a conflict he was faced
with: to praise the winner, who was buying the poem; to be free
to mention other subjects.
Lines like 38-40 emphasise what a hotch-potch of different
items his odes are. The scholiasts, like many modern commentators,
41
assume that praise of the winner was always Pindar's chief concern 
and are quick to call anything else a !
Sch.N.6.94a A e jr e i  Ç t  ro^ro o TTii/So(poc o n  t t ^ p 6 j  <£u: 'r o
TDÜC P i / k v W  S t  ouK  ' r o u r o , /ij e u : n o
Sch.N.3.43b % < ^ o rv o wc 'n & j> a im i> to ^ Tr^oc^Ke/
ê lC  T O /  TTïJ); 'T fo ^ ïït /rü C  , S t C /  A t /6 t ( /  3 ^ /  TTpoyo/M/V'TOU/fc//K*jkOT0C
Inscr.a P.4 e ^ c i^ u r y j /  d u v o o  V i i ^ /
C f  \  -i ^  \  V  V  / \  \  /
/i]T7c ko(( o\f-^o T frP o (. e c n  K-ira, Td /uyocra. 1^, T^ /Oiko/i?yki«:/
^  yAp ^  17f 0 (^tyi6i/v| ioiÇv| lCTOpi<Y TT é-K^oC ^  f /
Inscr.p.3 feTrenSxj Grt ^ £ Y  TW' yf^ooTiOi yvo(AAo/ é-TT/Zd^ f 
n^ep eyfc j^Aio/ irenvi^T f^ 'tG/ Tî7/Szpto/ TTo<p eic^uac 
t ( . T i i ^  i Q , /  ’ l i c o / o i . ,  e ^ t V e i ^  «(UTW, W r t f ( 5 /  & t t / / i / c o k
Sch.p.8.43a uii&pA^9/^c^ no TTiA p>ek&oA:6/ *ntp^  /^iyi/»jc Ti eineT/
\  f 3 {- / -1 /  c\ , 3 c   ^1 1 /
^ v |  kopoc eiribp<yu»|/ ^ 0 0  TO I c TTOi'ijA.oCCf^ o k o /  e p y o /^  T O 'T ro c f yUod
T b v n e c T f  ( b e t t e r  TD vir' e c T i , "TOUTO r e f e r r i n g  t o o )  To irp o c c ^ T o Z  'T i  Ge-
t /
6CTI ' r O U W j  ^ /MH|.
These caustic comments on Pindar's -iT^ feic^ cec are in the 
same vein as the scholiasts comments on the iqyth in P. 11;
Sch.p.ll.23b âpicT^  S Kw^/poc To eywyno/ e t ^ y ^ U W  ' 6/ ^
ToTc Cr^îjc ccpoSpoc. <A(P^ipu)( ir<kpe k^(kce /
sch.p.ii.38a oi(?!pyupoc yo^j) ecT,/  ^ y^y^ 'c9oc, wcre
oo Srt? Tr/pek^0(/'/6(Z TOp'î ^AA(*)Z Aeye,z^ G,A/|(^ o73(.
Sch.P.11.38b wcTTtp tTTiTrA-jTre» tcfvrwi o II. fg<pek^ <<cti )fp*/oy<.6vbc
Sch.p.ll.38c of/n Tou ^<f/V ™  9^/roc ^ ITkpeK^Jcei )^ p.|Uyxe/bc. 
The Tr^ 6Kp,gCc(c in question is lines 17-37, so designated by 
the scholiasts because they do not praise the victor or his vict­
ory, of. Sch.p.10.46b pL6yj)f Touno/ 0 ~nT/S/poc t^Awc to/ Eiri/'ko/ 
yficÇei' C^YC%-|C6 St j ^ i r i ' W V .  iTocp eicfccti
Lack of an obvious connection between a mythical part of an ode 
and the rest sometimes led the scholiasts into absurd speculation;
loo
Sch.N, 7* la Gie^( I o^ito T*^c t”/AtnPf/ecc, & i c A 6  ^ 1^/, t/
Si^ TTOrt T>j| friAfet&ufoti . 6/101 pl/fc/ ou/ (P@(cf /fco/ 0/73.
TbV 2toye/^/ è r c ^ o O /d^c3/T0i o^ uto/ )(c/pi/ </"iyy^ A9(/| Tou Ti^ TpOC
9&g<piU)/0C i^c TOUTO (|))AoTy^v|OtU70C_, TO/ Gt c/y^ /^fCoy^ SZ)/ A/tOliTûA^ Ol7 TOU/i^ oC 
’^y«fioV' TRLpo /«t'i e?c TOUC uTTtp l\J e a ïïrc \^ c O Tov /ly,A/twc ... Ao^uc»
Sch.N.1.49c S(o(TTOpe773( TiVi c2<fupp'‘^/ 6,1 TOUC Tî^) H^0tl4touf Aoyouc 
l^ p^ijAGe' /^^Wyvu/ y)p e^ei/ ^ h h ^ iÀ e U  oWu)c</;
sch.N.10.33 S,.<r/ Sro 73U73, Tr^pek^6^ >jKe/y on o
2/ l/iM 0 9ei^oc ,ià fr/o<.TD^ 3^(3, o5ic <^/ e 'rrtc v jy .o c ov& 6m^(m3.c
i^V’ ou/ 6y*)| W fin V l^ Q K f 1^1 , tTTI 'njV hk(/onjToC TW/ eTR»/«*?/
TVjt TTotTÇiGoc oCoTVd 6«<TKj/r»^  ce/.
CONCLUSION; By censuring lines 17-37 as a TT^tpekl^ oicic the
scholiasts mean they have no obvious connection with the victor
or victory. The use of the term as one of censure contrasts with
its application to Roman oratory where the digressio or n 3.j> c i< -^ c u
was thought a necessary part of the speech (v. Quint,4.3.14; <=/'
the Homeric scholiasts, e.g. IL|^ .666a., R.itfon Ro/nerV 7wpekj5gc€|C «.$ necessatj
4e/cey to ^iVe ikelgW^ er «.resfc : see N.Richardson, CQ30,1980,266f. ). '
Though the Pindaric scholiasts are taking their cue from Pindar,
they are working with a preconceived idea of what is suitable for
an epinician. However much the victor himself may have wanted to
be praised (cf. the reaction of Skopas to Simonides's praises of
Castor and Pollux, PMG510), it is a mistake to suppose Pindar had
24-
no other ideas.
41. Mo?u ; the address to the Muse prefaces a new section 
of the poem, as at P.1.58f. , k / ' i  -ûe i/uy^t/ec TiDeo
TToi/uV N.6.27f. 6% Go/ 6T7 TX?uTt/, Xye No?co(^ouço/Irrti)/ ;
c f .  i i . 2 , 4 8 4 f .  'ecTTt^Tt v u /  pA.o( Hoocoit. . .  oiTit/ec rjygyto/ec k«ii c-oipf/oi '](«</■
Ap.Rh.3.1-2 61 G'Aye/u/^ r^ c<Txo-.-é/icTTé , id.4.1-2; V.Aen.7.37 Nunc, 
age, qui reges, Erato...; the Muse is needed to provide new inspir­
ation for the new theme.
o \
il" TO Syè reo/ : for the phrase cf. 1.8.38-9 to ptè/f-pG/IT^Âtr
yeçvcc 0TÎ3.CC3, AwKi&(/, which is taken hy Slater (s.v.^oc)
and Sch.ad loc. as = k/T or T^/Cju^j/ yi/uyi&j/  ^ but more likely
it =y^ €^:y^ fc (hence the following infinitive) as here To Gc Tto/r 
(hence the infinitive T%p/ccepte/ and the intrusion of into 1.42); 
cf. A.Sept.232 Co/ W u  TO ciy// k/  p i e / a / e ^ U ) s.El.1470-1 
Outc to/ /AAA Co/j To T3vD^ oçj?/ T6 'rr^ DCyjyopa/ (f)/iu)c-
The postponement of St , mainly in serious poetry, is common 
when the sentence opens with a vocative; St then follows the 
first word in the main clause, so too with d^ A/l/ e.g. Pi,0.6.22 
W c/AAa See Denniston 22-3,189.
jU.icGo?o ; this reading for jK tS o ii o f the mss. is attributed 
by Snell to Christ. Christ's first edition of Pindar was pub­
lished in I869. But Bergk in his third edition (1866) had already 
made the suggestion, though he retracted it in his fourth edition 
(1878). Snell in his app. crit. writes "cf. paraphr." But 
though Sch.P.11.63 paraphrases with a genitive pitcOou ( &? St </AlGoc, 
a5 A|'^6TtÇb< MocCoi, pucGou IVr 7>|/C»^ /cj^D/yj/ UTîtcyoU )
the lemma is 6? pv.icGu>( c u V c O ^ V  ,
pmGwi cannot be retained; an extra short syllable is re­
quired and a genitive of price needed, v. K-G i.377-8; cf. Thuc.
7.25 -rovTOUc %TDUc CT3.upou3 Sucpie/oi^ 671^ 10/piIC^ U, Xen.Cy.3*2.7
pA,lcGüü CT^ 76uo/T5></, Th.5.6.2 e^ o/rs. pUcQt?/ WC TrAtiCTOl/C,
The genitive ending -oto was particularly liable to corrupt­
ion to -ou when the last syllable was eliaed, a non-Homeric free­
dom; N.9.33CkdT7DUmss.,CKdTrol^ Ahrens; I.I.16 UA^oi; mss,, loAioi^  
Mommsen; but no corruption at O.13*350^<^<^^Cd , or P.1.39 ZlocAof •
The route of the corruption may have been Ml^GoiolYA/ > M l^60)CY/V 
then MllGO I (in the old alphabet) interpreted as M .
C kjV & O & V  : a strong word implying more than mere agree-
loi
ment, used of formal and important undertakings, e.g. PI.Rep.359a
AucvWei/ cu/(9tc(93.( /^r And.4.18,
Aristot.Pol.i257a.33f*; also in the historians of treaties.
Pindar regarded his commission to compose as a formal undertaking
creating obligations; 0.10.3f, 0.3*4-7, P.4*lf., P.8.33, P.9.103-4*
He was no more ashamed to mention the reward or return that he
received from such an undertaking than to mention the reward, viz.
the ode, that the victor received. Like other Greeks he regarded 
/
poetry as a T6-](vtj comparable to bridge-building etc., cf. 0.6. 
init.,, P.6.5-18, P.3*113, fr.l94; the practitioner of any
/ n
required payment for his services (note the collocation Tty/j. j^oOC(^
'rçi^ oc at Hym;Hom.Herra.4.447-8 ;Til
42. UmibyvpoZ : "Om^yofoc ist nach Analogie von
zu verstehen; wenn das unedle,- das darunter liegt, Silber ist, 
muss es mit Gold plattiert sein. Ein echtes Lied ist naturlich 
gulde^n. 0. Schroeder will es nach Analogie von t/rrtjStkOC fassen 
"unter Silber stehend" j' "fur Geld", was dem Sinne auch genugt, aber 
<?^ yuÇ)OC ist nicht <?çyüÇ{0/ und ich zweifle, ob man as so verstehen 
konnte. Die kauflichen Musen IT^ oCcùTM lsthra.2,8 sind
gesihrninkt, haben Bleiglanz (Theophrastw. AiGLJ/56) aufgelegt.
Das ist also nur ausserlich «Lhnlich" (Wilamowitz, Pindaros 26l-2n.2).
But 1) his first statement is not obviously true. Uno- 
compounds can mean a) 'with', e.g. UTTOTTte^ c ; b) 'under*, e.g.
VTTb&TTi^ oc ; c) 'liable to', e.g. yrroSikoc, uTTo(iT(0C,i;7rcy/uc'cj
C- I
d) ♦ somewhat', e.g.
2) While T^T^ V/toc can in some contexts clearly imply counter­
feit, e.g. Xen.Oec.10.3 U T ro ^ o ^ o c
Viu) -gitjTTiAovc, 6i/o(( , Men.Per.fr.9 Sandbach,
UTTiT plus a word denoting a substance does not necessarily have 
such an implication, cf. Pl.Rep.415h-e where the context shows
loi
UTToy/Akoc and L/TrcciSv|poc mean 'with silver/bronze/ 
iron, mixed in' •
3) The evidence for = counterfeit, and hence for
yinpyufo/ = unedele Stimme, is post-Classical and confined
to numismatic contexts; Pollux 7«104 dTRpyu^ o/ Gt To )(pucic?/
= gold coin; philo iii.105.159 Wendland trrrtio|io/(sc.o?//eTr«ïr7l‘|^ n>/) 
%xvTt)ùc e?/cCi .Toùc uTRpyd^auc H . )  *UTvjÇ^Jco^JC /oyi/c^ f^roc icek'/SyloyieW
c /
To/TfoTrcV^ - Sex.Emp.2.30 Si y /[>  Tourt) (sc.'TO p,ocOoc ) O/AiV ÜTTt'mïïTty, 
^yiy/WcKy.6i/ oi./ k /  uTïSpyo^ Xpvc(«< ,
4) Something made of silver and covered with gold is not
/
necessarily a counterfeit object, cf. l.G.i(2)280,76 'npo'cdiTit/ AuTi^ y/poZ 
k.tT^ J]Xpuco/, ib.280.74 4uTT5i0yi/0o/(422-1 B.C.
from an inventory of the treasuries of the Parthenon), ib.276.6-7 
GuiO (434-3) • These inscriptions show that
üîT^çyu^c, even when contrasted with gold, can mean 'with silver 
underneath* without implying that the object is counterfeit.
5) Would Pindar have agreed that 'ein, echtes Lied ist nat­
urlich gulden'? Pindar nowhere says his poetry or songs are gold­
en; at N.7.77f. gold is a component of his songs along with 
other substances, 0u«( toi y^ vcc/ ev Tt AfcUko/ &A6 /pt/
jcG Aeipio/ //Gfcpto/ Wrixc ucfeAoJc’eepc^ xc.
6) uîT/pyupoZ here surely cannot be separated from piicPoTo ;
so Schroeder is right. For the idea cf. S.Ant. 1077-8 c/9pyo/ 6»
/ \ /
K<A-oi^ yvpwpie/oc AtyU) ,
THE PAYMENT of POETS in ANTIQUITY; popular tradition said 
Simonides was the first to have the idea of composing poetry for 
money; Sch.A.Pax 696 k/ y/f cyAiicpoAo///^ ^
e l c T l  u . \ yZ-f/' Z y v  WÎ )/Apo«
I v  ( | ) n h K x f / (cf. p.1.2.96 / y/p c>u cfiAoKt^ c 30 tot’
1^/0% éjiyuTic. Sch.ad loc.; \éyot S // £iy*OkiG>|/ cf//Upyupo/
lotf
Siitcupto/To/ Simonides was reknowned as a Scrooge; Sch.A.Pax
696 </vjro/"nyocoiyoY^  * cf. Ath, 656c-d o/rwc G' »]/ uc â/lvj^ Gc
K/{ <kuypo|ct^ Svjc^  wc X>yA.i<.t/\evOk cjx^ci/ — fr,41 Giordano 
(Chamaileon wrote a irtp) £»p-wV(5o(/ according to Ath.656c),..
As a result he gained a reputation for general greed and extrav-
C \ ' C \ •J'
agance; pl.Hipp.228c TO/ K.étoi/'/ti "Ttpf <3urc?/ <61^ 6/
(sc. H i p p a r c h u s ) y u c W c  Svopoic TTeÎGb/ ; cf. Ar.Rhet. 
1391a8, A.Pax 697f., Callim.fr.222, P.0xy.l800 (biography of Sim­
onides) fr.1.39-40. See the story about Simonides and Skopas 
(PMG 510).
But Timotheus, too, has a story told about him about his 
desire to be paid for his poetry, and it would be rash to suppose 
that Anacreon or Ibycus received nothing in return from Poly­
crates, cf. FGrH' iii.b.539P2 (Alexis of Samos) ^ e r e c r W A 6TD G e
(sc. Polycrates), ij)v|c/3 k /  T t y / '73c A m j t e y i c r o i c .  I t  is relevant 
that Pindar, Simonides, Lasus, Bacchylides, Anacreon, Ibycus and 
Timotheus all wrote for rich tyrants.
It is surprising that there are not more mercenary references 
in Pindar’s odes to the Sicilian titrants, but Pindar seems to have 
been more guarded than. Simonides ; he valued beneficence, but 
treated it carefully and liked others to do the same, cf. P,l.90f.
(to Hier on) èTîrep T( cÇ’ilen ohgj// oiGtv/ o (^6n Aioc/ ^ jotXUvUtL
GtjJiwGY, ^  evrp<ir6/lo(c, N.7.17f. ccnfo'î Gt
TpiTSiîo/' S./épu?/ Y"(Go/,o%^ uTTO kejfei .
The introduction of payment by rich tyrants and others to 
poets for poems in their honour, and hence mention that the poem 
was being written for a , is a frank extension of the poetic
commonplace going back to Homer that poets inspired by the Muses 
deserve esteem and c>|î.c , of. Od.8.479f• T
wjifK. c?4Yci|4.1).oSo'w i , /..v-!Jp)ctrT^ o^ .4(
âciSc'|ti/*1£ e,,^ 0|’oi'an , W  «dSoîc, ouvsk
O'p-otc J (j)/A«jC6 ^  oCovGlOI/j Solon 13, i- l+ k / /loUCoit ... Tçocfiw/SoT^*
_ \V5-
Hes,Theog.96-7 o G oA^ ioc oUt»i/o< f'lmicni c|)/AtO/rc/i (meaning that kings 
reward poets who sing of and praise them). See J. A.Davis on,
Phoenix l6,1962,152f. - Prom Archilochus to Pindar (London 1968) 1 0 4 ^
Pindar thought wealth a good thing, provided it was gained 
virtuously and good use made of it, cf. P.3.110 e? TrAoun)/
'c \  ^^  ^ C. f f. C , I \ /
pÉoc  ^eAircd t^ to c 6op6tK<.( TT^ ocü) (sc. if a
lucrative offer for an ode is given to me), 0.2.53f., p.2.36 .
TO TrAou'TEi/ Gt CU/Tu)(«(i TToT^ oU c c ( j ) i o ( c • to be Wealthy with what 
comes from one’s lot is the best thing wisdom offers’, i.e. ill- 
gotten wealth is not a good thing. Bowra (Pindar 102) says, 
"Pindar took it for granted that the men whom he liked and admired 
should be rich"; equally, he took it for granted that he should 
be rich. For Greek admiration of virtuous money-making, cf.
Hes.Op.313 and West’s note on 320, Alcaeus 36O, Sappho 148, Theog. 
197-202,733, Solon 13.7f.
42. fj(Y| : ")(p^  non leg.1" in. Snell’s app.crit. refers to
Sch.P.11.66b } 6imn ro oijj^eAeic . Interpolation into the epinicians 
of words of substance is rare; 0.2.27a (|)iA^o/ri Gt iMoico^t , 0.7*49 
Zeuc, 0.10.23‘llfkicAeV , P .1 .9 3 TT6T/Lfc , P .6 .4 6 ^ é / je /  ,
1.4.76 A 4 .
HAAo/ X \ \ d t  : a favourite combination in Pindar enabling
him to pass from the general to the particular; P.10.53f*
v^OToc etr 3AA0T 59jo/... Aoyo/. eATicyudLf ...tc/^■tr-rroi'yVoti/j
0.7.Ilf. ^Àore /  kUo/ èiro-n-Ttoe, y j i ( ic  . . M t
: "kann ja nur intransitiv sein, wie Eur.HiJt
599 [lect.dub'3 , Aisch.Ch.289 Ki/e?, ", Wilamowitz,
Pindaros 26ln.2. Better (so Schroeder ad loc.), supply (j-icwc/from 
the preceding phrase (cf.eAeA^ ^^ / Pi.0.9*15, P*l*4),
with TTvGiD/nwo/-- 9^ ''^ 3riuas indirect objects; ’rouse your
lofe
voice for T. and his father’, makes better sense than ’be in a
state of turmoil for T. and his father’.
/
“T5.poCCCuO is regularly used when what is being roused comes
from more than one source and is able to be mixed; A.Ch.351 173.76^/16
TEico/TtJ/yJoc -T ^ j)^ y O ê /c j S.Ant.794 /eiicoc
Here the Muse is to rouse up praise for Pythonikos and mix it
with praise for T. The word harmonises with the earlier sea
image (39-40), cf. Od.5.291 GeTro/To/ , Archil.105 oj>d '
yip MyioCciZ 73|Ucc6T3./ TTouroc,
43. ~TÎÔ9id/iku)[i) codd., l(u9o/iicK)i Triclinius. The reading 
of the mss. comes from%/9io/ikocj-v|c being the usual form of the 
word. The usual form might have been ITuGokiicoc | — since74)Go- , 
notnTuBio- , is the regular stem for KuD- compounds (e.g.lTuGy//Tic , 
iTufro)(p^ jcTV|C ); but the form in -:d - may have developed by ana­
logy with 10 /IKoc |-v|C (never^ OAcy/iroVi(COc j-&|c).
Pythonikos (found as a name of an Athenian at Andoc.l.llf., 
Ath.5«220f.; also J.Kirchner, Prosopographia Attica 12459: a 
magistrate 186-46 B.C.) is best interpreted here as a name, perhaps 
given to T.’s father as a nickname - athletes did get them; Paus. 
6.4.1 iJocrç^ croc ir^ yic^ ckTfoccY , eru4«^ c,( Gt
yip ik^ u)/Tt)U Tw/
ki) oJ TT^ OTt^ Oi/ i v t f n  11^ / q'oCkGciTo (>«T(3yop6v;c3/706 ; id.5-21.12
9yj irdiopjc ovcj*^  tS i AiToAAw/ioc, errdtA^ c^ic Gt
P«/vTt|c (because he sprinkled his opponents with punches?)
a / \ 3 X. .> I / «~y If r / 3 29
jcZ'i 6iri)gu)pio/ TO 6ic -]ax gTrim»]C€nc ivic €=cti/ .
Against interpreting the word as an adjective meaning ’vict­
orious in the Pythian Games’ is that Pindar does usually mention 
the victor’s father by name or give the name of the victor’s y^ /oc ; 
only once is the victor’s father referred to but not named (P.10.12,
but the victor's yt/cC had been named at 1.5)»
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45. 6u<|)ft)cOZo^  : happiness; Hesiod (Theog.909) couples
Euphrosyne with Thalie and Aglaie. The word is also used to mean 
'good cheer* at a banquet; Xenoph.1.4 ecpjiceveuc|^in/*|o;
Solon 4.10 Y-oojx(r[{/ G«iiTDc s v  ; for this sense
with reference to the festivities following am. athletics victory 
of. Bacch.10.52-5 l u c T e l p o / i b . 11.10-12
jCgij vDjy Mâ-^ oim\/Tic/ ÊLüyulu)/ 1 V6tov kyioi it GeoTiyiC)/
«CcTü, But here, because tucjj^ ocdi/k is linked with , the happi­
ness is the joy of being famous.
6tt(<|/\eye7 ; 'blazes' sc. through my hymns, of. I.3 .6I ka/cZ
gCT^ i T T U p C o / , 0.9.21-2 TTüA^ Z o^/hoftc ;
Bacch.fr.4.17B.l TodSiicc/ G (/^ Zef (j>ieyo/T(jct ; S . O . T . 4 7 3 - 5 ^ / ^ *
46-8. c<pjk^)ict CO/ nr-n-oic ; these words single out two 
victories (one , the other denoted by'C?Aya'«*c; t' ), both
\ cY
by the father and with the chariot -,i.e, cu/ irrrojc is variatio
cv L
for ; the words could not refer to the race, and in
fact Pindar often mentions the horses that pulled the chariot 
to victory; 0.3.5-4, P.1.37, P.5.21, N.I.6-7, I.I.I4. A failure 
to distinguish the two victories makes lines 46-9 incomprehens­
ible - see next note.
46-9 , ; the position of the first , and the
failure to distinguish 1/ Sj>^ c( from (see on 46-8 ), has
caused editors to misunderstand the construction of the lines 
and the number of victories referred to. Problems are resolved if
ID9
a comma is placed after , the sentence taken to refer to
three victories, and interpreted as answered first by one 7& 
and then by the other; "They were victorious with the chariot 
long ago, then at Olympia they won in the horse race, and then at 
Pytho they won in the stade race". For --Tt... cf. P.4.
249f. e / T - - , 0.6.4-6 ef S' hè/
0)yA,TiO/(/‘^ C , T6 T5^ 7»<C Aloe 1 / TTiwc ^ CU/olklCTyp 76---
A verb meaning 'they were', or 6c)^ oZ Gh// from 1.48, must
then be supplied to 1.46, but ellipse in the enumeration of 
victories is common, e.g. 0.13.106f., 0.9.86f., P.?.14f. It is 
not a problem that the location of the first victory is not given; 
Pindar is elsewhere sketchy over past victories in the family;
0.13*32-4 mentions two venues but no event; cf. N.2.23 73 G'oucof 
yuJcco/ YGjRoJ ( s c . 6 ).
The interpretation of Bowra (Pindar 403), and Nisetich 
(Pindar's Victory Songs^  223) in which jke/ is answered only by 
'Tu)W Tt- are impossible because they ignore the first Tt- after 
^oXyuTTKi . To resolve this problem Schroeder and Fame 11 omit in 
their texts the first Tt . But this leaves a most unlikely hiatus ; 
V. M.L.West, Greek Metre 13.
P.Maas (pie neuen Responsionsfreiheiten bei Bakchylides und 
Pindar (l), Jahresberichte des philologischen Vereins zu Berlin, 
1912, 289f.) says, "DasIt in 47 muss weg, wie Pauw erkannt hat. 
Aber der Hiat braucht nicht eingefuhrt zu werden; 
ist zu schreiben. Tw/ A G f e Z s t e ht auf den panathenaischen 
Vasen; P.3.103 [TwDw/oDe/],' N.3.4irA<y'^oiP^ , P.G.l^ k^/pp^ GeiJ, 
1.1.65TTûGÛfe/, Steph.Byz". But -0 for -Gk(u) would be
unparalleled (v. K-G.l.i.294: could stand only for -&, a form
not found in Pindar).
Boeckh's ^OAufA-lTi/Z (adj. agreeing with 3ic,ru3 ), accepted by
\o q
Gildersleeve, is not likely; 0 \ \ j jJ iu  loz. always means 'of Mt.
Olympus' or 'the Olympian' (i.e. Zeus) in Classical Greek, never 
'of the Olympic Games', for which , (e.g. Thuc. 1.6. hut
not in Pi. or Bacch.) orOAuyiVifldcoc (Xenophon).
The objection,that if 46-5O refer to three past victories 
then T.'s present one cannot be the third as Pindar claims (14), 
is resolved if one takes the Pythian victory of 49-50 to be the 
present one (kxTTpo^ i/rec plural, because father shares in
son's victory; see pages 51-2).
(46) is Triclinius's supplement; but for “R o n e  
might consider an alternative emendation, 73 which
would give a location for the first victory ana rule out the poss­
ibility of 1,46 being taken as part of the same clause as 47-8.
For the neuter plural (sc.feAo/) with article cf. Dem.59*53 6:/ikk 
t I  TIJGi/, Timocl.8.17 Kock Wc TwAi/^ir(o< viKiocf , Pi.Ion 530b
• But in Pindar the n.pl. is always used 
without the article, e.g. 0.13*34 -Z o v ic .
46. ; usually of long ago, e.g. P.6.40 of Nestor's time;
but mAxf can mean, as here, simply some time ago in contrast with 
the present; Parth.2.41 Tyt<<l9é/'T3 TRA«<f 73 /uz T  gyA^ /kr<o/6cc|
(TjiIIk / referring to the time of the yo/6^ of the victor), 11.5.
y f  ^  ^  ^  ^  ^ t I  ^r' >/ \
104-5 7(c /üo/ 3AA0C /ytei/o/u T v o ^  Z<3‘]C6i^  en ///,
A.Ag.587 0C/u?Ac%j3 Virv,
Here Ti U^/ probably refers to the time of a past victory by T.'s
father. There is no evidence thatWjp (sg.) could mean 'ancestor'; 
at P. 10.2 TF^ Tçoc S ^  ye/cc ff^ kAtoc ^ o U i\e ^ é t
Herakles is thought of as a father, hence there is no foundation 
to the comment of Sch.p.11.71 o l
■ ecyo/ W /  Xkfh/3 c Y  : BoZZ is perhaps 'piercing',
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cf. LSJ S . v .  PoûC (b) 'pointed', 'sharp' from Sc ou). Dox/at Bacch. 
17*55 (8(3/ ) should probably be translated likewise. 9ooc
in the sense ' swift-moving ' is inapplicable to ^ ktic and feeble 
as an epithet transferred from Imrcic .
49* y 1^/0/ e n ,  c p 5 > io / : 'entering the stade race
where one ran naked ' • cranio/ in Pindar and Bacchylides always 
means 'the length of the stadium', never 'stadium' (cf. W.S.
Barrett ap. Maehler on B.10.21). In odes for runners Pindar reg­
ularly says what sort of race had been won (the short 0.14 is the 
sole exception): 0*15*37 7lu^ 7T'eJ(e7 ciaSw T'yiY ^wuAou , N.8,16
Gfcc^v cp&ila/ , 0*10,64 hiaSic//^6/içicrtucfe/, 6uGü/ W o/3301 TçejfuJ/
( éuGt//denoting the single-stade race).
/
yvyA/o/ because there was a race the length of the stadium 
where one did not run naked, the race in armour (OTrifTvS^ cyiCC, ).
For the distinction cf. 1.1.25 AoC|ATrei Gt CocJ r^jl 6/ 76 yyA/o(c(
CtocG‘o<c ci^ ictV 6/T 5cmSoG«inroiC(/ ottAit^ ic G^ o^ oic , PI.Leg.853a 
Oô^ ioG^ yUOi/ Y  ^ ‘^30/’ o 1 ^ 1/, /u/j YO(c icycoci
Û  Çrt 6ic6icf/ cVAoC €-j(t^/ OÜ 9>|<-oy<.6/ ocyu)/icT^ ( ,
Assuming this phrase refers to the victory P.11 commemorates 
(see end of note on 46-9), then that victory was in the stade race.
EXCURSUS : Nudity in Greek Athletics - The Naked Truth.
The bare facts have created divided opinions: "The habit of
complete nudity in athletic exercises" (E.N.Gardiner, Greek Athletic 
Sports and Festivals 86); "They have come down into the naked 
course" (R.Lattiraore, The Odes of Pindar 92 - translation of P.11. 
49). Contra, R.L.Howland, ap. PCD s.v. Athletics: "It seems
unlikely that the Greeks would ever have stripped completely 
naked for events involving running, though it was an artistic 
convention, even in early times, generally though not always to 
portray athletes naked"; id.C.R.17,19&7$382; "The difficulty
lit
and discomfort of running without S makes it incredible
that Greek runners should have aispensed with them, though box­
ers and wrestlers may well have done so". Howland gives no evid­
ence to support his view; Professor West says, "Certainly no
difficulty or discomfort in running naked - quite the opposite.
Has H. ever tried it?"
The argument for nudity is supported by Thucydides, Plato 
and Herodotus; Th.1.6 To Gt kgCl T^ /oAyoriiôo)
7T6|^( Ta.kiGt)7(< 01 ouTnûA/l.^ 6-ry TrtTRu/rod/.
PI.Rep.452 oi Troluc )(^ Voc  ^ob
)^Àüîo(, Z u / TDK lPo\io7c TW / yuyv/oUc O f/c fe -f
(the gymnastics context suggests nudity in athletics is meant); 
cf. Hdt.1.10 y«|) Toici AvGoTci ^ C^ êGoV T O ^ i ^
àv/GçkX y o jj iV c i '- ic  oücj(u/tj/-j i t y A '} / (^ epei » implying that nudity
was not thought indecorous among the Greeks.
The date for the beginning of nudity in Greek athletics is 
sometimes fixed by reference to Orsippos of Megara (or Sparta,
Sch.A 11.25.685; cf. Thuc.1.6); he is said to have tripped on 
his Gia^ WykoC ; from his day onwards athletes ran naked to avoid 
tripping (or it fell off, and he was able to run faster and win:
Sch.A 11.23.683, Paus.1.44.1). A version of the incident is 
recorded as an epigram surviving in a Hadrianic inscription 
(IG 7.52=Kaibel 843=Geffcken 81: a late inscription, but it is
uncertain how early the epigram is).
Most sources date this incident to the 15th Olympic Games =
720 B.C. (so Julius Africanus ap. Euseb.Ghron.i.l95 Schoene, 
Eustath.ad 11.1324-15, D.H.7.72.2 substituting Akanthos for Ors­
ippos), but four years earlier according to Sch.T 11.23.683, and 
68 years later (01.32) according to Et.Mag. S mV ,  yuyiv't<Q<K} • The 
words of Thucydides and Plato suggest that running naked started
up nearer their own day than 720 B.C. (v. Gomme on Thuc.1.6.4,
M2
Boeckh CIG irp.555, col,2). One explanation is that Orsippos had 
his loin-cloth accident in. 720; nevertheless some runners con­
tinued to run with loin-cloths; only in the 5th Century was it 
normal practice not to; later historians and chronologers err­
oneously fixed the start of the practice of running naked to 
post-720 using the Orsippos incident as a peg. There is some 
uncertain evidence that runners, despite what Plato and Thuc- 
idides say, had uncontroversally competed naked from early times: 
the boxer Euryalos and the wrestlers Ajax and Odysseus wear 
in Homer (11.25.683,710); Homer says nothing about their use by 
runners (ib.740f.). Hipporaenes ran naxed in Hes.fr,74 60/
The Evidence from Art: athletes are usually painted naked; 
but there is,a group of vases, the Perizoraa Group, "so called 
from the large "loin-cloths" worn by athletes and revellers" (j.D, 
Beazley, Attic Black-Figure Vase Painters 343).
But 1. Only these few vases show athletes in ir ^ ^ w y L o C U ; 2.
These vases are painted by only the Michigan and Beaune painters 
and their schools (v. Beazley loc.cit.343-6); 3. These painters'
subjects, apart from athletes, are predominantly maenads, koraasts, 
symposiasts or satyrs; 4. Tn many cases what the athletes or 
komasts are wearing are not loin-cloths, and could not have been 
used as jock-straps since they reach down to the knees; 5» There 
is evidence for the portrayal of satyrs as athletes: v. J.
Boardman, Athenian Red-Figure Vases:The Archaic Period 115, illust. 
163, a crater by the Nikoxenos painter = ARV221,14 .
I suggest that the depiction of athletes in absurdly large
reflects comic and exaggerating invention by the painters 
rather than reality at the Games; that the painters have added 
absurdly large to their athletes from their practice
1(3
with revellers, to whom ,^ he absurd and titillating was better 
suited. Supporting the suggestion that the Perizoma artists 
wanted to add extra spice to their pictures is e.g. the erotic 
position of the left figure’s hand in ABV544,3 (= Philippaki. The 
Attic Stamnos pi.10.1, cf. pi.10.2) and of the ends of the 
trainer's whip on a small stamnos (philippaki pi.11,3). If nudity 
was the norm, tbe portrayal of athletes in outsize could
have seemed absurd, provocative and sexy (cf. J.D.Beazley and F. 
Mdgi, La Raccolta B. Guglielmini nel Museo Gregoriano Etrusco, on 
Vatican G58 from Vulci: "L'uso del perizoma, non solo come qui
sopra il chitonisco, ma ancfie porta to dalle persons ignude, non 
credo col Mingazzini..,che abbia avuto uno scopo ingenico; i vasi 
riflettono senza dubbio una moda effimera, manifestazione di quel 
desiderio di.farsi buÇÇo di cui nessuna epoca, quantunque felice, 
è essente").
Besides the absurdly large , there are some more
reasonably sized ones, e.g. on a stamnos in the Ashmolean « ABV 
343,6 (for a photo of it v. Ashmolean Museum Exhibition of Antiqu­
ities and Coins purchased from the collection of the late Capt. 
E.G.Spencer-Churchill pl.xii = philippaki pi.14) and also on 
philippaki pi.14 (- de Bidder p.160-1). Sometimes, too, a dis­
tinction is made between the size and shape of the of
athletes training (see the boxers on ABV343,6) and racing (see the 
runners on ABV343,6); the large may have functioned
like modern track-suits, discarded in competition (cf. the depict­
ion of athletes in 'exercise caps', the description of J.Board­
man, Athenian Red Figure Vases; The Archaic Period 220).
CONCLUSION; Since vase paintings show a) athletes wearing
reasonably—sized , b) athletes wearing absurdly large
ones, c) non-athletes, e.g. komasts, wearing absurdly large ones;
and since the perizoma Group flourished at the end of the Sixth
llif
Century; and since Plato and Thucydides imply that
were worn at about that time - it seems reasonable to conclude;
1. At the end of the Sixth Century some athletes went through 
a phase of wearing ; 2. This inspired vas e-painters to
add large phallic ones to their pictures of revellers to make 
the revellers look more obscene than if merely nude; 3, Yase- 
painters then transferred large 716^ ^^ 273 from revellers to 
athletes to add a touch of obscene amusement to their pictures of 
the latter. For other touches of obscenity in pictures of athletes 
cf. Martin von Wagner Museum Antikenabteilung l241 = pi.24 in 
Erika Simon's 'Fiihrer' to the museum = JHS 52,1932,198 fig.18.
The participation of victorious athletes in komoi, and the part- 
iallity of tne Perizoma Group for painting both athletes and 
komasts, may have influenced the Group's decision to add features 
from athletics to their pictures of koraasts and koraastic features 
to their athletes. Apart from this phase, nudity seems to have
been the norm in the classical period,
49' : 'entering' the stade race. The verb is also
used by Herodotus (5.22) of Alexander of Macedon entering the
stade race at Olympia. In neither passage does it mean 'going
down': the stadium at Olympia was not below the rest of the site,
and the common idea (M.Homolle, BOH 23,1899,613; E.N.Gardiner,
/
Greek Athletic Sports and Festivals 212; Slater s.v, ;
Frazer, ed. Paus,v.458) that in Pindar's day the running events
in the Pythian Games were held in the, Cirrhan plain below the
main site and near the hippodrome, rests on very slender evidence,
viz, Pindar's use of (1.12 supra to denote the venue of Thras-
ydaios's victory, and at P.10.16 k-x» ütto
), These are the only times either Pindar
Bacchylides mentions Cirrha in the context of a victory in a
IIS"
or
running race. (The relevance of P.10.16 is uncertain, since 
may be the name of a horse and the passage refer to a victory
in the hippodrome v. Fame 11, Commentary 2l6),
To assume that (12 supra) is used with topographical
precision, rather than as a means of linking the venue of the 
Games with Pylades's homeland, would be rash; cf. with what 
freedom Pindar locates other victories, 0.7*17» N-11.24 rapoc
, 0.9.17-8 Co/ TStj TR|»£< /)Ad^60UT6 , 0.9*86
6 / TnlAkic , P.9.101-2 i& 9 k o ic , N.2.21
6/ ecAoD TleAoToc 7Trv)^ /% , N.5*46 AVicou T 6/ eodyy.(n (* Megara).
• * showed up'. T.’s speed brought to light
the, slowness of his opponents, cf. Bacch.fr.14 AvGioi 
yu-ct/utrj )(çucc/ G /few ccjcf^  Tej r  è le y j (6t j^ \c (^ io C ;
Callim.fr.84 c/ eiclTici^ c, 5u8uiU6e(:(a Locrian'^ OA(yxTr<o/,(i,^ c )/
, id.fr.384.391*; Nonn.D.1.42
CoKvt^ T i , Y z  kUG/* Note the asyndeton. Pin­
dar likes to make clear the divisions between the parts of his 
odes (cf. above, 1.38, after the myth). The amount of asyndeton 
in Pindar is an important respect in which his odes are not
unified. Here it prefaces one of his own opinions* it is common
in such a place, also when he addresses himself or a god, and
before gnomic passages. Examples from the Olympians and Pythians;
^ *
1. Before gnome; 0.1.53, 2.86, 4.18; P.1.81, 2.49,72, 3*59, 
8.95, 9.89a. ,- V
2. After gnome; 0.2.25, 12.13.
3. Before a statement by P. to, or about, himself; 0.1.114, 
2.83,89, 4.17, 5.17^ 7.20; P.1.60, 3.61, 4.246, 11.38.
4. Before advice to another: P.1.86f., 2.72.
5. Before a prayer; 0.13*24, 14*13; P.1.29,38, 8.98.
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6. To isolate a single word: 0.1.52; P.2.67, 8.95.
7. In rapid narrative: 0.1.71,89. between triads)
The asyndeton accompanying gnomic passages lets them stand
out from the immediate context, making them a comment not merely 
on the poem in wnich they stand. The asyndeton Pindar uses when 
he says he must move on to a new theme, or stick to his target 
(sub 3. supra) breaks up the structure of the poem and prepares 
us for the difference in content of what is to follow. The 
sudden and unconnected divine invocations are regularly used as 
a linic to a new theme, e.g. the call on Apollo at P.8.61: Apollo,
as tenant of Pytho, leads to a re-mention of Aristomenes's recent 
Pythian victory, then to his earlier win . in the Games in Aigina 
(also sacred to Apollo: Sch.P.8.88 tv Gs Tr^ o TOU
%  /, I an, 2-1
/\ttdU oû/cc , then to a resume of his other earlier victories.
0eoDtv 6p o ( : 'may I desire M/V/ that come from
the gods', not 'by the will or favour of the gods' (so LSJ s.v. 
GéoGe/; they compare int. al, pi.0.12.8 G'ou ^  rit C ir( jf9 c i//iO /
J f ic T z / CCcojKBt/oi^c €rUp^ Z , but the meaning of (9&O0C/
there is 'from the gods' - Sch.0.12.10c,d,e ).
For the idea cf. p.3.110 iïAoutd/ Gtoc , 0.11.10
&  9 c c d G' (meaning, 'likewise s.c.
as with^ CAoyU-fno/HCoCf 1.7 it is from the gods that a man gets a 
poet's wit', of. fr.l41 o j^ oTOic Kotî^oipi/ ) ;
Solon 13.3-4 oAj^ oz tt^ c Gtw/ GeW 1^ ir^ c AWnO/
Ér)(en/ •
The transition to the first person seems less abrupt wnen one 
bears in mind that the Ax achieved by Thrasyaaios and his father 
also came DfeotfeZ . For the dependence of athletic success on the 
gods cf. 0.4.10f., 0.8.65f.$ 0.13«101f., N.6,24f.» 0.10.20-1; 
general required the gods: P.1.41-2 yxj)success in
BçoTêaic » fr.l08a.
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On the tense of 1/3»M /  J, Wackemagel (Vorlesungen uber
Syntax i.60) rightly says, "Der Optativ ist nicht potential,
sonst musste «</ Oder dabei stehen. Potentialitat ist auch
durch den Gedanken ausgeschlossen: das Begehren ist tatsachlich
vorhanden"; but his translation."ich wunsche von der Gottheit 
Schones" is wrong, is not the same as ep/ytteCf , The
meaning is 'May I never desire things in despite of the gods'.
6/ 'aspiring to what is practicable
\ and suitable for how old I  am'. Fore/ = 'suitable for', ‘in ,
accordance with' cf. P.4.92 TK/ fcV (^ AoîTtw/, 0.2,16 6/ S1M .1 ;
iTdkpA S (Kot/ ; more examples in Slater s.v. 6/ A6a.
The paraphrase of Sch.P. 11.76 gives the jist of the sense: 6/ T^i TRpot/cuj|
 ^ S <L\ / /  ^ /
 ^ 'TDvTtcTiZ ti'-cCcTOTt ; for the idea that different
aspirations are suitable for different times in life cf. N.5«70f.
52-3. 710/ yzp connects with Gu/oi-73 'one should
aspire to what is possible; for in cities I  find that moderation 
flourishes with oA^cc for longer (i.e. cut out immoderate aspir­
ations); wherefore I  find fault with the lot of tyrannies (s.c. 
because the ÏÀjâoc of tyrants is particularly great and therefore 
particularly liable to be short-lived)'.
The expression has general application and the thought is 
conventional; it is a justification for why people in general, 
including T^rasydaios, should be moderate. Pindar, like other 
Greeks, did not think oljBoc was easily kept, especially in large 
quantities or if wickedly acquired; therefore, one should be 
moderate in one's desire for oA|3oc. The relevance of the passage 
to Thrasydaios is that he should not become too buoyed up over 
his present success in the Games, and that he should be moderate 
in his aspirations for future success (e.g. an Olympic win).
The next few notes substantiate this interpretation.
I I ?
Is Pindar talking about a specific tyranny, a specific polis? 
Wilamowitz, Pindaros 263, thinks Pindar is referring to Sicily: 
"Eben ist er von Syrakus heiragekehrt, als ein. wohlhabender Mann; 
kein Wunder, dass sie davon munkeln, nun ware er verdorben, ware 
ein Agent der Tyrannen und wollte hoch hinaus". This is a ground­
less guess.
Gildersleeve (ad P.11.52) and Burton (Pindar's Pythian Odes 
72) think Thebes is meant,, citing Thuc.3.62 for the state of Thebes 
during the Persian War: oTrt|>Ge^ rf Zoyioic kAÏ Toi cw<Ç^ o/6cm7-wi
^ f z C' ^  ^ /  J I /  5 p . »  ? V /
eyyvrxro 7% Tv;pc<//c?iJ^oAryu)/odi/Vçu)/<si)^ e 
B u t  t h e  T h e b a n s  a r e  h e r e  d e f e n d i n g  t h e  c h a r g e  t h a t  t h e y  m e d i z e d  
a n a  a r e  p r o b a b l y  e x a g g e r a t i n g  (v. Gom m e a d  l o c . ;  H d t . 9 . 8 6 . 1  
r e f e r s  to 'T ô u c  a m o n g  t h e  T h e b a n s ,  w h i c h  s u g g e s t s  t h a t
t h e  m e d i z e r s  w e r e  j u s t  a  f a c t i o n  a m o n g  o t h e r s ,  c f .  H i t . 9 * 1 5 * 4 ) •  
B o w r a ,  p i n d a r  1 5 5 ,  d a t i n g  t h e  p o e m  t o  4 5 4 - 3 ,  t h i n k s  t h e  s e t ­
u p  i n  T h e b e s  i n  4 5 3  a f t e r  t h e  b a t t l e  o f  O e n o p h y t a  i s  m e s in t ,  c i t ­
i n g  A r i s t o t . P o l . 1 3 0 2 b . 2 7 f .  Cv -rv|U fev O ii/U(^vrdi£ k-Xiuoc
TroAntucytfcl4o/ ^  Gvj|A<?ifÇ3riA. • B u t  A r i s t o t l e  s a y s  n o t h i n g
h e r e  o f  a * t y r a n n y  a t  T h e b e s ;  T h e b e s  i s  c i t e d  a s  a n  e x a m p l e  o f
c » /
t h e  e f f e c t  o f  c o n t e m p t  i n  d e m o c r a c i e s  c a u s e d  b y  o» évTTOjPci iu .73.
: the dissolution of democracy caused by
the division between well-off democrats and the disordered members 
of the rest of the democracy is not tyranny, probably merely an 
incompetent democracy (v. Gomme, Com.Thuc.i.318).
Whether what Pindar says was applicable to Thebes or any 
other particular city is irrelevant and unprovable from the text. 
Pindar's point is a general one: tyrants and kings are partic­
ularly o A p i  , not renowned for moderation, and therefore par­
ticularly liable to disaster. Note the generality of the form of 
the expression: 'nuAv/ not T^ /Çfc iroW , not
o r  o t h e r  g e n e r a l  s t a t e m e n t s
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derived from political observations at P.2.86f,, fr.210, fr.109.
\  r
For the conventionality of the ideas (a) that pursuit of v a 
is the best way to live, (b) the life of a tyrant is objectionable 
and undesirable, cf. (a) Thgn.219-20 yw.'^jGîv /y«</T/pc<cccy«.ei/w/
1 / I / I r' I "  ^ cf ) / c\ Cl 3 \
Trô/ii‘^rtio/|f kupUé, jAec»y/ a 7V|/ c?ud/tarrrtp 6-yiO , id.531 tocrre-p
é^ccvji/cW/6pA^ TTOCc(/ ,?id.335 tiXv/txo/ yA.ec Phocyd.9¥ TroA/tx
y&ecoioi/ ' yvCKOc EW-co ^ ‘TTclej . (b) Archil. 19 ov
TcA. rOyerw TOO TToÀuJfÇ^ücoü /A.6y/|«^c S ovic IféU Aodc, 361
? \ f' ), ) 3' . I / I )'> ' '
&yvj a Out Xv H|Ia./AHv|c pOuAoiykvj/ kepotc Our 6T6oC 76vTK| 1^ /73 TÇ
k-tZkXTD/ l3p7V|ccoo Aevcoci ,  S i m . 5 8 4  t c  yo(p /G f /c Z c  / r e p  l^oc 
t r o G t i / o c  vj i r o ( 3  T u p / v / Z C j ( s e e  D . C . Y o u n g ,  M n e m o s y n e  S u p p l . 9 ,  1 9 6 8 ,  
1 3 - 4 ) .
32» IX M.6UA. : includes moderate behaviour ( Young loc.cit.
confines the reference to 'an individual's prominence within a 
state'), as is shown by Pindar's association of l3iyA4W with endur­
ing prosperity; he says frequently that the most enduring form 
of prosperity for a man is that which is a) of moderate amount, 
b) acquired with moderation; cf. P.3.105-6 ovic ex.
e|))(67l( I cptec , X/ 63>|TôLf » ^f. the fate of
Ixion, jA.oCi^ i^ oy' o iy  V l^ j^ c w e v oAj^ o/^  j^ w o jH j / , i .n  cÇ^ c^iZ & ^ 'ccoc.td
(p,2.26-7) and of Tantalus, yA.6yo</ ouic
£/W /Txv drtpcTTrAo/(0.1.55-7).
The moderate behaviour he has in mind here is pursuit of what 
is a) koiAo/, b) not in despite of the gods, c) not too much.
/
52-3. AWi^oTH>uI o A 0/ T69aXoTX : 6m  37^6cn)Z X^ o/e/ fe/lAoZTX
Sch.P.11.78. Pindar did not think oA^ oc was easily kept; P.1.46f., 
P.3.105-6, N.8.17 cv/ 863, yJjO r v i d^ uTiruDec ©A^ oc //Gpwyrtxci 
cf. A.Pers.250-1, Sept.769-71i Solon 6.3-4: the danger of too 
much oAj^iJc ; Hes.Op.321-6.• what happens if you acquire it by the
12.0
wrong means; for similar ideas from others see West on Hes,Op.520.
5 5 * * I  f i n d  f a u l t  w i t h  t h e  l o t / f a t e
o f  t y r a n n i e s ' ,  b e c a u s e  t y r a n n i e s  a n d  t h e i r  ck^cc d o  n o t  f l o u r i s h  j^ o r
loA^. For t k  KiVfcorg oj: t U  W û rl s e e  F r a e n k e l  a l  A . A g . l 5 & 5 *  By
P i n d a r  d o e s  n o t  m e a n  o n l y  * ^ t y r a n n i e s  ' i n  t h e  n a r r o w  a n d
m o d e r n  p e j o r a t i v e  s e n s e  o f  t h e  w o r d ,  b u t  h e  w o u l d  i n c l u d e  a n y
r i c h  a n d  p o w e r f u l  r u l e r ;  c o n t r a  L l o y d - J o n e s  ( a d  S e m o n .7. 69) ,  a  
d i s t i n c t i o n  b e t w e e n  ^ c i A w c  a n d  yvi^Wvc i s  n o t  a l w a y s  p r e s e r v e d  
i n  p r e - A r i s t o p h a n i c  G r e e k :  v. H d t .1.15-16 w h e r e  b o t h  a n d
a r e  u s e d  o f  b o t h  G y g e s  a n d  A r d u s ;  P i n d a r  c a l l s  H i e r o n  
b o t h 'T u ç o iv /o /  ( P . 5 . 8 5 )  a n d  I Ay (0.1.23).
For details of some of the less pleasant characteristics of 
some tyrants see Herodotus on polycrates (3.39,125), Kypselos 
(5.92.6 - but see A.Andrewss. The Greek Tyrants 45f., on Herod­
otus's anti-Kypselos bias), Periandros (5*92 ), Pheidon (6.127).
For what pindar might have learnt about the Sicilian 
tyrants see Died.Sic.11.67 (on Hieron) y  yoip h )  cÇ*iA«<y‘yup>oc ,
-pjc oCTrA.orvj'roc 5/liiorp(U)kroc, id.ib.
(on Thrasyboulos) Urrtpe^ xAt *r>|( F ocmcci j_ jc . /^o<toc yctp w/
cPo/Mccc... Gt /^ ZAAcV TDK TTdAiT^ K ^lC tj(9ofctt/C C  , l^ < W / U c  yk^
, To^c Gi  Further condemnation of
tyrants at Solon fr.32W, Xenoph.fr.3W, Theogn.823,1181,1203-4.
Hence Young is over-generalising when he says, 'obviously the 
lives of the extremely wealthy, of the gods, and of the tyrannos
or monarch were customarily regarded enviable and desirable* (op.cit.11).
-------------- --- — (2L|--------------- — -—  ----- ------------
means 'find fault with', not 'blame' (which would 
imply, non—sensically, that the T%/0<//i&u/was the cause of
o^c(ç-ç.ore^I TetOjc/Vo^  . The fault of tyrannies is that
they do not flourish long.
M *  s' e^ 6T3ku: : 'I'm at full stretch
after virtues that can be shared in'; the clause links with the 
previous one through being what tyrannies lack. By
'shared virtues' Pindar here has in mind in po-rticuUr the victory 
of Thrasydaios which is shared in by the Theban community: at
P*9*93 the victories of Telesikrates are called ictTrou^ evo/ eô
and above (10-11) Thrasydaios's victory is a to Thebes;
cf. Bacch. 10.11-12 iV^  oI - 9 9 ^ t o \/' Moucot/ Jut/cir 'X irS ^ iro ic ^ v ' <En<^ )(4<^e(
£^ 67X1^  (-3y%enyon)^^vvD/ contrast, the ô \j^ o c
of tyrannies is not generally obtained by a display of or
shared by more than a few (the tyrant's cronies).
: metaphoric from the stretching involved when
you sprint. Pindar has not got 'his arms about the prize' 
(Gildersleeve ad loc.); of. 0.10.64-5 cn^io/ Â ^ î'c re ^ a e \/, e v & o /  
Tô/0/Trocù 11.25.758 Toîcr \/J c c ^ c  l^ U r o  Xenoph.
1.20(v.l.) TO»/oc 0<pé-T>|c •
54-5• cj)9<5v^ e^ i S oCj^ iJ/G^ T ('sy^i^v'ov'Ta.i ^ in linea) c/t^ . Ef tk
sic mss.; c|)Sbv/e^o'( ^ e i^ y \c Snell: after Hermann
and Boeckh; S * Tic...van Groningen; (^9c'i^e^/ S
^jjjJvQ\/Ti^i W  Tie-. Thiersch; cj)Q^/e^r 5  o^Ji/ci/i7i leg. SCh.
(cf. Sch.P.11.85a 0( ^  <f(9ci/e^ c ^ 1^ 1 Kk) ( /^ 0 /c i /7 ^ (
|^ ÀecWt5/R( ) ; alii alia.
This passage is the worst textual crux of the ode* One 
thing is clear, whatever the envious do or suffer the envy itself
a z
is directed at the (54); Pindar regularly follows a
reference to successful (athletic) acnievement with mention of 
the envy it will arouse, cf. Parth.1.8-9 iK/ri  ^ Etti
«(fém , 0.8.54-5, 1.1.41-5.
The reading of the mss. cannot stand because it makes no 
sense. But tne lemma of Sch.P.ll.Bja ( G )
and the paraphrases of the scholiasts ad loc. ( \u'ïï'ooj^4v'C 'i
Sch.85b, pXonrTOUCf/ Sch.S^c) show that the dative was an ancient
reading, (N.B. period-end after means the last syllable
of could not be elided with a dissyllabic word like ).
For the synizesis (sc.tTot) ei ) if oCra.( is read cf. Bacch.5.22
m  p^icTpc |c0,\p/ , Pi.0.15.5-7 1/ 1^ 1 y<^ j>
•> r /  \  c /  ^  f  /  > r /  \  /
— - illica l^(ki O^TpC/^oC Lip/j/cK ^ ToCuioll o L V o ^ H  TTT-OvjrDO
/ J
(sic mss. Mommsen), Sappho 1.11-12, 55*1»
But (^9ove^ 0i ^ oytDvt/m would be strange Greek for either 
'The envious take revenge with ruin to themselves/to others* or 
'The envious are warded off with ruin to themselves/to others' or 
for anything else. (The two ideas, that and P^oi/e^ oi are
either self-destroying or destructive to others are common; for 
the former cf. P.2.89f., N.4.571.» for the latter cf. 0.8.55, 
N.8.21f.; Bacch.i5.i99f., 16.51).
The difficulty of construing G cCi3i( (({),jcTa.i
is more difficult) makes it doubtful whether ever in fact
began 1.55. If (Boeckh's supplement) was what Pindar wrote, 
oCTSL could have arisen from a misreading of it (<AA-oClX), thence 
^Rl . Alternatively, o<T^ | arose from dittography after the end­
ing of ) and another word began 1.55.
Thiersch suggests 6iTic(Pindarus Werke, ubersetzung
in den pindarischen Vermaassen und Erlauterungen, following a
suggestion of Hermann). This is attractive: the corruption
iX3
is explained by W  being omitted after Tlzi ; l2/is the mot juste 
because elsewhere whenever is used substantivally and
metaphorically, a partitive genitive accompanies it: N.I.10-11
ki^ oi^  , N.6.25-4 oi TÇfcî'c T î ^ o c Ip-oK ,
Sim.579.7 , Tyrt.12.45 A.P.7.448
fc^-rvii/ , Peek V.1.1974^"^/ . Metaphoric ^Kpo/
without a dependent genitive seems to occur only in prepositional
phrases (e.g. e?c Theoc.i4.6l).
M.Schmidt ' s TcKv'S could only refer to women present during 
the ode's performance, and could not have jpëTôuc as its antecedent. 
It is unsuitable. Van Groningen's 'T/c^  with Tit =
(Mnemosyne 8,1947,250f. ) is unconvincing: it leaves
as a paratactic apodosis requiring 'someone who has fled terrible
hybris' as its unexpressed subject. This is intolerably obscure.
CONCLUSION: the best solution is to read, after Thiersch,
(j^Swé^i S'oi^v//oVT7.i ' W  é^ -nc-.; (a) it is likely ki^ o/ had a partitive
genitive dependent on it, (b)g<jxt produces strange Greek, (c) a 
clause contrasting the successful person with the fits
well. On this interpretation is demonstrative, not relative 
(for the syntax see Slater s . v , o , o j  ec B.l.a. ).
Translate: 'I'm at full stretch for virtues open to all;
and the envious are warded off. And if someone has managed to
achieve the pick of these virtues (i.e. a win at the Games), and 
has escaped his detractors etc.'
5 5. kkoc/ : to come first at one of the four major
Games was to reach the pinnacle of athletic success, cf, N.6.25-4 
cit. supra. There were no prizes for coming second or third.
Tt v^jKOjUü/ùL : the manuscripts read ,
a form more familiar to scribes. Pindar may have had in mind 
here Hes.0p.119 , of la e n in the Golden Age.
Athletic success, though the crowning achievement, required
in Pindar's view a successful life afterwards, cf. P.1.99-100, 
P.10.22f., N.9.44f.
55-6. c<\/of 1/ : Pindar means both 'if the success­
ful athlete is not himself insolent' and 'if he has escaped the 
hybris of the '. For the former idea cf. 0.7.90 Eve? u^ i^oc
o&d/ evpunupe?, Çc^eic k Tt o \ op^ 'i (ÿpe/ec ^
(of the victor Diagoras), 1.2.55-7 ' o p y V yrrèp 
yAUsenet/ 6Cj(éi/f for the latter, N.8.21f. Ao/o, (fPoi/e^o?cf^  ^SmrtRf
(sc.ijj^ /oc ) ^ écA3/<kib^  Bacch.15.199f. 6i nKoC h ^ a G v n ^ c  c j)^ l/o c  
jSuTSLi  ^ £^ f/eiuo c(’cjfo/oCi/%< (sc. the winner Pytheas). For the con­
junction of both sorts of hybris cf, P.4.297 (of Daraophilos)
Jl/, TTOpuO/ oCiRpTjC S ocJttc T^OC ^ ckoi/,
<?^o<|euyei^  ^does not occur elsewhere in Pindar, but is
common in similar contexts; P.2.52-5 Gg )(p’GvOi/ ^ y h \ V  %Ùy-oc
, P-9-92 •
56-8. ii^ L \^ \/o c 5^'] bopov": Pindar here describes
the reward awaiting those who have achieved the pinnacle of athl­
etic success and have managed to live trouble-free.
St may have been inserted because T'c was taken
as the protasis to ^:>9cve^oi - and a new clause thought to begin
with i^lkd.\/cc , of. Sch.P.11.85c W  %  d r v y o o i / j i i   ^ 1^ /
jKvjW/ 17^^ and Sch.P.11.84 , cf^ u/y «ïlW IrçiOTtî'D/
)^(6t^ d  oGtT|i oWro/ cL^oV ov% ii.
"del. E.Schmid (cf.Z)" in Snell's app. crit. is misleading. 
There is no clear evidence the scholiasts knew of a text without 
the ^ ; Sch.P.11.85c and 84 (cit. supra) construe the text as if
they read St (v. supra); and the reason why Sch.86a, despite 
working from à* lemma ( |iwfcAo^/oc G 6c^<<tix/ ) that includes , 
construes the text as if it did not read<% , is probably because
!2.r
it thought ^  could he disregarded rather than because it knew of 
a text without St . Alexandrian commentators were prepared to 
overlook or misinterpret awkward words in Pindar, cf, ad 0.5.45: 
in, apodosis is replaced with ye by Sch.0.5.75d, and said to 
mean’^Svj by Sch.0.5,77a; ad 1.1.11: Sch.I.l.llc oi ^ Apic-Rppcl
.  .  .  e W i T V j/ 'rrçoPtXl/ TTOf^jTll^TIt C O /y j  ,
d V  ; so Snell, CT^tyol is Wilamowitz's
conjecture (v. Schroeder’s edition 267); tie compares S.Ant,808 
W  oSo/creijçvoi/(Schroeder adds A.Ag.81 't ^ itto^ oCc Ct^ g^i).
I Cf. r '  ^ /
But c-nriyeiV odtj/ is one thing; &c)^ oLrKV is a much less lively
expression, since ( ' limit ', 'extremity') lacks the notion
of spatial length implicit in okc .
Better to read k/ , cf. Qd.25.156'^ ^1/ cjSü/
cieiyvo/ , Archil.185,5-4 u^i/bc k/' Pi.fr.172.4-5
c^ jA TK:Sio/--^ A9tv' , id.Paein 7.11 k/n i . y
An indicative apodosis fits better than an optative after the 
indicative
Translate: 'he journeys to an end better than black death'.
A black death is oblivion, the fate of the unsuccessful, contrast­
ing with the light which fame gives to the successful: cf. Parth.
1.6f. (which sums P.11,54-8) n jA ^ i 9% ç^ot-oTcc f^i^<yiA6v/oCi G, 6tn
O^ V(?c kpGRc * o  Ü  e%u)/ üTo ciyxt WpWTXf_
For the idea that the successful athlete journeys to limits
denied to others cf. P.10.22-9, esp. 28-9 ocotic G& ^ ç o ro \/ (^O voc  
<xy\c<i“oc(c ktr-ro^ ec^  ^'nTr^odi(/6i TT^ Oi> Ec)(oCrD/
In place of CTti)(ei j ^ o \ parts of e ) ( ^  have been suggested 
(following D '8 6/ ) and 93UMTo/(as most mss.) read. But the
/■ V
©xp2T0ssion. wI/' is unâ't'trcLC'tiv©} pâ.3?ücu.l3»rly iinâ.'t'bxs.c'tiv©
is ^ èU ^a( ^  [^\AiW BsLrvv/ c ){ \c d } conjectured by E.L.Bundy
(Univ.Gal.Publ.Class.Phil.1962,87n.118).
l i t
57-8. Even when dead the victor provides honour to future 
members of his family who, thanks to poetry like Pindar's, will 
be able to remember their ancestor's achievements.
Vév/ékf : a family is an invaluable possess­
ion, cf. Pi.0.10.86f; a father rejoices when at last a son appears 
to whom he can bequeath his goods.
The superlative also adds extra pathos, as at P.9.99-100 
TRpWuGC TTcai/ ulo/ (cf. I1.20,408fo of the
dead Polydorus, son of Priam, ecjte yokoio, oT ^ d u .tv c  ) ,
See F.Dornseiff, Pindars Stil J d f .  o n the superlative in Pindar 
as 'mehr Elativ als SuperlatiV.
■> / r / / 3 A . / . /
58. feUoQi/UjM, 0/ I^T&'gCi/lO/' | ( : p o c r I ' (SVvJl/tyiCc is
>/
that consists in a good ovojj^  ; the victor bequeaths to his 
family a good name which they will take pleasure in (X»(i pei/ ). 
k^ncTvy is preferable to (b in linea), cf. 0.5.42
G o^ picvtvei l ^ \ /  u W p , ^  )(pvcoc .CiS*(6cTXrrc (-19^ T0/ C,Y),
0.10.88-90 AourDc c? Aol^ vj/ em^ ic-ro/ o^AAoîiçioi/ iMcicicom cTuye^ wic^ TOcy
Hes,Theog.814 'rrtf 6cn/ , id.Op.279-80
^  TtdAAo/ c/pfcTij yu/eT%( , ib.471-2 oC^ (tT>) Ovi^ToiL
Gt Ic^ NcT^  . The ending of the superlative is assim­
ilated to the gender of the noun and the adjective treated as pre­
dicative .
Pindar is fond of using apposition to make a striking com­
parison: 0.2.55f. 0 %Aouïoc -.kcr>|p
0.4.Ilf. 'TD/Gg, C^ /oc évjpUcDfeveUV oCpeTV/' y 0.7.If.
lkA«(/-'. 0/ KT&oC/vO/ CUyW)UOU T& y P.7.1-2
kiUtcn?/' d l n^ ty/AorroAifct: AGkiAo lT^ ooiyA(o/ .
59f. -The implications of these lines for Thrasydaios are (a) 
he, too, will be distinguished and remembered because like the
IZ ?
three heroes he has been sung of; (b) he will gain transient
blessedness like Castor and Polydeuces; cf. P.10.22f.
A-/1 OuTUC 6</*|p y'(/Gra.|  ^ OC «(/ TToW/' -<'P&7£( }^ Tyj^ CoC(C
59» IE : the relative connector is more than a means to
pass on to a new subject. Just the same distinguishes
and makes famous the three heroes as Thrasydaios gave to his
/
family: the )(otpic that comes from athletic success. Unless this
is appreciated, it is not clear why Pindar mentions the Dioscuri 
(hence Wilamowitz, pindaros 262n.5, "Weshalb die spartanischen 
(nicht einmal die thebanischen) Dioskuren...vermag ich nicht zu 
rechtfertigen").
The three heroes were renowned for their athleticism; cf, 
especially I,1.14f. (also for a Thebatn victor) KEi/c?i (sc. lolaos 
and Castor) /jpww/
G / r
also 1.5.52, 1.7.9, N.10.51. Pindar had precedent: Od.ll.5OO =
11.5.257 G' TTrJ lToA,/$tvic6< , Hes.fr.198.8
_ fr.199.1 kicTDp/ D nrTTcGoywi k€^ o(j!}p«/0( 'TToAuSevkei . Horace 
followed: Od,1.12.25-7 puerosque Ledae, hunc equis, ilium super-
are pugnis nobilem (cf. also Theoc. 22.25-4» P,Oxy.2755fi’.1.15f.> 
Paus.2.54.10, 5.8.4)*
lolaos was honoured with Games at Thebes: Sch.0.7.15$e, Sch.
N.4.52; cf. Pi.I.5.52, Paus.9.25.1. For the accompanying fest­
ival V, M.P.Nilsson, Griechische Feste 446-7» Wilamowitz, Pindaros 
47, 264f. The Games commemorated Herakles's dead children: Sch.
1.4.117 CTh^ cC\/o(c ev 9>^ f>oCic oT - r  loiu!6ioc
... Sii R  W  cr&tfoc.
The text provides no evidence for the idea of Bowra (Pindar 
154-5) that lolaos and the Dioscuri are mentioned as represent-
(2%
atives of Thebes and Sparta hinting at an alliance between the 
two states.
59-60. Yo/ : the patronymic enables
Pindar to allude to another Theban hero-. Iphikles was Herakles's 
brother; Herakles's mother was mentioned at the beginning of 
the poem (1.5)-
62. 0(1/0^  ToAt/S^ )c6c ; is regularly used to address gods,
cf. N.10.77, fr.55 (Zeus); p.9.44 (Apollo). Cf. West on Hes.Theog. 
545, Barrett on E.Hipp.68.
oi\M i^(r)ec was in some places the-Dioscuri's title; paus.2.56.6 
A/oci^ ok^ u)/ ten/ (Argos), id.10.58.7 (Amphissa) ; jjkrtker
evidence in B.Hemberg, Anax, anaasa und anakes-als Gotternamen ^2
unter Besonderer Berucksichtigung der Attischen Kulte, Uppsala 1955,50f*
The variation between the two ways Pindar refers to the Dios­
curi (oCvk^TL^ f'«^0 exemplifies his fondness for asymmetrical 
expressions (v. Domseiff, loc.cit.i05f.); it also reflects 
the version of the story in which only Polydeuces was an immortal 
god (Cypria fr.5 Kinkel; cf. Pi.N.10.80f.).
u'ioi Dtrw/ ; U \o /c Pauw, JTo/ Bothe. But V i o i is vocative,
I .  /  r     1 I ,
as if Pindar had written l^ ( cé- Te  ^ iToAuGevicec,
tS vTol he calls on them both as sons of gods; they
were worshipped as gods in Daconia, cf. Aristoph.Lys.Bl to cw (Sch. 
ad loc. 'Tooc I] iû d ^ ç Q i/c Ae/e7, ), Isoc. Helen 65
4n Vj/ (9t^<x.Trv«(.ic c^(«<c o6oro?c
RTpkc kTTDTeAoüUI/" ^ oi)[ Ulc PjptOCl/ olj/l lOc OUtlV' ; Paus. 5.15.1;
plut.Vit.Thes.55; also Od.11.504 Yi^V k  AtAoy^ '^ ci/ icc< AtoTci/ .
65-4. TÜ yvGY Rp' rè roi) w
jAtV GTirÇV^jA.(r^Q\  ^iiCAlorS- ^  O^-OTe It-Pvkci/ (11.11.502-5) says
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Sch.p.11,95. But Pindar's paraphrase is significantly different 
from Homer; he says nothing about their being dead, which would 
be unsuitable for mention here in the context of the quasi- 
immortality to be gained by Thrasydaios; for the same reason 
there is nothing about their living under the ground, cf. N.IO. 
55-6 "R/ TRpk y/,kt
i^/yui^ Aotc ib.87; Aleman fr.7* Contrast also Cypria fr.5
Kinkel; Castor mortal. Polydeuces immortal.
The variations in these accounts of the Dioscuri's status 
may in part reflect variations in local cult (v. Nilsson, Griech­
ische Feste 41?f.; id. Greek Popular Religion 68f.; Farnell,
Greek Hero Cults and Ideas of Immortality), though here Pindar's 
literary purpose has influenced his version. Their inhabiting 
both Olympus and a home-town is akin to a strand of belief 
found in the Iliad about Homer's Olympian deities (cf. J.Griffin, 
0018,1978,8 "Jijkreat attempt is made in the Iliad to depict all 
the gods living together on Olympus with Zeus, although it emerges 
here and there that gods actually have quite separate homes").
The N.IO account takes a different stance, more akin to a belief 
in the Dioscuri as underground gods (on the Olympian/Chthonic 
distinction v. 11.20.64-5, Hes.Theog.756-9,766; cf. W.Burkert, 
Griechische Religion der archaischen und klassichen Epoche 510 
"Olympische Gotter und Tote haben nichts miteinander zu schaffen; 
die Gotter hassen des Haus des Hades und halten sich fern").
f
-TO -  t o  Î etui'^alent to
Tap' -rel d / - . . . T D  W--. means 'by alternate days',
not 'by day' which would be U r  , and is expanded by the
antithesis. For in this sense - 'every other/second' v.
LSJ s.v.TRf/ C.I.9 (where this passage belongs); cf. Dera.49.56 
CU/e?/«ci TRp' 'stayed with each on a daily
l7o
basis'. The time scheme is the same as the Dioscuri have at 
N.IO.55-6 A'l VenoVr^^ rVSe^----
Lines 63-4 are best construed iRp' royk-ek
Pept<TiV«£c^ TD Gt OAytnov^ with taking two constructions, evSo\/'
governing oAuy^îroi^ and Olympus denoting the settlement of the 
gods at the top of the mountain, not Mt. Olympus itself, as perhaps 
at Hes.Theog.37 (v. West ad loc.; he quotes Sch.A.II.1.497 
on ^  Twi TOO OÂczyUlrt?»; 6x.n</ irckc /^loywiroc )• For the
two constructions cf. 1.5.36-8 l-cïTo^evc?/ ‘rrçortpoi/^ cJ/
Ar^ t^ Si^ ic ; for c. dat. cf. N.IO.58 ovpk/uj, .
65. 9efo(TrU<c; Therapne was about two kilometres north of 
modern Sparta. It was the site of the earliest Sparta (Mycen­
aean remains, now in the Sparta Museum, have been found in the 
area) and the Menelaeion where Helen and Menelaos were worshipped;
It was also the home of the Dioscuri (cf. N.IO.56-7, I.I.3I and 
the present passage) - Fifth-Century votive reliefs attest to 
their worship there (v. Tod and Wace, Sparta Museum Catalogue 122f., 
178).
The end and the beginning of the ode exemplify ring compos­
ition: the first and last lines both refer to the Olympians and
Olympus; both Semele and the Dioscuri share Olympus only by 
special dispensation; two sisters open the ode, two brothers 
end it. This variety of ring composition, a thematic connection 
between the end and the beginning of the poem, is quite common 
in Pindar's odes, cf. 0 . 2 . 5 f 9 1 f • (Theron's generosity), P.l.lf* 
-97-8 (the phorminx), N.9.1f." 52f. (Chromios and the Muses), 
I.S.lf.— 65f. (Kleandros and friends), N.2.1-5-23-5 (Zeus); 
similarly in Alcaeus 42 (Helen), and Sappho 1 (Aphrodite).
I l l
Pindar has other types of ring-composition: in 0.7 three
myths are told (Tlapolemos, the sons of the sun, Rhodes), then 
briefly touched on in reverse order (0.7.20f., 39f., 56f. 71,
72f., 77f.). Another type is exemplified in I.l where mention 
of lolaos and Castor (l6, 50-1) rings a section of the poem 
about them (cf, lamos at 0.6.43, 71; Pelops at 0.1.24, 95),
Repetition of significant words to mark off a section of a 
poem is a favourite device of Bacchylides in his longer epinic- 
ians: B.5.49'-l6'l4'^v, , ib.200-178 Zeic, 71k , B.11.39- 1
ViWv/-«/. , ib.llO— 41^ wyuo\/f ib.l26 — 114 ""Ayoïiû//~o7g ; but its 
effect is diluted by the superabundance of other verbal repet­
itions throughout the odes (v. H.Maehler, Die Lieder des Bakchy- 
lides, introduction,(para.3) to B.ll). Pindar's repetitions 
tend to be expressed with verbal variety; Bacchylides regularly 
repeats himself with the same phraseology, e.g. B.11.60 
^  81 Apyoc--. AiTro/TTt , ib.6l-2 ^  ib.79-80
V'zjCto/ (contrast Pi.1.1.16 loAo<o/ 50-I jA ty lu .K
. . . ) .
Examples of ring composition are found also in Epic; Hes. 
Theog.713-820 (a series of norths told in the form A-B-C-C-B-A:
V .  West's edition p.358); 11.24.601-2— 615,618-9 (verbal repet­
ition surrounding the story of Niobe; cf. Hes.Theog.426-7'^448-9).
The succinct allusion to a story (here, the Dioscuri's fate) 
is typically Pindaric (cf. 0.10.15-19), but only occasionally does 
he end an ode in this way (cf. 0.1.fin. Ganymede; N.I.fin, Hebe; 
N.8.fin. Seven against Thebes). The ring composition here miti­
gates the abrupt effect of ending with such a succinct allusion.
COMMENTARY on NEMEAN TWO
Prologue ; The date of this poem, like that of all the Nemeans, 
is not known. Farnell (Commentary 251) writes; "The only evid­
ence as to the date of this ode is the reference to the island 
of Salamis without any allusion to the great battle 480 B.C.
This gives us a terminus ante quern".(similarly Wilamowitz, Pindaros 
156, with another, not compelling, argument). But the last sent­
ence does not follow since Pindar was composing for a victory in 
the pankration at Nemea, not writing a history of Salamis; and 
the ode is a short one.
A scholiast on line 1 (Soh.N.Z.la) writes eAvic o5/ (^(1/
é C T i /  k ï ï D  I \ i O c  lA G T t» /  " " N /  d y v O V i O t /  \ / l \ ^ C C r \ \ /  Q  I
lyB/6TD ' j A j À  yip A4yH.e«<|^ / yuhj/ eCTl:«|^y/£VTO It is
unlikely the scholiast is inventing this Olympic victory, because 
the text - the scholiasts' usual source for inventions - says 
Timodemos should win in the future, if he follows his father's 
footsteps, at Isthmia andPythia (line 9), not at Olympia. The 
following of the Pleiades by Orion (11-12) is a very oblique hint 
at a future Olympic win (see ad loc.); but since none of the schol­
iasts on N.2 is able to see that this is the significance of the 
passage, it too can be ruled out as a source.
Bowra (Pindar 407) argues that since Timodemos is not among 
the pankration victors in the list of Olympic victors for 480-68 
(P.Oxy.222, which covers 480-68 and 456-48; the names of the 
victors in the pankration and boxing in 480 are lost from the pap­
yrus, but given by Pausanias 6.6.5, 6.11.5), therefore the victory 
mentioned by the scholiast must have been before 480, and hence 
N.2 earlier still. But the Olympic victory might have been in
464 or 460 ; so the date of N.2 is not certainly before 480.
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It does not follow that because Timodemos won at Nemea in 
the pankration he must have won at Olympia, too^  in the pankration. 
Pausanias (6.11.5) records that Theagenes of Thasos won in the 
pankration, boxing and long-distance running.
The pankration was a violent sport: "The common English
translation, 'trial of strength', is a polite fiction: the con­
testants punched, slapped, kicked, wrestled (much of the time on 
the ground) and even - though illegally - bit and gouged each 
other until one surrendered by tapping the victor on the back or 
shoulder", (Finley and Pleket, The Olympic Games 4O-I). It 
was reckoned less dangerous than boxing: Artemidorus Oneir. I.64
To GÈ -RotuR -pî'i j^ A<y^ i|C , a perverse
judgement according to Finley and pleket (loc. cit.); but even 
today severe injuries and death occur more often in boxing than in 
judo to which the pankration has been compared (not wholly accur­
ately: judo forbids bending the fingers; not so the pankration:
"Sostratos was nicknamed Fingertips because he used to catch hold 
of his opponents' fingertips and bend them back, and he never let 
go until they surrendered", Paus.6.4.l).
Pindar commemorates pankratiasts only in his Nemeans and 
Isthmians; none of his Olympians or Pythians is for one. This 
may signify that he wanted to extol this violent event only in 
moderation and his minor epinicians.
In those Nemeans and Isthmians written for pankratiasts the 
theme of violence looms large through the violence of the myth­
ical characters, descriptions of war, fighting, death; for
example N.3.35f. &y
(cf. Sch.N.3.6la  ^ Tuk  ^ ;
ib.43f. Gt ïRpi vtVR Kytÿ/(cf.
1.5.39-42, 1.6.31-5, I.7.25f.; Bacch.i3.lOOf.). The detailed
vividness of Pindar’s description in Isthmian 4 of the Theban
pankratiast Melissos is unusual; ToAykot, y i f  e i M c  j
I  ^ f -V r > \ t L > 'y Cf \ > t
AtO\/nodI 6 /  ITO/kOi  ^ o (KAvOTi^^ , o^ltTOU (X. T  dddL'uiTVoC^tV'^
p(yv.^ o/ icye,j ypvj Gt Tiî/ GpGov'r' oÿiocvgwcoti yo/ ovy^^
Ov'oTrc fA^v I co^ trtceu^  S p p j / c  (l.4.45f.).
Pindar's attitude to the pankration contrasts with his lack of
interest towards the other events in the Games; the odes in honour 
of pankratiasts highlight the peculiar violence of the event, and 
kcw such violence must be delimited and its exponents use brain 
as well as brawn; cf. I.5.6I )(G^ ci /ow; ivMâ^Aoi/
1 .6 * 6 6 -7 1  A«<ykirto/ Gfc jUeAeTXvy^  €r^yo«c jk-«^ Aoi TtyuAi td o t Ettoc
ÜI01CI T t  ^ 8 0 . the pankratiasts Pytheas and Phylakida^
‘bitovw/, Çt 1%^  G ouic <^gevC/ .
Bacch. 13.44-5 i/'^i/coo' TRVCei GiK-occ Gv^ Vrici sc.
Herakles, despite his violence .
This provides a partial explanation for some of the refer­
ences in Nemean 2: Orion, tne mighty hunter; mighty Aias; Timo­
demos as (pR jAoij^oi.U/' ; the pankration as producer of resoluteness 
and strength. Pankratiasts were not garden or common people: 
"Arrachion's opponent caught him, held him with a scissors grip 
and at the same time throttled him with his hands; so Arrachion 
broke one of the man's toes. Arrachion died by strangling, and 
simultaneously the strangler gave in from the pain in his toe"
(Paus.8.40.2).
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If. Pindar begins three epinicians with a simile for what 
he is doing (l.6, 0.6, 0.7; cf. Bacch.l2 init., id.5.16-36), but 
only here with one for the victor's achievement; the nearest 
analogue is the priamel beginning 0.1 (of. 0.3.4%f.). These open­
ing comparisons put the uniqueness of Pindar's epinicians and 
victory in the Games into the framework of events in general so 
they become more tangible.
Nisetich (Pindar's Victory Songs 237) says implausibly; 
"Pindar seems to have intended the ode to be repeated by the chorus 
as it passed along the way, for the last line is phrased in such 
a manner as to allow a return to the opening words almost with­
out pause". True, N.2 is unique (to Pindar and Bacchylides) in 
beginning with a relative clause and c(9ev (l) could follow
syntactically after (25); but ... oS
(1-3) would have to be reconstrued 'both.,.and'(instead of 
'this man too' with the first merely preparatory, and Aioc eic 
(3) would have to be taken with to mean, 'begin
from where the Homeridai start their songs and from where this 
man started his victories, viz. with Zeus', a possible construal 
if lines 6f. consisted of a proiraion to Zeus. But they do not.
Conclusion: the form of N.2 is not evidence that it was
designed to be sung repeatedly like a looped tape on a tape- 
recorder. More probably, like other short odes, it prefaced the 
koraos held for Timodemos (see on 1.24, and the conclusion after 
note on 1,25).
1. : corresponsive with, and preparatory for, Ni in
line 3; so both IQ.1s are adverbial (not uncommon in relative 
clauses as here: see Benniston, The Greek Particles 324).
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1-2* : a group of rhapsodes specialising in
Homer: Sch.N.2,1c eAtyo/ To jAW "Tok kvi TD?
O^^ov/ y6t/oi/c, oV T ] /  oiurok £(c •^ iGow' Gt TtvT»^
d^jrtofbv) ouKEn TO yevoc etc kivyo/re-c .
AyGv'OV'TO 0? TEr^ » 0t/c TToAAo^ TJ/ <s-lrtO/ lrOI''|Ce((/r>-6
t|w^ot/léT»^ e?c TV|,/ OyHj^u YOit|Ci/, t|/ Ge o l^ do(i{hc T> yEVcc XiOC,
OC tO/ &TTly^ (j^ cy/xrvt)/ OjA^ ç^\} iroc^ yu^ îT^ / 'TO/ /)7it?iicoi4f y’ey^ c^ v/)c
uJlA.\/c/ i/«iTE(9tll<-EV otOTWl . OUTOC OoV 0 l^/otl(9-0C T^WTOC 6/ $V^ IQ)dCo((C 6^ -f'‘iiStjce 
“fjï I/» GIT»! Koc-R 3|/ o^AujlùrucSûi 0  , kc IttttoCT^ttc cj^ nCt/f^ F6-rH S'6? gsf/.
cf, Sch.n.2,le TT^oTt^r jixt/ o'! 'ïïô^ iWc , ucTe^o/G& oT rrt^ i
(co/oCl^ l^  OyiDi yù^  T^/Oktj^ o^i/ TDi'lU/ CMrS«/W:.C/ ^ /kjWVevo/ /T7>)^ EJ/lt?/‘
cA\yi\*jV«^v^ro ^  o^«/T>]» iru^v. ' I
The beliefs expressed in these parts of tne scholia cannot 
be disproved, are plausible, and probably largely true or near the 
truth.
The - iS/i ending properly means 'belonging to the family 
of, cf. 1.3.17 A^|l?>G<xiciG(XiciVci;',zv'o^i; P.7.2 A)ip^ o^ /iG?/-..
That the Homeridai were once a family on Chios was believed by 
Acusilaus (PGrH2F2) and Hellanicus (FGrH4F20) and is probable 
(see T.W.Allen, Homer, The Origins and the Transmission 42f.).
This implies a Homer living there in the Sixth Century. The 
idea that the family was descended from the poet Homer represents 
the Chian viewpoint, cf. Strabo 14.1.35 j^ivi{(c^,|'ro3ti i^a'î Cykjfûu X mji,
/ (  \  C / ( I / ) \ 3 / I /
To VC Oj/^ i^ iooci ko(Aou^ e/ooc c^ ro ToD ytubuc
Certamen 13~5 Allen.
Whether the first Homeridai = 'rhapsodes devoted to Homer' 
were from the Chiot Homeridai family is an open question; for a 
metaphorical father-poet cf. P.4.176 KRc TRr>]p Ey^^/U/
Ê:ioiiV.|TDC (Orpheus generated songs); Musaeus was put at the
head of the genealogy of the Eumolpidae, as Eumolpus's fatner, to 
create an author of the poetry sung by the Eumolpidae (see M.L.West,
The Orphic Poems 41).
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After concentrating on Homer it seems that the Homeridai 
extended their repertoire by reciting their own work under Homer's 
name and opening the guild to non-family members living in Chios 
such as Cynaethus. He is known only from the Pindaric scholia; 
their source. Hippostratus, a Sicilian genealogist, was a Hellen­
istic historian/antiquarian/fablist and his account is credible 
(see H.T.Wade-Gery, Essays in Greek History 3I-6; FGcH568 Comm.). 
The Homeridai's practice of attributing their own output to Homer
probably lies behind Pl.Phaed.252b Atyoucv St, ^
n/ ) n (-/V \ ^ —
gfe T'A/ (/imbYTW/ Amo/ bvo eicTo/fcrpuiTX,
The Homeridai are best known to Plato as a group who told 
stories about Homer and honoured his benefactors; this may repre­
sent a change of emphasis by Plato's day in their practice, but 
interpretation of poems was characteristic of rhapsodes from the 
Sixth Century onwards (see infra, and West, Hesiod, Works and Days
63).
D.Fehling (Ph.Mus.122,1974,195-9) thinks (l) Pindar was the 
first to use the w o r d , and (2) that he is using it here 
as a synonym for 'rhapsodes'. But the Acusilaus testimonium 
makes (l) doubtful, and Pindar does not say all rhapsodes were 
Homeridai (many concentrated on other authors: v. infra).
The type of song Pindar says the Homeridai sung is exemp­
lified by the Homeric Hymns, the short hymn to Zeus prefacing the 
Works and Days, and the longer one to the Muses at the beginning 
of the Theogony-(cf. the epic poet's practice of invoking a god 
before starting a new theme e.g. Od.8.499-500)• Pindar says they 
often began with a hymn to Zeus only because of the context of N.2; 
Nemea, where Timodemos won, being sacred to Zeus. The next 
earliest reference to a Homeric Hymn (Thuc.3.105) also calls it 
a prooimion.
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c r» -> /  ^ r /
|),<TTTw/ ETr£to/^ o<otooi ; the phrase gives an etymology for
c /
potïjrioidoE . A different etymology, implying a connection between 
pc/T^iWc and p(X|BSt)c , is suggested by the strange phraseology at
1.4.56-7 Kocr GecTRrOW/ (see FGrH T328
F212 Comm.; for the rhapsode's staff cf. Hes.Theog.30 
Cio>jTrr^  aGo/ ep(0ij/\eoc - V. West ad loc. and in JHS111,1981,
I24f.).
petTTTW/ means 'stitched*; something stitched together is 
made of little pieces. According to M.L.West (CQ21,1971,514n.l 
and JHSlll,I961,114n«6) jktjcjSoc = ' song-stitcher ' refers to creat­
ive, viz. formulaic, composition (cf, ^es^ Fr.357)• But there 
are other possibilities: the term could refer (2) to the piecing
together, not of formulae, but of smaller poems to make one large 
one (as our texts'of the Iliad and Odyssey wzre created); (3) to 
stitching, not as fastening, but as a form of embellishment, 
implying it was the practice of rhapsodes to elaborate and embroider 
poems while reciting them. Most likely, I think, is (4): the
term was invented to mean 'fabricator of song' and describe in a 
derogatory way the bad professional reciters and interpreters of 
poetry common in the Fifth and Fourth Centuries, despised as stupid 
by Xenophon (Mem.4.2.10, Symp.3.6), whose practice became synony­
mous with 'rubbish' (cf. Suda s.v. ^
). The word is not attested until the Fifth Century
(Collitz, Griechische Dialektin&Ariften 5766, Hdt.5.67, S.O.T.391)
c- /
and may have been suggested by Homeric jicrrnj meaning, when used 
metaphorically, 'contrive', 'fabricate', always in a bad sense. 
(Further modern discussion on the word's etymology by H.Patzer, 
Hermes; 80,1952,314-25; ancient ideas ap. Sch.N.2.Id).
Rhapsodes' subject-matter included Homer and Hesiod (Hdt.
5.67 kAeicOevfjC y/p, A^ y^ ioici ttdAc^ 'c/c , Tokh) Gnavce
131
5 — ^ "X V n . /  >  /  c /  a  r\ f \
A/Xiiq^ u)/( oiytO/rfcccar TW/ L^hp6w/ AirEbj/ Ei/Ei^ , OT? n^ eipi TA i
Ap]tc "TL Tno/U./ R / R  (yk/EoCrs.i ; PI.Leg.658 po^ -^St?/Ge- l\io(^o(
ki^r OGvcctiot./ Ti T/)/ ffz-i^ Stiw/ Gi(/-Ti^ / t(E ), Later rhapsodes
had a more extended repertoire (Ath.620: Homer, Hesiod, Archi­
lochus, Mimnermus, Simonides, Phocylides, Empedocles).
The term poi.>pui^ c implies oioiGvj^  , but from the Sixth Century 
rhapsodes were interpreters as well as singers (v. R.Pfeiffer,
History of Classical Scholarship i.10-11,35,55; cf. PI.Ion 
530c IT)/ yxp £{>^/e/ Ç i i  'TOO TTD(^|TDV -pjc To?C(/KoVOUCf
Isoc.12.18 GlocAeyoi/rt? [^ sc. «/.ye^ Wto' C o ^ lc T ^ ^ TW/ klitu/ Troi^ iyv/TvO/
7Y 1^ ) -pjc OjA/v\^G\) TTO/tjc^ c, Ol/Gt/ l^ j t / oCVlû)/ \ e y o iA H  ^
Ik G jkwi'^ Cüi/TEc ).
4. IVR^ojk/î subtly chosen, because it can refer both to 
the opening of a song and generally to the laying of any found­
ation: cf. Sch.n.2.la CTt I^ T3yêû/Uc MAeyo/ TUc ouri/ocoi-V
a^ttdvc, (Çv^ ci/* ( F r . 3 ^ 1 )  A^ ci/ot^ t , to Je?Ke, /o<^ o/ keSe/.
yx.6T^|(.Rl Gt  ^A^ic kiro irO/iac lR.-RCt^ .^ Jc/7W/ c^^ ilo/TW/ tdoc
GeyA^ Aiouc. ; E.Hel.164 ^ p^c^Aw/ i^TAîT'^t/.yiojAtvCc y^x/oikTD/*
The word is, therefore, particularly suitable for both the openings 
of the Homeridai's hymns and Timodemos's first victory.
F o r  i t s  m u s i c a l  s e n s e  c f .  w h i c h  s e e m s  t o  b e  t e c h ­
n i c a l  f o r  p r e l i m i n a r y  n o t e s  o n  t h e  l y r e :  O d .  1 . 1 5 5  =  8 . 2 6 6  O c ^ o p ^ y w /'  
k v e j^ iA A t r r  uXl/ / a S t i / ;  P i . N . 7 . 7 7  k y t y & Ü G o
(Sch.N.7.114d 2/T7 Toi) olkkKoodoo o^ pyou Ti Aeyei/ £-X<<^ pôoc) ; Theoc.
6.20 TWl % ETTJ IT3.C ç (\/é -^ ]\.tT D ((ki 19^  ^ id, 10.22
similarly : Pi.P.1.4 l^Go/Ri G c/pAo^ o/k/ijctyopu)/ CTtotsi/
•trçooyvik/.^ pcAotc Ttu^yc (the participation of the chorus
suggests djK .^ \s^ i were integral to the whole piece, not equivalent 
to tuning up; v. M.L.West, JHSlll,1981,122); pseudo-Stesichorus 
(PMG 278) refers to the process, kye Hoi/co< Aipi oioiWc Tepotro/
iM-0
R i W / \ u ^ < i ; cf. Eupolis 5
Demianczuk o6vA«^ co/ i%vnp I k J ^ A i o / T i U c  (cited by Phot.
Berol. 107.12 s.v. i r ^ o o f jA io /  o C ic ^ r t^ c ).
Analogous to N-R|^oA//here is Pindar's metaphorical use of
(5c/ - 'I throw a foundation, begin': P.4.I36 ^ d i le T V
coi^ u;/ GTrtu)/ , P.7*2-3 iT^ OOfyltlij/.w- (/o/Sk/ tlTiWiCI ^^adécSsLi
(literally at Pr.^la ^ l io jA f y o c  Kf^iprT^occ ^ Acew/) • cf., N.I.8 ^
9^3/ (Sch.N.l.lla 'rct/ro Xeye? Sik To oCttp GetoZ
thCTt c/p)(Jc "RTri^oO/yklt^ T^c U/GijC A&yE(/),
kocRj^oAo^/governs \/iW.A|opRc (genitive, itself governing |£|&t!o/
3 / \ 'A
c7yo/w/; ; Snell's comma after irpwTO/ should be removed: 'he
first received a foundation to victory in the Sacred Games in 
the famous grove of Nemean Zeus'. For lEçw/ /yü/u?/
/ /  ^jif
meaning 'victory in,..' cf. H o m e r i c (11.7*26, 8.I7I).
The word illustrates the influence on Pindar of architecture 
and its terminology (cf. 0.6.init.).
5, 'TToAvi)/k/k|TWi ; not otiose; the grove at Nemea was much 
sung of (a) because of its proximity to the tomb of Opheltes 
in whose honour the Nemean Games were said to have been founded: 
IVyw/Sch.a (Drachmann iii.l); E.Hyps.Fr.60,ii.l01f. ;
Call.Fr.383, filled out by P.Lille 62 (v. ZPE25,1977,6f.) =
Lloyd-Jones/Parsons, Supp.Hell.nos.234f. (b) Because Herakles
killed the Nemean lion there, cf. esp. Bacch.9.4f. l\}(= jA (:U io\jj 2i^ /oc 
AuWgc 'TttW/ oAi (9ee«^ / ^ XwicwLlvtgc H'pk
rr^([vW}rwi/^GGXu?//-7fçkro/ KG A
ic-mStc Y k c i j  iLgrrcf / fcT
Pindar was much attracted by - compounds; examples
are often surprisingly near each other: 0.1.8 7roA«^ |o<m-l2
P.9.6-7 T ro ^ o ^ /lü O Toi/i^pFoR-Rc , ib.69'rn?Avyp;cwi -76
N.3.2 v^lO 'rroiu/eJ^ Eit/ (So also in Parmenides: Fr.1.2*4;
IW-I
Fr.7.3^5)' He was inventive: seven of his 3I different tto/Iu-
compounds are found in no other author (though in
Et.Mag.); fifteen of the 3I are not found in earlier authors; 
three that are epic are given a new meaning: 'w lJ jiA .o fio c  1 'verbose' 
(epic), 'famous in story' (Pindar); iw lJ ^ e d Q C , 'very hospitable'
—‘ 'much-frequented'; , 'abounding in songs'— 'much-spoken
of.
A similar picture with other of Pindar's intensifying pre­
fixes: all his five Kk^Tep(o)-compounds are unique to him;
five of his 10 - compounds are his alone, three not in earlier
authors; of 11 - compounds, eight not in earlier authors,
six unique; only two of his 6^)V/l(o)- compounds found earl­
ier; jkeyicrCTTuil (P.8.2), his only f ^ y \c r o - compound, is unique 
to him.
Only f»Ve of the compounds formed with these prefixes are 
shared by him with Bacchylides: 'T o iJ c T c d o c ,
(only the last not epic). When Pindar does 
form compounds, he tends to form unusual ones; contrast an exam­
ple of Bacchylides's practice: his only com­
pound is (epic); but note his inventiveness with
I A € ^ y o c [ \ ^ " l compounds: y^iC'TOc/iZ/cCoC , ^yK*rt?TRTu?p,
f^éyoclod)(O c all unique to him, only ^ M d y A jjjo i (epic)
inherited.
One can tentatively conclude that in his use of these 
intensifying prefixes Pindar is more regularly innovative than 
Bacchylides, and shows greater avoidance of common epic formations; 
when he does use epic compounds, he likes to give them a new mean­
ing or application (besides the examples above, cf. his use of 
^ ^ U t^ 9 v y y o c  : of a lion, Hora.Hym.Aphr.i59 followed by Bacchylides
8.9; of a bowstring, Pi.1.6.34; : of Trojan
|lf2
women in Homer, ofTd Pi.p.9.101).
A IOC : the whole site, including both the part where the
Games were held and Zeus's precinct; cf. Strabo 9.2.33
-, \ \ n  V  c  V  f 1, ^* 9  I I /  . f i  ,
KocytcUCl/ kAc«l MAGU/Ttt. "R I£Ç/7î3-|/R^  Y O W W  ECT/
'^)(DUC ^ i^ J c c irv ^atl/L^/cc ^ \ c l u ) V  [gc. Apoll^ . Pi.
Fr.51a.4; Euripides calls the site both a A&iyik)/ (Hyps. Fr.l.ii.29, 
ib. Fr.l.iv.21) and an A c c c  (ib. Fr.l.iv.lO),
The history of the sanctuary of Zeus and the temple in 
Classical times is bipartible (see the reports by Stephen Miller 
in Hesperia,43-9,1976-80). The extant remains of the temple are 
Hellenistic, but there was an earlier one sharing the same orient­
ation (Hesp.46,1977,20f.) built in the Sixth Century (ib.48,1979,
82). The sanctuary and the temple were destroyed in the late 
Fifth or early Fourth Century; bronze arrow-heads, belonging to 
the second half of the Fifth Century have been found, suggesting 
violence on the site (ib.46,1977.9). Literary evidence, too, 
shows that the kicoc had a checkered history; both Argos and 
Kleonai (near Nemea) vied to control the Games : of. Pi.N.4*17 
KÀètO/c/coo' rktr' ; (Sch.N.4*2lc Afcyen TcO Kleihvkioi y/j)
vCvTC/ ; Xenophon mentions an illegal Nemean Games sacred
truce introduced by Argos Xen.Hell.4*7*2; cf.
Hypothesis Nemeonicarum c = Drachmann iii*3 Tr^ oe&njCoq/ Gt To»)k/3/(?c 
koc'ï flçyboi {Gcpi/GiO( |4.et0v'oii(?i )*
6-10. OpbAe» mss. and Aristarchus (v.
infra), TTuîc cj. Hartung. used impersonally is regularly
passive (e.g. E*Alc.419 k)c7h.ci/ ); LSJ
(s.v. iii.), Slater (s.v.), and Bury (The Nemean Odes of Pindar, 
ad loc.) regard 0<^Aei here as an impersonal use of the active;
, too, Aristarchus (Sch.N.I.9a OOt Gth Trv Rso,
I W
(^ AÀ 6TT7 T oD lA-eCrO c  ^ t/Oc oi/ TfC ê-firOf O^ ^Çn^ OjAédCf/' G GT(
^CTi/. ûtU) 7^  G'XWjiA.f.vU CD/oif^ Ocft|URf oR/Aty«^R| TTI/G'fOIC/ 7G l/lK// n/oov 
"Riaoi ou Yo< |> Ef^ tjict ïïkic ), But there is no parallel for such a use 
in pre-Hellenistic Greek,'perhaps none at all; Ap.Rh.3.678 is
suspect - V. Frankel in the app. crit. of his OCT edition. (A
still more implausible explanation for URiW is given by Sch.N.2.l6b, 
taking EoiK-oc j^ sc. as all one phrase. For a e
likely cause of this interpretation v. infra on line 11).
Hence Hartung’s TP7c . Better, retain "rpTi^ : as Pindar
begins the sentence he thinks of Timodemos as the subject and 
therefore uses the active of ; then after all (and especially
the intervening clause which mentions T. in the accusative, 7 )
he uses a construction in which T. is grammatically accusative.
This type of anacolouthon has no obvious parallel in Pindar, 
though common in tragedy (v. Barrett on E.Hipp.23), but cf. Pi.
0 . 2 . 5 6 f .
Pindar may have been influenced in his choice of verb by 
the story that the Games were established in honour of the death
of Opheltes; Hyp.Nem,£ init. 13- o<^ /£tékf gth 0<PgIt>||
(alias Archemoros); Bacch.9• 10-12 Ke|j9/ (sc. at Nemea) (j^oJJdH^CTrib^c 
^ f i [ 9 e o i l c \ /  ^ ^ ât Callim.
Fr.383.1. 2 y/ TE M  A/^)<.evj( T& ocÇeiÀu) and E.Hyps.Fr.60.
12 éj^o) pyk (sc. Opheltes}, and pun on
Opheltes's name. For another likely pun in this ode v. on 11 
OÇfciot/ (penultimate paragraph of note).
6-7. ^TTkTp(o<>. |R9  ^0^ 0/ ; including not only Timodemos's
father, but also his earlier forbears; the family had a history
of athletic excellence: v. 17f. (19 victories away from home),
and of. S0h.H,2.9b fciWp M a  a  T)(/,| TWZ ...uc W  TitoyotW/
iebo/iiqo/ yeyodono/ (perhaps an inference from the text, but the
lifif
scholiasts do sometimes show knowledge of external evidence relating 
to the victor's family, e.g. Sch.0.13.58a; cf. Prologue init.).
For the 'following in the footsteps of idea cf. N.6.15,
P.10.12, P.8.35» These passages display the earliest such use of 
\)ly o L and (followed later by Pl.Phaedr.276d; cf. Her.A.P.
286-7/vestigia Graeca ausi deserere), and are perhaps the source 
for the English expression. Pindar's observation that victories 
frequently ran in the family may have influenced his dictum that 
athletic success requires inborn and hereditary ability (as well 
as training, good luck etc.), e.g. 0.10.20-1 /pGR,
YOri 'î7tAu)Ç(0/ l4tbC EÜ/  ^0.13.13 &E
Tn cuyyt/et: , 1.3.13-14 W f G R /  ct/yktÇuw/ 00
The clause down to (13) means, 'If, as we may hope,
T's present victory, which has made him a glory to Athens, means 
that he is following his father's footsteps'. qualifies
lurpiL/ 1^ 9 oSo/ in particular, and the whole clause refers to the 
present victory: after winning at Nemea, T, would have been
announced by tne herald as /)9v^ /iaoc . The thought underlying this 
and the next strophe is whether T. will continue to follow the 
pattern of his forbears' victories. For tne possibility that a 
generation might miss out on tneir father's athletic excellence 
cf. N.11.37f.
7-8. kiu)/ ; proleptic,. including Timodemos's
future life. Two interpretations are distinguishible: (l) ohu?/
>f\ ^ ^ /
means T.'s own life and £:i/bvnu^ rït>G’straight-guided '. reg­
ularly means a man's own life or lifetime in early Greek (e.g.
11.16.453, of Sarpedon, w y t  AitP]i 7^^ N.) k w /  ; Pi.P.3-86-7 
kko/ ouK eyt/er'our ]Tv|)e7 ; Bacch.I.I53
lAucev ) ; see Frankel on A.Ag.l05f. where cuyjjurcc expresses
the idea that a man's lifetime is born, grows up, and ages with
j /
him. For c/iu)/ as subject with a personal object cf. 0.9.60-1 
IR-GeAoi /I/ (sc. Lokros) / w /  Trorjko/ c>^|o<i/o/ yti/tikc .
. \ j> /
(2; o/iw)/ is conceived as an external power, Life or Time, 
that changes men's fortunes (including their lives); cf. I.3.18 
[U iY A jA W oLic k l i o r  e| kXUje/ , 1,8.14-5
c M  / c. \ /  IS f />t)A(oc o (iU ) / 6Tr 6ÀIOC.10/  pioü T w ^ o d ; Heracl.
Fr«93 Aito/ Trk?c T r tc c & o w /  ^|êc<:ci/[v|i<^, For ckiu)/'
in this sense see M.L. West. Early Greek Philosophy and the Orient
)  .  /  ■> V
158- 9 .  G v U u Y o u Y O c  w i l l  m e a n  ' s t r a i g h t - g u i d i n g :  c f .  A . A g . l 0 0 5  k i u J /
GvDuïro^k/ ; ff.0.13.25 2eG'ïïSvtt-^ V-. — evei^ uJi/Toc £v9oi/£- t^AijuLc/cc oup?/,
P.1.46 0 7RC )(^ o/üc MZZ?
E u G u t r /o o U  'T r r j x ' r o c / ' b l o w i n g  s t r a i g h t  * ; B a c c h .5. 6  S
é u Ç o S i K f ) ] / ' s t r a i g h t - j u d g i n g '  ( f o r  eu G u m yu iro c  = ' s t r a i g h t - g u i d e d ' a s  
r e q u i r e d  b y  i n t e r p r e t a t i o n  ( l )  c f .  P .5. 9 0  I R T e ^ I ^ g / j s c .
■ 'straight-cut ', not 'straight-cutting').
Professor M.L. West favours (2) here, but I doubt if the 
distinction, is applicable since an individual's life was not in 
Pindar's view ruled solely by his own self: he thought both extern­
al factors (god; luck, training) and internal ones (skill, strength, 
hereditary characteristics) contributed to an athlete's , 
Translate: 'If at any rate it is on his forbears' tracks and a
straight course that his life has granted him to be a glory to 
great Athens...'.
9. G/ ' IT s j^ o iu T G r : cf. 0.7.12 ^  Sl^o^j^iyy I ,
T 6/ 6/T&C1/ kuAk/ » O.4.I4-I6 ÉrîrEi w;/</((/Eu3 y n V 'T^O^^lC  
iToijUo/ )(y(foiAi T£ , 0.6.4-6 (/^ e/-.Tt...Te ),
p.4,249-52 ( . .~nEr ) ; Bacch.13.193f. ^  r i/|k^ *
The principle of Bury (App.A, I56-6I to his edition of the Isthm­
ians) that juLfc/ always implies Se , and hence that would, if
iM-fe
Pindar were regular, be expressed by^/--.Çt is refuted by Dennis- 
ton (The Greek Particles 474-5): T& is added when addition, not 
contrast, is uppermost.
9- : ^\c9^ucj —J.^ oc is adjectival at 1.8.4
l/iiuc ; Thuc.8.9 0^^  lc&yU(e«-St-c cno/$o/t. Used as a noun, as
here, sc. or /éPA/ (cf. O.I5.35 .
Compare^ OJyjkTTioic ^ used (a) as a fern. adj. (e.g. /^oCcoCi
» Hes.Theog.25), (b) as a noun <^*1 
(e.g. /iiu3 TTvj , Sim,29 Page, Epig. Graec.);
TTi&ic/cj “-JSucused (a) as a fern. adj. (e.g. Pl.Leg.8O7c "Tou'TTC'^ iofi^ c 
kcO Vu^t )» (b) as a noun (e.g. Pi.P.1.52
~Jh/9^oâvc ^ 6 V s c .  £opT>|6 ), but never in the plural (v. LSJ 
s.v.‘ÏÏû&7otc ), for which-TK/Pi.^  ;  ^ S o c  (^sl fern. adj. at Pi.
N.5.2 e/ itr^oyiMj/ioCf is never used as a noun.
The feminine plural noun, likely to have caused the 
forms to be used substantivally is cttoi/So^ / (cf. Thuc.8.9 cit. supra,
id.5•49 ( C n o J h c L / ) .
^ u>td\/ : a favourite word of Pindar (20 times); once in Bacch-
ylides (Uith.25 init.). It means ’the top’, ’the pick’, ’the best
X  >r
part’; in Homer (whether (xWYvc or oCcO'rvi^ i s  indetfiminable) of 
wool (11. 15.599, 716; Od.1.443, 9*434) or cloth (^11.9.661) mean­
ing 'the surface’, ’top’ (v.R.A. Raman, Glotta 53,1975,195^•)• So 
oioL 2wTDc jl -0/ comes to mean a woolen blanket (Od.1.443) because a 
sheep’s fleece is on the surface of the sheep.
It gains its Pindaric meaning because something on the surface 
is good for picking or plucking, and that which is picked or plucked 
is generally the best part or the ’pick' (i.e. what is on top lit­
erally becomes top metaphorically). This appears to be overlooked
b y  M . S .  Silk (CQ. N . S . 5 3 , 1 9 8 3 , 3 1 6 Ü  w h o  r e g a r d s  o C v ^ W  a s  a  w o r d
IM-7
whose original sense had been lost by the Fifth Century when he 
thinks it had a range of meanings connected, if at all, by sound 
association. Pindar's awareness of the word's Homeric meaning
/ c. V > / 5/
appears here and at P.4.I3O-I ( - cf.
e( r' r» r c' ^
Aesch.Suppl.666 < o ^ T n t > ' / 6ctiO ^0 (2u)To/ )
through his use of (cf. also the adjectives he uses
with the word, which show that the is at the top: 1.7.18
ct'OTo/ oCl^ o^/ , 1.1.51 «y'LO'n?/ , O.5.I ivi.'ï
otuJTo/ ).; The metaphorical use of height-denoting words 
is a feature of Pindar's style: 0.1.13 j H : /  [‘O^o^oCc o (^ T X \ /  ^vx)
"TRLC^i/ , N.I. 11 .
Pindar usually constructs the word with a partitive gen­
itive; so here, 'pluck the best and choicest part of the Isthm­
ian Games' i.e. victory. But at 0.3»4 VjjiVo/
... iTnno/ ) and 0.8.75 è i t i j r i ocSoiic & m i/iic c i/ ' )
the genitive gives the source of the ^ u>To/: an Olympic victory
hymn, the top thing you can obtain from horses; the top sort 
of victory you can get from hands (contra LSJ s.v. odtOïoc II ' that 
which gives honour and glory to a thing’, 'a song in praise of 
horses').
10. named at line I4 w father and
son are regularly mentioned close together: 0.6.9*12; 0.7*13,17;
0.10.2,18; 0.12.13,18; P.2.5,,18; P.11.43,44; N.3*15,20; N.4* 
10,13; N.5.4; N.7*7,8; N.8,l6; N.10,24; 1.5*18,21 ; 1.7*21,31;
1.8.1,2. Less often in Bacchylides: B*6.1,12; 14.19,21.
Timodemos retains half his father's name, as Aristokleides
son of Aristophanes (N.3). See E. Frankel ap. RE s.v. Namenwesen,
p. 1624-5; cf. Socrates son of Sophroniskos, Lycourgos son of
Lycophron, Aristagores son of Molpagores (Hdt.5.30). According
to Sch.N.2.28c, Timodemos was named after an ancestor called Timo-
\ t \ - 9
demos.
The syntactic variatio in lines 9“10 livens up the colon;
V. F. Dornsgjff, Pindars Stil 103f.; he might have pointed out 
that such variation is particularly common when Pindar is enumer­
ating past victories; 0.12,18 Ni S'c 17%/Du) IcdjM)! t \  P.7*13
■jrevrt- v?M.t---^1^0 S JïïD kipp; N.3.84 o<'Trt?
-Meyi/pw/* 1.1*65 ITvDw^ tn/ T ; cf. 0.7*81f., 0.9*86f.,
0.13* 32f *,106f.; Baceh.lQ.26f,; Sim,Epig.42(Page). Contrast 
N.4*75 Tt, N.6.19-20, 1.5.17-I8;
Bacch.8.17-18 r e  it Sim.
Epig.43(P3,ge). See below on I.I9 (end of note).
10-12. Highly allusive, meaning that after the small ones 
the big one may follow, i.e. an Olympic victory. Timodemos's 
Nemean victory is a sign of what is to follow, as the Pleiades 
are a sign that Orion is coming. Since Orion always follows the 
Pleiades, Timodemos could have deduced that a future Olympic win 
would be inevitable; but by neither spelling out tnis conse­
quence nor mentioning Olympia by name Pindar avoids 
(of. N.10.29-30 Teu , 'TW/ j&c. an Olympic victor;^
Ciy2i o1 cio jxu ). For the succession of victories theme of. 1.6.init.
lb Ti/ v (u )rv /' ci^ oci/w?/^  V o / ocure
SêCTToTU»... ^  7^1 W  Cu?-T>jpi TTOfCetlVbmC t)Ày<T/il KoflS CW^(/
Orion and the Pleiades appear in Homer (Od.5,272, II.18.486); 
in Hesiod he pursues them (Hes.Op.619-20), and Pindar accounted for 
the pursuit mythologically (Fr.74 TÇ^ )(er'HC> Gè i r % K | / o(^ S
quoted by Sch.N.2.17c who adds; H x  o C o 'rv / r o /
oConjc O SZj>l^U)/, v iy  oCuTi^/ &n TTüiioüC
Uirty^l/v|yv.(/T3v Sr& TOi^ rvO/ 0 Z-GrOC Ks.T>|CT^ p(Cfe:^ ,
Wilamowitz (Pindaros 157) and Nisetich (Pindar's Victory Songs
IM-q
238) think the clause gcTi ^ 'éoiKoc... looks back to the
preceding one: Isthmian and Pythian victories will follow for T.
37just as Orion follows the Pleiades.
Orion does not stand for Timodemos in this context, but 
through his enormous strength and size he shares some of a pan- 
kratiast’s attributes; Od.11*309-10 ouc (sc. Otos and Ephialtes) ^  
^ycicTooc ttoAi) l'éliteW c y&eiuye y
cf. ib.572f.; Orion hunts and kills wild animals; Virg.Aen.lO.
763-7 : when Orion walks on the ocean-bed his head reaches the 
clouds. See the penultimate paragraph of the Prologue.
In Boeotia Orion was a counterpart of Herakles (v. B.L.Page, 
Corinna 35) and had his grave at Tanagra (Paus.9.20*3j; of.
Corinna IMG 662 t V i ^ c  o piey«<A(?cOeVi|C
; ead.673 ^  é o c t ^ e c T i t v / Aeyei o6oro/|^ rt.. SZ.p«*>/o^
koi) 6-Tre-A 'ttüÂAoo'c'Tc'rot/’c /jp4pioc<<t \<^i l^ fep/cotf «)tîd fSra summary
of his characteristics v. J.Fortenrose, Orion; the myth of the 
hunter and the huntress, TJniv.Cal.Publ. in Class.Phil.23,1981, 
ch. 1.
11. ope^/ ye : T& pro y& Sch.N.1.3; cf. N.2.l6b
, I __ _ I -.r ■> >/ c '  ^  ^ —r-  ^ C/ \
eCAAU»c. (ijA.o/oov 179. w  6 c r?  c éoiK oc.’- 601 i^ c  ot- Gen xo/ 1  yto/bcc Tra0«(. ( i /^  %
'ro/ Ao/o/, €7^ 1é(7rn«^ c e W .  \ e n r t i  )/o(^ ^  
yiGdi/ oCoTO/ oi^ t/ ; Sch.N.2.l6a ( » ^ / c o o  TToci^t/ G e n  1
C  ^ \ A )  ^ 7 / 7 A
Tr^ oc<n5Pi|'rt^ / y v ot^ jro^  er ttdic # The pro y&
seems to have arisen, therefore, after otftiAei— and'TTyy'ov^ oc>-
j> /
.. .éUtot were taken as separate clauses and a connecting particle 
then required for line 11.
OgW./ was a problem in antiquity; Sch.N.2.17c W
V / > / '? '■ Tn j n
Slot T< O^ticAC eiJrh Tdic m G U a u c . . .  é / io i  a t  à u  70 €^n 7>jc Oup<c
Tow K B c G a tl, K«tr% Tow Wc 70 KA&ioC
(Pi.Fr.52g(A)7) T o o l4e-jooc . etot Ç iV oî^‘«^c --- Gt
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<^TTD ToD CW/o/tOc S^picûv'oc Tic vJpe-j^ C 6r/ COcTojy y^ V6rc^ ( 0^e\<CC-~.
o St |<^n{c yfwcfer ôtpÊrjc/i/ iTèAeiiL)/, or? eTnyi^ riovci .
The first two interpretations are impossible; o o ^ g Q . / is 
not oo^ ottot/ and opfci - could not stand for toptt Crates’s reading 
(ap. Sch.N.2.17c)Gfcçeiét/ was probably not a variant but a conject­
ure deriving from his interest in astronomy (v. R.Pfeiffer, Hist­
ory of Classical Scholarship i, 241-2, for this influence on his 
textual criticism). It is an attractive conjecture ; 'summer'
would refer to the period May-June (v. M.L.West, Hes. W.D.253) when 
the Pleiades are visible before dawn but Orion is not (he would 
not appear till c. June 20; v. West, op.cit.309). Sch.N.2.17c
attempts to refute the conjecture ; Touruf St <^ /T77Tj^ ccé-i To
j i j v c / «COT3.C £T(TC7i A e i / )(6yt(î)/cc ; but if t-rrfttllouci is under­
stood in its technical sense, referring to a star's once-a-year 
heliacal rising, then what the scholiast says is not true (for 
eTri-R^ \en/ see West loc.cit.379-60).
But ye 'TlêitiiSw/ ( ye qualifies the whole noun-epithet
complex) is better explained as Pindaric variatio for Hesiod's 
version according to which Atlas the mountain was the father of 
the Pleiades; Hes.Op.363 ArAocyen/ei^ / ; cf. Hes.(?)Pr.
169 (quoted by Sch.N.2.17c) T ie  yent/Urv .
Two of the Pleiades were mountain nymphs (v. infra).
Oç>ârïXi/ is supported by the pun it creates on ; 'You'Id
expect Orion to go near the oread Pleiades'. There are several 
puns on names in Pindar; Pr.IO5 o TOi , j^gcQeuJV emo/yiA
; 1.6.52-3 rot ir?c, oV tb W  o^eij^oc
fcefcAev i ï r ï O f r ' i y t A f l / î  0.6.42,47,55 (
iu3/ ). Cf. od.1.60—2 loSuCoCo ; 11.24.730 é:cj^Grc
(alluding to the meaning of Hector's name; v. Macleod ad loc.);
Hes.Theog.775-^ cTwyer|^i|i Bacch.6.1-2 ; Hdt.3»'62.2
IS)
nptJ^ /CYnc ...SiÉTT]p*|^eCc ♦ A.Ag. 1080-1 AîtoAAci/J ; E.Bacch.367
U é e ê x rv c  .~^~ ï ï Gv 9 o c  • See further W.Stanford, Ambiguity in Greek Lit­
erature 26-42 and ch.9; West, Hes.Theog. p.77 and index s.v. ety­
mologising (esp. end of note on 1.269: etymologising may be behind 
an odd use of a verb). More etymologising in N.2 perhaps at 1.2 
and 1.24 (v. ad locc. ).
The Pleiades as mountain nymphs; mountains are suggested 
by the names of two of them, Taygete and Maia. Maia was a mount­
ain nymph because she gave birth to Hermes on Mt. Kyllene in 
Arcadia; Hes.(?)Er.l70, quoted by Sch.N.2.17c, e/ ofeccj
; Sim.Pr.555*2, also from Sch.N.2.17c
. Taygete is named after the mountain range 
separating Laconia and Messene. But Alcyone is named after a 
Boeotian lake; hence the conclusion of von Blumenthal (Hellanicea; 
Be Atlantide, Diss.1913,6): ’ergo nymphas illas sc. Maia, Taygete
and Alcyone oreadas vel marinas vel similis generis fuisse 
concludendum est'. Of the other four, Asterope has a good name for 
a star, and Electre could be named after the colour of a star; but 
Celaeno (‘dark!) and Merope do not suggest stars. The Pleiades 
are a motley collection who have come together because they are 
all daughters of Atlas; their elevation to stardom seems to be a 
secondary attribute.
j , /
12. the lyric version of the epic form ; cf.
Pi.I.4.67, Fr.72; Corinna 654.iii.36, 655.i.l4 (with synizesis), 
622.2; E.Hec.1102. (oriDk-) must be the original form; im­
portation of the oC into a pre-existing form without it would
be unparalleled.
For the synizesis cf. P.8.80 , 1.1.7
Synizesis within a word of a long vowel followed by a short one
152.
is much rarer in Pindar than short-long synizesis and elsewhere 
restricted to words with ; 0.1.5 (v.l.), 0.3.24 (v.l.) ;
I.3.17h, P.10.65 1.4.42 (v.l.). See M.L. West,
Greek Metre 12-1$.
\/eic&(< : veïc&M TUY; BD, Ath. (cod.A), Bergk. /61c
is better because (a) neither a middle nor passive sense of 
is suitable ('loosen' in the middle, 'be devoted to' in the passive), 
(b) Sch.N."2.l6a Tcpifvetdwsupports (for '\x>^6oex9sL (
of the motion of heavenly bodies of. Pl.Tim.39h; 'iropeji jpi J Epin. 
982e, Aristot., alii). Cf. used of the star Ara, Arat.407.
l$f. A tenuous connection of thought is just discernible; 
Timodemos the mighty fighter was victorious at Nemea, and should 
also win at Isthmia and Pytho; and he is as likely in the near 
future to win the big one at Olympia as mighty Orion is to appear 
soon after the Pleiades; indeed, Salamis is good at rearing 
fighters; Aias forced Hector, the best of ti^ Trojans,to yield 
to him in Troy. Fighting spirit has exalted you, too, Timodemos.
13. |L«A j u u v k  ic yé- ; on v. Dennis ton. The
\ /
Greek Particles 120, I50, 3^3^« ; Jebb on Soph.Aj.531* 1
marks emphatically a new point, and ye emphasises U
The sudden mention of Salamis was a problem in antiquity; 
Sch.N.2.19 oui/Tvj’c AJ^ /tiSdc (j)uA^c efz/i (sc. Timodemos),
OUK o p K o c  o \  y /p  T ^ c  a c » K  oT GÈ 'nep)
( p K U K  O T )  6c - n /  ocvrc/ T W /  -7^ /
Jcom^l4^poJ)(^|CKVrO/ o w / « J w
TLTp</^^f £✓' V ^  O T )  Vj/^ v^bv Atyeii/
o n  €nc tu yevbc U c rre ^ F*'
^  ^coicj^i^c o cuyyp<<'(féùc 0 %Aopou. w c  Se on i^yo/ oi AG^/(Tof 7 0 / A
The view of Asclepiades and his supporters is at first sight
(53
supported by the earliest Athenian decree to survive (Meiggs- 
Lewis, Greek Historical Inscriptions I4 = IG ill., C.52O-C.48O B.C.):
To? Sty.01 t/oc L K^ e-pc)coc}
or.?) I  ; ^
c-i Yïr\&i/ i^oc) cT^ Bcrj^ ex^ cxr f..,
Meiggs-Lewis (loc.cit.26-7) write: 'The direct evidence for a
cleruchy on Salamis is slight... It is only a guess by the schol­
iast that Timodemos was a cleruch, but the cleruchy itself is not
questioned by the scholiast or his source'. But (l) the key­
word l^ e^ ojfoc is only a guess, by Luriaj (2 ) the role of Athens 
in the decree is uncertain; therefore (3) it is not certain the 
decree relates to an Athenian cleruchy; cf. Hiller von Gaertringen 
ad IG i^. 1: 'Non agitur de cleruchis Atticis Salaminem deductis,
sed de indigenis, qui aut in patria insula habitantes tributa 
pendere iubentur, aut, si cum Atheniensibus militant, etiam trib­
uta eadera quae Athienses pendent'.
N.G.L.Hammond (JHS76,1956,37) attempts to identify the cler­
uchy from Herodotus 8.95 Ap(CTE?^ c ^  0 ---
-rroAAo)c TVO/ W i r L /  m 'TT^f’ererJj^ r^o -RpJ -n[/
)(WpK)C, ye/oc ^  TjV vJc-oV
(X\ TO'Jf Tlêr^cffCc 700c T^>ji "T5ivT>|i k k q//' iic/i/'Pc ,
But these hoplites may have been not cleruchs but a force from 
Athens that had been transported to Psyttaleia to meet up with 
Aristeides; there is insufficient evidence for certainty either
31
way.
Salamis had an ambivalent status; it seems never to have
been regarded as geographically part of Attica (see Strabo 8.9.II),
despite various Athenian claims for it (and actual secural of it:
see S.Hornblower, The Greek World 479-323 BC 11-12). Solon ( P r ),
however, thought he could score a point by saying 'Imagine a man
from Attica throwing away Salamis ' ; r.it is best thought of as being
ISCf
in the Fifth Century a territory adjacent to Attica and subject 
to Athens (see P.J,Rhodes, Commentary on the Aristotelian Athen- 
aion Politeia 6lO).
It is possible that Pindar introduces Salamis and hence
Aias because there was no suitable mythical character from Acharnai
itself, but a particularly suitable one (both Aias and Timodemos 
are excellent fighters) from Salamis close-bjj. i.e. the prox­
imity and allegience of Salamis to Athens (T.'s home-city) meant 
it did not matter that Salamis itself was unconnected with T. or 
his family. Apart from Peisander the oligarch and the banker 
Pasion. Acharnai was not well-known for its inhabitants; Pindar 
often does select mythological characters from the victor's 
city, but not always (of. P.11).
But and ^  (l6) bracket Aias and Timodemos together as
examples of Salamis rearing fighters, suggesting strongly a connect­
ion between Salamis and T.'s upbringing; the precise nature of the 
connection (e.g. whether he was a cleruch) is impossible to tell,
15. k  extracted from what Aias says to
'  ^
his colleagues before addressing Hector (for which, see on I4 6/
/ > f  f  n '  c K > /
T p o t o c i  )  :  OV y x p  T i c  y e  ê -(£ A O / / é j e c / T X  o o H  T ‘
Tt T é  (11.7.197-9).
14. l i v r e z  : Aias, son of Telamon, from Salamis, was a
renowned strong-man of antiquity, particularly suited for compar­
ison with a pankratiast. He was the best and strongest Achaean 
after Achilles (11.2.768 et alib., Pi.N.7.27), and threw Hector 
to the ground with a rock (11.7.268, 14.409^'.» cf. Bacch.I3.lO^f.); 
but he was also straightforward, honest, open and generous (v. Sch.
11.7.192, 199, 226-7, 284; for the interest of the Iliadic schol-
(55
lasts in these matters see N.J.Richardson, CQ N.S.30,1980,273).
Of. P.N.7*26 ki-x.p7?-poc , I.4-53b icTt j^oi-V /AtwK, Fr.l84
OTTt-pl'At/eC
> •~T— / , \ . A’' )/ _ /
yefc^ ro TV|< TTBi^Xi
(Sch.N.2,22a), nor 'Hector heard tell of, heard a rumour of, Aias'
(Fame 11 ad loc. ) ; e^ kovcti/ here = uin/Kouce/ 'had to submit to',
'became subservient to'. For this meaning of LSJ cite
only the technical and idiosyncratic Heph.Astr.(4th C. A.L.), but
the meaning is common; Archil.115-2; Pi.Fr.70b.29; A.Supp.910,
Sept. 196, Ag.956 etc. ( cf. 11.19.256 and Od.7.H, listed by LSJ
s.v. oCKovv) = 'obey';.
These six words are an allusion to I1.7.152ff. where lots
are drawn to decide who shall fight Hector; Aias wins the draw,
and (225f.) cT^  f<< trt^ rv f^o c ey/Jc, Y^rv,lt|C«:c Xbt tfrrrp,
Vov cdSfoc o ic B t y  o io c  a i o i ic<) /]vi4<o?ciy' /p/cTTjec ^ tgocci
y
Pindar's choice of the word wLicovct/has been motivated by the fact 
that at I1.7.226f. Hector does actually listen to Aias; but in 
the context of JM.2 written for a victorious fighter, the six words 
are meant to allude also to the result of the Aias v. Hector fight 
(a knock-out win for Aias, 11.7.271-2, resulting in Hector having 
to say he bows to Aias's strength - I1.7*288f.); hence 'listened to'
y
is too weak a translation of (AiPovce/ here.
Pindar, as is his wont, compresses I50 lines of epic into 
a few words and one sentence.
2? Ti^ qS^ iac ; y j ^ ^ j j L G  mss., lyko^e Schroeder (and 
18,~Ti^^o(^wl 24) ; *^y-oSi]|A.oc , ap. Sch. (cf. the title
ap. s c h . T i ^ ^ ^ ,  ).
Schroeder's argument (Prolegomena ii.29 para.56) is; 'Neque
enim unquam victoris dialecto patriae Pindarus videtur induisisse
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(velut in Neptuni nomine Wotg^I/ 0 Xlll, in auriga Siculo (j?f\enc
I /
0 VI, in terminatione thessalica lvTrotc.A6^ c P x), quin doricum simul 
sermonis colorera quasi extolleret'.
But (l) the mss. do not always atticise names in (e.g.
no ms. has Me^ t^ ju.oc at 0.14.22); so when, as here, they do, their 
reading is worth extra consideration. (2) of. other non-Doricised 
forms: N.1.70 (sic all mss.), T . 6 . 1  (sic all mss.),
1.1.13 f^i>ooVc< (sic all mss.), Frs.81, I69.6 , Contrast
0.2.32 (sic Sch.0.2.58a,58c,58g and all mss. except E (^ -)
and A (y  -); v. 6. Forssman, Untersuchungen zur Sprache Pindars
48f.), p.i.30y.<uc ( p, y/iL sch.p.1.57 dgq).
(3) Timodemos is the only person with a part
to his name mentioned by Pindar who comes from somewhere where
would not have been the normal form. Contra: P.4.281 /L^ocfi/lc
though Sch.P.4.501a et alib. have Avjp.o|i/l - (for theAjy^o- form in 
a Cyrenian name cf. SEC ix.3.12 tvoi ); Pi.Fr.49
(^ v^ poTZ-iuTiPvii/- codd.); 0.14.22 k/letSoyx.c»/'(a Boeotian; cf. 
Sch.0.14.28a,28c l4et5«yc<0c , -S^y^/); 0.10.18,92; 0.11.12; h.1.29
Ay'jciWyAcc , -6, -01) (with a n a p .  Sch. too; n.b. 0.11 and 0.12 
are for a victor from Locris in West Greece, N.I. for a western 
Greek Sicilian) ; 0.2.46, 0.3*9, 1.2.28 (so, too, ap.
Sch.; all three odes for Sicilians - Ainesidamos was Theron's 
father). Cf. 0.3*16 et alib. So^ vi^ /,
14-15. K/UQK TrocyF-p-^ Ttou : cf. Philostratos m]>i yyiiX/cTiH^ f
ch. 11: DTococ Tt lcT(/ iv' àyto/iir ' n ^ o ' T G T i TiAVTto/ "ro i [ ^ y G ^ T i o V  
c o y o i r t - A o v c  « oCjgAooc Tn/yk'^ cj
and ch.57: K'Jp'^ i^ ocjpunchbal^  G&  ^'nO/\o ^
IC ^ , ^ J j ü / l s z . e c T < ^  "iVu. 1 ^ ^ ^  - p j / 1/
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i ^ (  T o d 6TTi(popXf, y(yAi/«^ o//ro %  V ijj^ o c re
kol( ^(<krüXo(C 6/ (Kx/TiTruAo/ T* TT^tO/TBC .
But Philostratos'3 information must be used with caution: 
he lived over 7OO years after Pindar,
15. Pindaric for Homeric 2j(u)/ (ll*
5.670 of Odysseus). 'rVOtytoc occurs only here, Pi.Fr.234*4 (kViA< 
iXocQojb^ v) f and in the Palatine Anthology (9*472 ('^ '/-) also of 
Odysseus).
16. 'Ay/pv4(i : A^)(otp/V( TUY, AyjpvQ) BD (before correction); 
Schroeder reports that the lemma in the scholia on this passage 
also reads nj[<^p/ot( in g and D, but Drachmann (Sch.N.2.25a) prints
•=»A 'n)(o(p/ui and reports no other reading.
The accent is normally (Diod.14*32, Thuc.2.19), but
in the singular A )(ap/^j (Hsch. s.v.) or -iXk. Herodian (iii.(i) 
p.327*27 Lenz) gives /!)(>=(pvé(( , which is analogous to most other 
place names in -Y»|, -V o i\ of more than two syllables (cf. Steph. 
Byz. A)(o(p/«!/ ( vulgo) S^r[y><3c
(-61& v.l. ; Ay/pi/oLC cj. Meineke) l^ pvTC'/f/). The accent of the 
singular form seems to have sometimes influenced the accent of the 
plural form.
Acharnai was the largest deme of Attica; see below on
f  r
(17) and TD/. ../ocTU, (24).
the scholiasts’ T73-À<^(iÇe£rof (Sch.N.2.25c BD, 
-otr<k TU) is not an explicit varia lectio, but probably represents 
an assimilation of into the syntax of the paraphrase
(TO-AoCftfltTtl ^  Sch.N.2.25c) .
j7j Gijo(/0p8C : could mean (l) ’full of men», ’well-pop­
ulated ’, as probably SUoivS^ q /  a t  P.I.40, N.5*9 (cf. P.2.62,
\ s e
v^i^ vÂ/lo/I*6.6l; 6uj(pvcoc 8.Ph..394 'with alot of flowers/leaves/ 
gold); or (2) 'with noble men', of. 0.10.97-9 l4.oW i^ % Q ecc
ôCjkcÇ4rec(?i^ 'roAf/ , N.5.9 J  t&
Ko^ ( YoCdcu<^ c?77,i/. The latter sense is more relevant here, because
complimentary to Timodemos. For the fighting qualities of the
\ / / /
Acharnians of. Ar.Ach. 180-1 C T 1V 701 /epo/rec 'w^iVn/Dij
o(TG^c<~jM)\/erc f1«Kpo(9u)/oyk(<j^o<!f CcÇ^ evS (/o f ; for Acharnai ' s man­
power cf. Thuc.2.19: it could arm 3,000 hoplites (but perhaps a
corruption for 1,000 - see Gomme ad loc.). Because it was the
largest deme of Attica, Acharnai had 22 bouleutai at Athens - 
more than any other deme.
C(
O c o A  : Pindar was not very interested in the Games per se,
and it would be tedious if he spelt out tne characteristics of 
the various Games each time he wanted to mention them. For a 
different use of o c o j, to avoid detail of. 0.l3*106f. Ta. G VIT 
'7uj)\/oCccik( 6^ ‘ Occx iv ocoz r
fk\/'o/cciov f^ l>rv^ i^ cei Aot^ tcv j^uyioc
18: jVLiSt/f : for the non-Doricised form v. supra on
1 4 ~ U jaJ S vii\6 . The family was still flourishing in the Fourth Cent­
ury: IG.ii.i347 (4th.C. ) o o ev o /ljp<p/cvc
(of. J.Toepffer, Attische Genealogie 313; seventeen Timodemoi 
are listed in% Kirchner's Prosopographia Attica, but none y  J.K. 
Davies, Athenian Propertied Famailies: so they were not among
the wealthiest Athenians).
Pindar likes to bring in, if he can, other victories in the 
family (cf. 0.13.97f.); it is a specially suitable and necessary 
ploy here, since Timodemos himself had not won any other victories; 
the list shows what glories lie in store for him,.if he follows 
his forbears' footsteps.
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'TTpoieyv/r/f : the verb can mean (a) 'select', e.g. 11.13,689
yvfcK AG^ (/k(oO/ 'n^AéAé^e/{?|; (b) 'say before', e.g. PI.Rep.337a
Tji^vj-v. 'ïïÇovAeyoK'; (c) 'proclaim', e.g. A.Sept,336-7 'ro /(f> 9 iJ ^ eV o V  y v j)
ir^ oÀ/yu) r r ^ c c e t / .
The context favours (b), the verb picking up the meaning of 
“nA.\«!icl^<<.TOi/ : 'the T. are already said to be the best', i.e. have
a reputation in atnletics. The chain of thought is that the 
Acharnians in general have long been spoken of as fine men, and 
when it comes to athletics in particular the T. have been spoken 
of before as outstanding; Pindar then goes on to describe the past 
victories that make them outstanding. Perhaps earlier poems had 
been written in honour, of their past victories, of. 0.10.78 oCf)(/?(.
G rpoyj^/Q{ / O / ^ ; but
is an odd way to express the idea.
In the third strophe and part of the fourth Pindar changes 
from long to short sentences, another way he varies the style in 
which he writes his odes. The short sentences enable him to move 
quickly from theme to theme.
19. 0ils ijA ^S oV n : the mountain is high-ruling because its
height sets limits to what one can do on it or by it; cf. Pi. 
Paean 2.97 lU j> J y ^ ^ ik ic  r e r ^ i c  . The epithet is
more regularly applied to Zeus: Bacch.I5.51 oc
; Hes.Theog.529 ovic Ty^i/cc^O^uycrrico w f i jA .e ^ /T o c
^&/rocWest]; Ar.Nub. 563-4 j M V  9 t Q > i r ' r V f V / / o / '
The unusual use of V'I'TjiUrWri , tne metaphorical 
the bold phrase ï v  H e X o n v c  xtroj^J^c (- Peloponnese) and the variation
/ C / > ) >/ V
of the syntax ( TT3-po<---v i r o Q \ \ e o i - ~ '  ) liven up an other­
wise boring victory list.
2l. i v  G cX oiJ  T ïé iû îT D c  'Trrvj^o<?c : Pel ops regularly denotes
T é O
O ly m p ia ,  e . g .  0 . 1 . 9 4 - 5  9 ^ o y * - o ic ' I T ^ o ir o c  ;  b u t  t h e  a d d i t i o n  o f  
K o p iv G ^u )/ vtTü (j)WTU)/' s h o w s  t h a t  t h e  I s t h m i a n  G am es , a l s o  h e l d  i n  
t h e  P e lo p o n n e s e ,  a r e  m e a n t .  F o r  t h e  e x p r e s s i o n  o f .  P . 6 . 1 8  l<^ i^Co(io((c
Q^\ , P . 9 «15  e/ irroj^ cZX ,
T h e  i d e a  i s  o f  h i l l y  l a n d  f o l d i n g  i t s e l f  r o u n d  a  p l a c e ;  h e r e ,  
t h e  h i l l s  b y  t h e  I s t h m e s  ( a t  t h e  e d g e  o f  t h e  P e lo p o n n e s e )  f o l d  
t h e m s e lv e s  r o u n d  P e l o p a 's  n o r t h - e a s t e r n  b o r d e r ;  P e lo p s ,  w h o s e  
to m b  w a s  a t  O ly m p ia  ( 0 . 1 . 2 4 , 9 3 )  i s  im a g in e d  t o  b e  i n  t h e  m id d le  
o f  t h e  f o l d s .  O f .  0 . 1 . 1 0 3 - 5  ^ c ;
TTrw/Zfc : P i n d a r ' s  s o n g  w i l l  f o l d  r o u n d ,  e m b r a c e ,  t o u c h  c l o s e l y  o n
H i e r o n .
M s s .  o f t e n  o f f e r  a  v .  1 . % c 9 i o c ^ - c / / - o v e . g .  O . I 3 . IO O  
4 c & io v  A ,  c e t .  ;  0,2,6^ ec^Oi CD , c e t .  ; b u t  n o  a l t e r ­
n a t i v e  i s  o f f e r e d  h e r e .  F o r  v a r i a n t  f o r m s  o f  v a r i o u s  w o r d s  ( K e /U -  
j~6[Voc » ^ e t  a l . )  i n  t h e  t e x t  o f  P in d a r
V. N .S .  G c jn b a u m ,  Y a z y k  D r e v n e g r e c e s k o i  C h o r o v o i  L i r i k i  ( P in d a r J  
9 0 ; h i s  b o o k  s h o w s  t h e  d a n g e r  o f  t h i n k i n g  P i n d a r ' s  v o c a b u la r y  
m u s t  b e  h o m o g e n is e d  i n  s u c h  c a s e s :  h e  c o u ld  h a v e  u s e d  o n e  f o r m
a t  o n e  t i m e ,  a n o t h e r  f o r m  i n  a n o t h e r  p l a c e  -  t n o u g h  c o p y in g  i s  
l i k e l y  t o  h a v e  b e e n  r e s p o n s i b l e  f o r  a  g r e a t e r  n u m b e r  o f  i n c o n s i s t ­
e n c ie s ,
22. a  f a v o u r i t e  w o r d  o f  P in d a r  (32 o c c u r r e n c e s ) ,
u s e d  s i m i l a r l y  a t  N . I .  17-18 9 ^ ^ /^  ^  t )A « y < 7 r /c ^ W  c^o /ljo rc
XpvceOfc jsc . S i c i l^
2 3 - 4 .  S y n t a c t i c a l l y  i t  i s  p o s s i b l e  t o  t a k e  f ito c  i n  a p p o s ­
i t i o n  t o  OHKoi ( s o  e . g .  B o e c k h ,  D i s s e n ,  B u r y ,  f o l l o w i n g  S c h . N .2.35 St
2 /  A I cc jtyw vj T D o rtc T , ^ o X v ^ T ‘0^ ) , b u t  m o re  l i k e l y  i t  i s  i n
a p p o s i t i o n  t o  Lv  w i t h  a  p a r e n t h e s i s :  n o n e  o f  t h e
i n s c r i p t i o n s  r e f e r r i n g  t o  Games a t  t h e  O l j im p e ia  a t  A th e n s  i s  o l d e r  
t h a n  t h e  t im e  o f  H a d r ia n  ( s e e  L . D e u b n e r ,  A t t i s c h e  F e s t e , B e r l i n
^  " i T ( " ~
1932,177; cf. E,Simon, Festivals of Athens, an archaeological comment- 
a£y, Wisconsin 1983,15-16); this fact plus (a) the lack of victor 
dedications, (b) silence in Ath, Pol, about which magistrate organ­
ised the Games, and (c) the local Athenian Games being for Pindar 
the Panathenaia, all suggests that tne scholion is a late note and
not true of Pindar's day (l owe these last threeopoints to Dr, R, >
1
Parker). For oiKoi referring unqualified to the victor's home Games 
cf, N.5*45 S e^ Gc//3.c OiWf *t  ; for the parenthesis of.
0.8.28, P.10.45 and see Slater s.v.Se 2.f. (Cf. Wilamowitz,
Pindar08 157n.5 'Sehr elegant ist das letzte G 2 ^ d  der Aufz'iilung / i j
e  /  y r, ^
unterbrochen . Die Masse drangt sich vor'j.
24. to/ 5 TToA^ ni, icwiiJcV tt ( c v / Y octoi ; 'Sing 
of Zeus during the komos held in honour of T. at the time of his 
triumphant homecoming*. Timodemos receives a civic reception. |
T®/ refers to A\cx (so Bury, Fame 11, Nisetich etc.), not dyiO/i ;
Zeus, not the , is to be thanked in the komos for Timodemos's 
safe return. For co/ denoting time when cf. P. 11.10 co/
and see Slater s.v. l.c.^. The dative'TyA.oSv(^ w( is used with 
because T. has an interest in the singing, cf. P.9.89 (sc,
Herakles and Iphikles) ; 1.7.20-1
I ; similar is Pindar's use of the dative |
with 'accept s.t, from s.o. ' ; P.8,5 I f uD'O/iKo/ |
Sékeu , P. 12.5-6 c7tcÇoc/iA)^  eic TTu&C/cc
. See Gilder sleeve ad 0.13*29.
Timodemos*s name may be mentioned again at this point to 
create a pun; with his successful return he brings honour to his 
deme; but the address is w rather thamb because (l)
there would have been living in Acharnai Athenian citizens who 
' were not by birth demesmen of Acharnia (on the existence of movement
/ I
between demes, see A.W.Gomme, The Population of Athens 37f.), (2) 
the performance of a Pindaric ode in Athens doubtless attracted 
an audience from further afield than merely the victor's own deme.
The performance of the ode could have prefaced the komos
held for Timodemos; cf. 0.4*9, 0.11.16, O.I4.I6 - three more 
mentions of komoi in short odes; the implication is that Pindar's 
shortest odes were designed for a different type of occasion com- 
pared with the rest. See also on below.
25. : 80. Tuu , i.e. ù i o c (not , so LSJ s.v.
). The word suggests that the performance of N.2 was a 
prooimion to further singing which began with praise of Zeus -
Ifl
perhaps during the komos (see end of previous note^ and also on If,).
N.2 is monostrophic, not triadic ; why Pindar chose which 
structure is not always clear: though none of the longer odes is
monostrophic (too monotonous; N.9, eleven strophes/55 lines, is 
the longest), some of the short ones are triadic : 0.4, 0.11,
0.12, P.7* But N.2 is monostrophic because three into five won't 
go.
The themes of Zeus,, singing, victory, recur at both the 
beginning and end of the ode; for the ring-composition return to 
notes on line If.
BRIEF EVALUATION of the ODE as a WHOLE
Nemean 2 is a very concentrated ode. Though short, all of 
it is, relevant to Timodemos; there are no gnomic passages. It 
is also very allusive: one has to see through the mention of the
Pleiades and Orion first to the underlying astronomical pheno­
menon and then to that phenomenon's symbolic meaning in the 
context of the poem; p«^ TrriJ/ G ïtxv ) / alludes to ;
Hector's submission to Aias alludes to I50 lines of the Iliad.
In a longer version of the ode, Orion's pursuit of the Pleiades 
and/or the Aias episode would have been expanded into stories.
The allusive and stand-offish stance adopted by Pindar
down to line I4 is reinforced by there being no address to anyone
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in these lines, Timodemos being referred to only as oS 'Tÿioi/boV
, and no mention by Pindar of himself or his own poetry.
With the address to the victor, at last, at line I4, Pindar opens* 
his stance; from then on the poem is in all respects more direct.
/ I  \
The last clause ( t o / . . .  cpuo/oc/ ) breaks clean away from the earlier 
eliptical syntax and allusive style; it looks like a call to 
begin the komos (so Wilamowitz, Pindaros 158)» the ode, therefore, 
was probably sung before the komos. There is no evidence for the 
idea of Nisetich (Pindar's Victory Songs 237) that, 'The ode was .
designed to be sung bÿ a chorus in procession through the streets I
of Acharnai, either to the victor's home or to some local shrine'. I
The poem as a whole illustrates Pindar's exceptional 
ability to honour a victor and his victory while keeping talk 
of either victor or victory to a minimum. Pindar concentrates 
on the past successes of Timodemos's family and on Timodemos's 
possible future successes. And he preserves an excellent balance 
between the poem's different themes, without making it rigidly 
structured; roughly a strophe's worth to (a) Nemea being the ;
scene of Timodemos's first victory, (b) following his forbears' i
I
footsteps, (c) an Olympic win probable, (d) the family's athletic |
prowess; but only roughly; sense pauses at the end of strophes
one and three, enjamjbment between 2 and 3 and four and five. ^  lo i
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NOTES to COMMENTARIES
1, In other cases, of course, P.Oxy.222 does confirm the
scholiasts dates, as does Pausanias (he also confirms P.Oxy.2381,2, 
part of a victor-list for 396 B.C. and perhaps from the same papyrus
roll as P.Oxy.222). See Grenfell's and Hunt's introductory comments
to P.Oxy.222.
2, J.Juthner plausibly suggests that during the race the judges
watched while standing by the end-post (Die Athletischen Leibesu- 
bungen der Griechen, Vienna 1968 (reprint) 2.98f.).
3, Note, however, that 1) omits some data which 2) and 3) have.
4, It is hard to generalise from the evidence, do in Homeric
addresses expresses brusqueness according to P.Chantraine, Gram­
maire Homérique, Paris 1953» 2.para.47* I note that in Bacchylides 
in the one certain occurrence of an opening address with u where 
the papyrus has not mutilated the context (Bacch.9), the addressed 
is asked to do something (so, too, probably in B.2; but note 
contra B.3 and B.12). More often than not in Bacchylides, in open­
ing addresses without o the addressed is not asked to act (so 
B.5,14B and probably B.IO and 11; also B.18). Applying this 
distinction to opening addresses in Pindar's epinicians, I note 
that a call to action occurs 5 times without o and with tO 6 times, 
and that when the addressed is not asked to act is used 4 times 
and not used 9 times. I therefore tentatively conclude that (a)
p. and B. tend to use in opening addresses when action is called 
for, (b) tnere is no rigid distinction.
i6r
5* However, it is scarcely credible that she was not worshipped
at Thebes, and I note that Dodds (ad E.Bacch,6-12) concludes,
'Eur. clearly has some knowledge of the Theban cult and cult- 
places' sc. of Semele.
6. Cf. 11.18.54 u^coCpKToTDF^ u< (Sch.a ad loc: GT/ To/
); Bacch.l0.106<^ |>(CTcîTrotTÇ‘x^(of Artemis) 'having the best 
father'. Pindar's epithet here perhaps suggested Theocritus's 
k ^ ic T o T O G e u (Theoc.24.73) also of Alcmene. The scholiasts* slip 
was perhaps caused by a reminiscence of P.IO.3 p i yei/oc
7. A.Schachter, Cults of Boiotia 1,1981,77^* (BIOS suppl. 38.i)
thinks several types of cult took place at the Ismenion, attracted 
from other parts of Boiotia and symbolising the growth in Thebes's 
influence.
A victory procession by Thrasydaios to the Ismenion would 
have been particularly fitting if he had borne his victory laurel, 
because every eight years the sanctuary of Apollo Ismenios was 
the scene of a daphnephoria (perhaps the occasion for Pi.Fr,94B; 
see Schachter op.cit.83-5)•
8,. Alternatively, V o v picks up Apollo's past interest in the
shrine (mentioned in the preceding lines); I owe this suggestion 
to Dr. R.Parker. I am undecided between the two interpretations.
9, Another objection to the interpretation 'watching over' is
that there is no evidence e rx V o y -a / could mean this; the scholiasts'
y /
paraphrase v/e^ (^ tv/c could only mean 'allotted' or 'spread over' 
(see LSJ s.v.), errf/oywoc as an adjective does not with certainty 
occur elsewhere; as a noun both it and cognate words refer to 
grazing rights (i.e. rights for one's flock to spread over the land).
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10. Note also E.Ale.75-6 fe^ oc oiroc - jo v y$o/oc Bt3/ / oVov
Toâ ey/oc F^rcc = ( / ( / , » Carm.Pop.862(PMo) re^V *7Ton/</
11. For fepoc applied to people cf. IL.24.681 Te^ ooc TruA^^uc,
'Here, as often elsewhere in Homer, the epithet is extended outside 
the religious sphere; it often conveys no more than a feeling of 
dignity or awesomeness such as is proper to many epic persons, 
animals, things or places', Macleod ad loc. P.Wulfing-v. Martitz, 
Glotta 38,1960,272-307 esp.300-4» comparesTe^c cT^ ocroc(Od.24.81).
12. S o C l / f t i n  Pindar's day? It seems to me dangerous 
to argue from the literary evidence for the succession-of- 
prophets story that therefore there were cults of Ge and Themis 
at Delphi. The only firm archaeological evidence for a cult
of them at Delphi (for the evidence see F.W.Hamdorf, Grieehische 
Eultnersonifikationen der vorhellenistischen Zeit, Mainz I964» 
50-I, 108-10) seems to be two statue bases found at Delphi 
inscribed Ga and Themis (see P.de la Coste-Messeliere and R. 
Flaceliere, BOH 54,1950,283-95; they give no date for the 
inscription I/ and date the word'Themis to the Fourth Century 
(p.287; so too, for'Themis', F.Schober, RE suppl.5,p.l06 para.
171).
Pausanias saw an ancient cult image of at Aigai, Achaia^ 
(Paus.7.25,13), reports sanctuaries of Themis at Athens (1.22),
Corinth (2.27.5), Tanagra (9.22.1) and Thebes (9.25*4)» and found
an altar to Ge and Themis at Olympia (5.I4.IO); but none of this
is evidence for a cult of either Ge or Themis at Delphi in the
Fifth Century. At a lecture in London in 1983, Dr. Christiane 
Sourvinou-Inwood, too, said the archaeological evidence did not 
support the view that Fifth Century cults of Ge or Themis existed 
at Delphi.
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13. Cf. N.Robertson, The Myth of the First Sacred War,GQ28.1978,
48, 'The two names are used interchangeably in most ancient sources.. 
Late writers who say or hint otherwise are palpably confused*.
14. For Iphigeneia see A.Ag.1414-18,1432; whereas Pindar gives 
as an alternative motive the effectsjof Clytemnestra's relation­
ship with Aigisthos (P.11.24f.), the alternative in Aeschylus is 
the effect on Clytemnestra with Cassandra (see Ag. 1441-2).
15. This is not to say that the myth itself was primarily aimed
at praising Thrasydaios (see para.2 of Excursus on Myth in Pindar- 
appended to note on To/ line 17): the partial analogy between
the actions of Thrasydaios and Orestes does not in my view equate 
to praise of Thrasydaios.
16. Pindar elsewhere spatchcocks into a myth gnomic phrases
relevant to the victor: cf. 0.1.64, 0.7*25-6 (lines 94-5 resume
the theme), P.2.34 (cf. line 72, resuming the theme and spoken
to Hieron), P.3.21-3. For oi^oc of success or victory cf, N.9*45: 
includes both and - cf. Bacch.5*50-3;
cf. o X ^ i c c  8-t P.9*4» 0.7*10»
17. p j^^kw/also, of course, takes up : the phrase
is relevant both to the citizens in the myth and to citizens without 
(athletic) aspirations contemporary with Pindar.
18. 'One of sexual omission, not commission - a different matter'.
D r .R.Parker points out.
19* Clytemnestra*s o X^oc derived from her being a queen, a
status bestowed on her as wife of Agamemnon, Alternatively 
(so Professor H.Maehler), heroAj&vc was due to her being in control 
with Aigisthos as consort. I find the latter interpretation
less likely because in Pythian 11 it is Agamemnon, not Aigisthos,
/
who is portrayed as the hero who a m a s s e s ( c f ,  31 
33-4 Gr\uce Î djm}uc ; in contrast to Homer (Od.3«304f • ),
Pindar does not say anything about Clytemnestra being in control 
with Aigisthos, who in P.11 is not portrayed as a powerful or 
substantial figure.
20. Note how Pindar does not recount the episodes of the myth in
chronological order, e.g. the description of Agamemnon's death (20-1)
precedes his arrival home and sacking Troy (32-4)»
21. But Professor Maehler points out to me that Achilles,
Semele and the Seven were dead when on fire, whereas the implic­
ation of -ôbvru)/ would be that the Trojans were burnt alive; 
hence I agree with him that - Be/7%c is preferable.
C- , \ / * )/ j I /
22. is to be interpreted (Professor
Maehler tells me; as interrogative alternative (as in
1,7.5-12): 'Did I go astray, or did a wind blow me off course?'
I find the punctuation of the Teubner text at odds with this 
interpretation which surely demands a comma or a question-
V /
mark, not a high stop, after Tt Tr£i/
23. This is the interpretation intended by the Snell-Maenler 
text (see previous note).
24. B.C.Young (Mnemosyne suppl.9,1968,16-7) thinks the myth illus­
trates the horrors of a tyrant's life (in contrast to Thrasy­
daios 's). This view is only partly correct, I believe; the 
myth also shows that Thrasydaios, qua victor, will be exposed
to some of the same opposition {< ^ 9 c /o c » ) as Agamemnon.
It is a mistake to seek a single purpose of the myth or a single 
way in which it is relevant; it has several purposes and is 
relevant in a variety of ways.
25. See J.Irigoin, Histoire du Texte de Pindare, Paris 1952,
25-7 'Traces du Met agrammatisme ', suggesting that is
an error of interpretation rather than due to carelessness;
cf. Sch.N.1.34b for Aristarchus's recognition of misinterpretation 
of the old alphabet as a source of error.
26. But Davison takes too seriously the apocryphal story (Sch. 
N.5.1a) that Pindar charged 3,000 drachma for Nemean 5; see 
M.Lefkowitz, Lives of the Greek Poets, London 1981,49^‘«,58f.
f  o27. Note how is frequently coupled with FVicvJ 'mix',
I < \  \ / /
'stir': [Â4P.V.994 k O k o c r v o A r . P a x  320
. / / 
iLgtf ; V. LSJ s.v.Tô^ Ç«tccU) .
28. gul Cf. in P.0xy.222.col.ii.32 (for 01.83 = 448B.C. );
this evidence, coupled with the other attestations of 1Tv&t>/Mcoc
make it more likely that in Pythian 11 is a proper
name than merely a nickname. Of. other suitable names for
victors, e.g. Dromeus (a victor in the long-distance in 484; a
victor in 48O in the pankration); Eurybates (victor in the stadion, 
672); Poulydamas (multi-victor in the pankration). The names
are from L.Moretti, Olympionikai, Rome 1957.
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29» The asyndeton, here - before a statement (as often, in the
first person) effecting a transfer to a new subject - is one of 
the four main types of asyndeton recognised by L.Dissen; see his 
edition of Pindar (Gotha I83O) I. Excursus 2, still the basis for 
any discussion on Pindar’s use of asyndeton. The other three main 
types are 1) in explanations, 2 ) when enumerating or re-iterating 
(common in maxims - see Macleod on 11.24.554), 5) to add gravity 
to the end of a section (often the end of the whole ode)l
Further references to discussions of the subject in J, G. 
Howie, ARCA Classical and Medieval Texts, Papers, and Monographs 3 
(Papers of the Liverpool Latin Seminar vol.2,1979)358 n.21; Howie 
notes the use of asyndeton to exhibit strong emotion (op.cit*
3O8 - 10). In general, asyndeton tends to add emphasis to the 
following clause, because it throws it into relief or makes it 
;'4appear as a necessary result (see ÎC-G ii.344f. ), but that is not 
its function here where it is to move on to a new topic (see KrG 
ii.346); asyndeton is common in Pindar and Bacchylides after 
enumeration of victories: B.1.159, 4.18, 8.26, 13.199; Pi.
0.13.114, 1.1.64.
30. An alternative interpretation is to take OtoGW not with
-> }
but closely with i.e. ’may the gods inspire me with a
desire for ' —  for what KoiX/ do not come from the gods? But
I think the context militates against this view; the implied
contrast is not between a) that come from the gods and b)
f A j  that come from elsewhere, but between a) that come from 
f f
the gods and b) et al.sim, that come from the gods
(cf. P.3.81-2). At the back of Pindar's mind is the over 
hybristic victor over-aspiring for future successes (to his own 
detriment), or the selfish and cruel tyrant.
I7l
51. For the idea that the envious must be thrust away of. Bacch.5
187f. oCl/(n/, oCJbo^ O^H-^ oCici/ j
C^jMri/C/') I T><- 6-Ô TTi^ e^ cCO/ ^^ oTCojj/.
5/
5g. He concludes that since, from Homer onwards, is used to
address a variety of gods and godesses, it cannot have been the 
case that originally was used soley to address the Dioscuri
5p. For o^/oc used of motion rather than along cf. Od.22.239-40
34. For my interpretation of in this context (
^Sgrfcai Ü: /iiw uc cf. N.2.19 i/i^c
: in both phrases the verb is used eMptically, applying 
really to the fruits of victory (cf. ? A . U S ^ lrcA\«< ^  'ttÇ'OTrTt^ oc
•~N \ C /
v'tlM-/), not the victory itself; compare a similar use of p^ iÇeva, 
e.g. P.10.24 1%^y(cT i Z e P L ) / , P. 11.55 N.5.52
SirrXo^ L/ 0.8.65-6 i<vrw, y ^ c
(cf. 0.2.49 Oiu*ATn«(./ ), por further
/ /
refutation of Bury's comment (ad loc.) that here cannot
refer to winning victories, of, Bacch.8.24-5 V'u^^ c^ ,
Against the view that here means 'earnest-money' =
»down-payment' (so e.g. Slater s.v.), is the fact that that
(viz. a down-payment) is what Pindar should receive, not the victor.
35. But Dr.R.Parker points out to me that anacolouthon in
tragedy is not accidental, but a device to imitate the informality 
of colloquial speech; therefore, in retrospect I agree that ocftnAti 
here is best regarded as passive in sense = C k P e ii^ ïT J .
172.
3Ê.O Orion had no particular connections with Olympia, but in
the context of a) the Games circuit (Ol., Py., Nem., Isth.) and 
b) ’big following little things’, I think that here mention of his 
post-Pleiades appearance does allude to a future Olympic win for 
Timodemos. According to the scholia he did later win at Olympia: 
Sch.N.Z.la T^i/ (this
statement is presumably derived from the victor-lists rather than 
inferred from Pindar’s text - the scholia do not interpret lines
11-12 as referring to an Olympic win).
37. This interpretation requires St (10) to be an explanatory
connector equal to y«i^  - for which cf. N.10,19-20 cro^oi.
Tioc/r^  o6v/oLyi/|Lo(.c^ Gen St \^ >  «/r 1 «(cot 1. But
tKis interpretation is less good than the one given in the last . 
note, because,unlike the other, the point it expresses (that as 
Orion always follows the Pleiades, so T. will follow in his 
father’s footsteps) has already been made by Pindar (lines 6-IO).
38. The formTTeieiocSv)/ (forlTlGf-) is frequent in poetry:
Hes.Fr.288,289,290; Ale,Fr.1.60; Sim.555.5 PMG; Aes.Fr.l72; 
therefore, I do not think it has any special significance (e.g. 
punning implications^ here. The He-— for form is the result
of etymologising, the constellation often being fancifully thought 
of as doves (see Aes.Fr.172 and Lloyd-Jones ad loc., H.Gundel
RE xxi 2.2489, West ad Hes.Op.383-4)•
17^
39» Though, as Dr*R.Parker points out to me, in the absence
of contradictory evidence neither the scholiasts* guess, nor the 
Meiggs-Lewis identification of the cleruchy in the inscription 
with that mentioned by the scholia, is actually disqualified.
Dr.Parker thinks thatjthe existence of a cleruchy is also implied 
by the fact that the assassins of Peisistratos's daughter received 
plots of land in Salamis as a gift (and, hence, may be regarded 
as some of the cleruchs; see R.Parker, Miasma, Oxford 1983,368-9).
Another possibility is that Timodemos belonged to the genos 
Salaminioi: an inscription of 363-2 B.C. (SEG vol.21.527) refers
to }o \ whose ancestors lived in 508-7 in Acharnai (lines
77-8). The inscription also mentions how the cult of Eurysakes 
(Aias) was administered by the genos; if Timodemos did belong 
to the genos, and if the cult existed in his day, this would give 
special relevance to Pindar’s praise of Aias in Remean 2 (13-14)*
I am indebted to Dr. Parker for this possibility.
40. Professor H.Maehler thinks that means
here ’are mentioned first (before others) as outstanding’.
But I think that in the context ( preceding, narration
of past victories following) the words mean ’are spoken of already
r ' 1 /  ^  ^ ay
as outstanding’; of. 0.13*101-2 e UAyA-irUf
41, On a less literal interpretation of , the ode itself
could have formed the first part of the komos.
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